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ABSTRACT
The increasing rate of urbanisation and the potential impact of climate change are expected to
exacerbate human vulnerability to natural hazards and complexity in disaster management. The
concern is more worrisome in a multi-hazard landscape and urban environment that is
characterised by social, economic and cultural diversity. In order to cope with the expected
challenges, declarations from international meetings on disaster risk reduction and disaster
management have advocated a paradigm shift from reactive and vulnerability approaches to
understanding how communities cope with natural adversity and investigate resources and
ways to enhance internal capacities to expected challenges.
This research investigated the capacity of the African community in Auckland to reorganise
itself and function in times of unexpected challenges. This study used South African and the
Nigerian communities as proxies for the African community in Auckland. In the course of the
investigation, this research assessed the social, economic, and physical competency and
communication resources of the South African and Nigerian communities, as well as their risk
perception to gauge the resilience of the communities.
Data for this research were obtained from both primary and secondary sources. A questionnaire
and semi-structured interviews were the primary sources of data collection, and secondary data
was obtained from the existing literature. The research used parametric and non-parametric
methods of analysis for quantitative data. Thomas’ (2006) General Inductive Approach and a
3-step coding cycle, as explained in Saldana (2013), were used for interviews. A content
analytical process of theme formation was used to analyse secondary materials. The study used
the index method to calculate the contributions of variable indicators and domain contributions
to the overall resilience of the communities. The research discussed findings from the data in
line with the existing theoretical findings on hazards and disaster management studies.
The research findings revealed a close similarity between the resilience of the South African
and Nigerian communities. While both communities acknowledged the hazardous landscape
of Auckland and their vulnerability to the hazards, they equally expressed determination to
cope with the ensuing challenges. However, the practical capacity to cope with the challenges
of a natural event would need to be improved if the community is to be fully prepared for future
encounters with natural hazards. Some of the areas that need to be addressed relate to resources,
risk information and sensitisation. Also needed to be addressed are community attitudes
i

towards pre-disaster training and robust compensation. This research is crucial because it
identifies the strength and weakness of resilience of the African communities under
investigation. While this research may claim to lay the groundwork for investigating the
resilience of the African community in Auckland, future research should involve other
communities on how to improve their resilience and identify complementary strategies with
existing research to develop an overall strategy for community resilience in Auckland. This
research concluded by making specific recommendations to the Auckland City Council for
consideration in planning resilience. The recommendations cover individual, community and
official expectations in resilience building.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introductory background of the study
Disasters triggered by natural hazards have resulted in the tremendous loss of lives and
economic assets in the affected communities. Data compiled from the Centre for Research on
the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) database suggests that disasters have killed a total of
1.3 million people between 2001 and 2017. Although the total number of deaths recorded in
2017 was higher than 2016 by 35%, the number of deaths could be considered low in
comparison to the peak periods of 2006-2015 when the annual average deaths were 69,827
(Guha-Sapir, Hoyois, Wallemacq and Below, 2017, p. 1). The table below shows the total
number of deaths between 2001-2017 from the data generated from the Centre for Research on
the Epidemiology of Disasters database (EM-DAT).

Total deaths

Linear (Total deaths)

Total deaths in thousands

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Year

Figure 1. 1 Total deaths caused by reported natural hazards from 2001 to 2017.
Regarding economic losses from natural hazard events, data extracted from the Centre for
Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) database suggests that a total of 2.4 trillion
USD has been lost as a result of disasters. In 2017, the financial cost of natural hazard events
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was documented to be around 338 billion USD. This figure represents an 83% increase in the
average economic loss of 122 billion USD between 2001 and 2016. The table below shows the
global economic loss between 2001 and 2017 from the Centre for Research on the
Epidemiology of Disasters database (EM-DAT).

Cost in Billions (USD)

Total damage (US$ 2.4Billion)
400000000
350000000
300000000
250000000
200000000
150000000
100000000
50000000
0

Year

Figure 1. 2 Total economic loss caused by reported natural hazards from 2001 to 2017
In New Zealand, the impact of the Canterbury Earthquake was estimated to have affected about
460,000 people in different communities (Parker and Steenkamp, 2012, p. 14). Regarding
reconstruction, The Reserve Bank of New Zealand, (2016, p. 3) has recently updated the cost
of rebuilding the affected communities to around NZD 40 billion. In a related event in New
Zealand, the impact of the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake on small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) and the Gross Domestic Product on the affected communities was estimated to be
between NZD 450 million and NZD 500 million (Government Beehive, 2017, p. 1). Because
of the hazard landscape of New Zealand, the Insurance Council of New Zealand regards New
Zealand as the third most vulnerable economy to natural hazards after Chile and Bangladesh;
and at any point, New Zealand expects to lose just under 1% of its GDP in any year or about
NZ$1.6 billion due to disasters triggered by natural hazards (Insurance Council New Zealand,
2014, p. 5).
In countries where natural hazard events are of frequent occurrence, the cost of post-disaster
reconstruction and responding to a disaster often outweighs government investment in a
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) programme. Between 1998 and 2008, Mexico devoted more
than two-thirds of its disaster budgets to post-disaster expenditures on average; and in Nepal,
post-disaster expenditures accounted for about 57% of total resources allocated to disaster
2

management (Da la Fuente, 2010, p. 3). Because of the expected impact of climate change,
countries have devoted substantial resources to mitigate future risks. A case in point is the NZD
59.4 million investment in ‘Resilience to Nature’s Challenges’ (2015-2025) (Ministry of
Innovation, Business and Employment 2015, p. 1).
Although economic data from EMDAT, except for the year 2017 economic impact, tend to
suggest a downward trend in human and economic impact from 2011 to 2017, there is a concern
that the current decline in disaster impact is unsustainable because of the increasing rate of
urbanisation. Human vulnerability and challenges to current mitigation strategies are expected
to increase due to development triggered by failed policies and decisions (United Nations
Development Programme, 2004; Blaikie, Cannon, Davis and Wisner, 2014) and climate change
(Schneider, Semenov and Patwardham, 2007).
Efforts at reducing risk have centred on the traditional risk assessment approach (Saunders and
Kilvington, 2016) and vulnerability reduction (Borgadi and Birkmann, 2004). Although the
vulnerability approach is salient in understanding disaster causation, the capacity of disasteraffected communities to address their vulnerability is often missed (Neef and Shaw, 2013).
Addressing vulnerability, therefore, requires an investigation into what makes some
communities resilient despite the challenges from natural hazard events.
Notwithstanding the various studies on resilience to natural hazards in New Zealand, evidence
suggests that there has been little or no empirical study on the resilience of the African
community in Auckland to natural hazards. This research becomes imperative because of
differential access to resources and opportunities that may enable resilience in an urban
community. This study will no doubt benefit the African community as it illuminates the
community’s current state of resources to meet future challenges and is also an opportunity for
intervention to improve indicators of low resilience in future resilience planning.

1.2 Prior studies on resilience in New Zealand
Few studies have been carried out on community resilience in New Zealand. The disasters in
Christchurch and Canterbury necessitated the majority of the studies as a result of earthquakes.
Existing studies on community resilience to natural hazards in New Zealand have primarily
focused on social capital and have examined community resilience from a post-disaster
perspective. Studies by Paton, Millar and Johnston (2001), Smith, Davies-Colley, Mackay and
Bankoff (2011), Wilson, (2013), Thornley, Ball, Signal, Lawson-Te Aho and Rawson (2015),
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Kenney (2015) and Paton, Johnson, Mamula-Seadon and Kenney (2014) are cases in point.
An exception to these was Paton (2007) measuring and monitoring resilience in Auckland in
association with the Auckland City Council. That study uses the preparedness of participants
to measure Auckland resilience.
The shortcomings of a post-disaster approach to resilience assessment are manifold:
•

Firstly, assessing community resilience from a post-disaster perspective misplaces
disaster recovery as resilience. Resilience facilitates the process of post-disaster
recovery (Klein, Nicholls and Thomalla, 2003).

•

Secondly, a post-disaster perspective of community resilience does not give credence
to the dynamic nature of community resources.

•

Thirdly, a post-disaster perspective does not address the influence of resource
distribution on community resilience. The nature of resource distribution in an urban
community is pivotal in resilience (Cutter, 2016).

•

Fourthly, assessing community resilience from a post-disaster perspective assumes that
the resilience of a community is tantamount to the resilience of households. The
criticality of this assumption is that the urban community is not homogenous.

•

Although social capital is relevant in assessing resilience, an aggregate assessment that
involves the contributions, interdependence and synergy among community capitals
can provide an understanding of the assets in the community, the condition of the assets
and strategies to enhance the conditions of the assets.

For this research, “African communities” or “African community” refer to the South
African and the Nigerian communities. These terms will be used interchangeably
throughout the entire thesis.
Accordingly, in order to examine the resilience of the South African and Nigerian
communities, this research adheres to the following perspectives:
•

This thesis examines the resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities in
Auckland from a multiple resource and pre-disaster perspective. This approach helps
to identify the strengths and weaknesses of indicators of resilience before a disaster
event.
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•

Because resilience is a multidimensional concept, an all capitals-interdependence
approach was used to assess the resilience of South African and Nigerian communities.
In addition to the community social capital, this approach provides an opportunity to
assess the potential contributions of the physical, economic, communication and
competency resources to community resilience.
•

Resilience is a product of the degree of planned preparedness in the light of local
hazards.

1.3 The rationale for this study
This research is imperative for the following reasons.
•

Assessing the resilience of South African and Nigerian communities in Auckland
addresses the importance of improving community resilience through the preexamination of resources that foster coping and adaptation to natural hazard events.

•

Assessing the resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities to natural
hazards illuminates the communities’ resilience baseline condition, resilience
benchmark between communities under investigation and the extent of compliance to
the principle of good resilience.

•

Assessing the resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities in Auckland
helps to identify the resource domains and indicators with low resilience contribution,
priority for intervention and action to enable communities to manage the demand and
challenges imposed by disasters.

1.4 Research objectives and questions
The motivation for this study is to investigate the resilience of the African community to a
potential disaster in Auckland, its empirical capacities, challenges and prospects. Therefore the
overarching objective of this research is to assess the resilience of the African communities to
natural hazards in Auckland. In addressing the principal research objective, the following
specific research objectives were set out to enable the systematic investigation of the research
problem:
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•

To evaluate how the African community interpret the risk of disasters in Auckland.
This objective seeks to know how the South African and Nigerian communities
understood their vulnerability to natural hazards in Auckland, the factors that influence
risk perception in the community and the role of risk perception in disaster
preparedness.

•

To assess the coping capacity of the African community in Auckland. The purpose of
this objective is to evaluate the immediate response capacity of the community to
inherent challenges.

•

To ascertain the resilience baseline condition of the African community. This objective
investigates the ability of the community social, economic, physical, communication
and competency resources to improve resilience to natural hazards. It provides the
community resilience index of the communities.

•

To identify the challenges that may impede the resilience of the African community to
natural hazards in Auckland. This objective enables the identification of salient issues
that need to be addressed if the African community is to improve its resilience to
disasters.

•

To provide recommendations to improve the resilience of the African community to
natural hazards.

The central question to be asked in this study is: how resilient is the African community to
natural hazards in Auckland? In addressing this question, the study examines the following
sub-questions:
•

What factors influence risk perception of the African community in Auckland?

•

What coping capacity exists in the African community in the case of a disaster in
Auckland?

•

What is the current resilience baseline condition of the African community in
Auckland?

•

How challenging is it for the African community to enhance resilience to natural
hazards in Auckland?

•

How can the resilience of the African community to natural hazards be enhanced in
Auckland?
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1.5 Structure of the research
This doctoral thesis has been produced in the style of the thesis with publications. According
to the University of Auckland PhD guidelines for including publications in a thesis, a candidate
‘may include published and unpublished research papers and case studies within a thesis if the
candidate is the sole or lead author of each paper or case study and wrote the text. Also, the
thesis must include a contextual framework and concluding discussion apart from the research
papers generally corresponding with the introductory and concluding chapters of a thesis’ (The
University of Auckland, 2014).
A series of journal papers and conference papers that have been published or submitted for
publication in international journals and accepted for conference proceedings at the time of
writing were used to form part of this thesis. The researcher from relevant papers has directly
or partially extracted each chapter. The thesis has been structured in order to provide a logical
and sequential assessment of the resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities to
the natural hazards in Auckland. This research is structured in ten chapters. Below are the
chapter outlines of the research.

Chapter 1 of this research provides an introductory background to the study. This chapter
introduces the research from natural hazard and disaster perceptives. The research statement of
the problem, questions and objective of the research and the importance of this study were
introduced in this chapter.
Chapter 2 of this research reviews the relevant literature regarding hazard and disaster
management studies. This chapter builds the theoretical groundwork and conceptual
framework for the research. The chapter reviews critical concepts in the research and
establishes a relationship between the concepts. The chapter also addresses the conceptual
development of resilience, the problems and prospects of resilience in the South African and
Nigerian communities.
Chapter 3 explains the theoretical foundation for resilience domains and indicator selection in
this research. A model that integrates disaster management activities, resilience and community
was developed to provide a theoretical foundation for indicator selection. Also, this chapter
explains how the South African and Nigerian communities’ resilience indexes were developed
and calculated in this research.
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Chapter 4 focuses on data collection and analysis regarding the research questions and
objectives. The chapter explains the philosophical basis for a mixed-methods approach and,
provides insight into the demographic structures of the Nigerian and South African
communities.
Chapter 5 of this research presents the findings and analysis to Question one of this research
‘What factors influence risk perception of the African community in Auckland’? The findings
on the risk perception of the Nigerian and South African communities are presented in this
chapter.
Chapter 6 addresses the second objective of this research, which was ‘to assess the coping
capacity of the African community in Auckland’. Primarily, the chapter presents an evaluation
of the immediate response capacity of the South African and Nigerian communities to inherent
challenges.
Chapter 7 of this research examines the resilience baseline conditions of the African
communities. This chapter also benchmarks the resilience of both communities and presents
areas of similarity and differences in their resilience.
Chapter 8 provides the results of the interview exercise that was undertaken to investigate
issues that may impede the resilience of the African communities. The chapter presents and
discusses the themes that emerged from the research participants’ interviews.
Chapter 9 presents the findings of the interview results and discussion regarding how the
resilience of the African communities could be enhanced. In addition to participants’
recommendations for resilience, this chapter also presents recommendations to the Auckland
City Council on how community resilience may be enhanced in Auckland.
Chapter 10 presents a summary and conclusions of this research. This chapter recaps the
research objectives and questions and how the research has answered and achieved its stated
objectives. The research contributions to the body of knowledge and suggestions for future
research endeavour are also presented in this chapter.

1.6 Summary
This chapter has provided a background to the research within the context of hazard and
disaster management studies. It highlighted what research has been conducted in related studies
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and their approaches. The shortcomings of these approaches were presented. The research
approach and its underpinning were also presented to situate resilience as a strategy for disaster
preparedness. While the research did not see any evidence of prior research on the resilience
of the African community, this research finds it imperative to investigate the community
because of the relationship between resource inequality in an urban community and resilience
to nature’s challenges. Also, as an emerging urban community, it could be vulnerable to natural
hazards as a result of an ethnocultural perception of risk. This chapter also highlighted the
research questions and objectives which serve as parameters for this investigation, review of
related literature and data collection. It is expected that the outcome of the research will identify
the strengths and weaknesses in the community’s capacity that may need be addressed if the
community is to be resilient to a potential disaster. The next chapter reviews existing literature
that is related to the research questions and objectives of the research.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter has been extracted from the under listed conference and Journal papers.
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) Disaster risk: risk knowledge, interpretation and
resilience. Submitted to Journal of Disaster Risk Studies
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) Urbanisation and risk perception: the Nigerian
community and natural hazards in Auckland. Submitted to International Journal of Disaster
Risk Science.
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) The risk of disasters in Auckland: coping
capacity and the South African community. Accepted for publication by International Journal
of Disaster Resilience in the Built Environment
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) ‘South African community in Auckland: natural
hazards and the resilience to a potential disaster event’. Disaster Prevention and Management:
an international journal, DOI (10.1108/DPM-02-2019-0052
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A (2019) ‘Urbanisation and disaster risk: the resilience of
the Nigerian community in Auckland to natural hazards’. Environmental Hazards. DOI:
10.1080/17477891.2019.1661221
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S. and Neef, A. (2019) ‘Disaster risk and the prospect of enhancing the
resilience of the African community in Auckland’ Risk Hazards and Crisis in Public Policy.
(Accepted for publication).
Odiase, O., Neef, A. and Wilkinson, S. (2018) Community resilience to natural hazards: a
theoretical foundation for developing measurement tool and variable indicators Paper
presented at the eighth International conference on building resilience, University of Lisbon,
Lisbon, Portugal.
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2016) Urbanization and disaster risk: towards resilient
urban communities in Auckland. Proceedings of the 6th International conference on building
resilience: building resilience to address the unexpected (pp. 635-644). Massey University and
The University of Auckland.
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2. 1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the existing literature that is relevant to this research. The essence of the
review is to provide a background for the theoretical and conceptual framework for the study
and to position the research within the boundary of disaster management. Importantly, this
chapter explains that urbanisation, vulnerability and disaster risk arise from failed policy and
development. While this is the prevailing theoretical view, disaster risk may not necessarily
have a social vulnerability component; deliberate exposure, ancestral habitation and livelihood
contribute to disaster risk. Also, in this chapter, risk perception and the conceptual development
of community resilience are explored. In the last section of this chapter, this research reviews
literature on the challenges and prospects of resilience and the need to reduce disaster risk by
incorporating disaster risk reduction into sustainable development projects.

2. 2 Urbanisation, risk and disaster theory
Global Health Observatory Data of the World Health Organisation, (2017, p. 1) projects the
world urban population to increase by ‘1.84% per year between 2015 and 2020, 1.63% per year
between 2020 and 2025, and 1.44% per year between 2025 and 2030’. If the projected trend in
population growth continues, the current global urban population of ‘3.9 billion would be
increased by 2.5 billion people in 2050’ (United Nations, 2014, p. 12). In Auckland, New
Zealand, the urban population is expected to hit ‘2 million people in 2033 from its current
estimate of 1.42 million people in 2013’ (Statistics New Zealand, 2015, p. 6). Experts in the
field of disaster management and geographers have considered the current trend in urbanisation
a potential risk because several critical issues in the urbanisation process can directly influence
the configuration of risk. Despite the role urbanisation plays in risk configuration, the
relationships between urbanisation and risk are complex and contextual. In a community where
proper hazard mitigation strategies are designed and enforced by at-risk communities and the
appropriate agencies, the concerns that are associated with the urbanisation process could be
addressed. In the absence of proper mitigation, urbanisation becomes a source of worry if it
constitutes a significant variable in the vulnerability, exposure and sensitivity of communities
to natural hazards (Jones and Kandel, 2004). Social seclusion, physical exposure of at-risk
elements, physical and social vulnerability and the modification of existing risk are some of
the characteristics of the urbanisation process that could incubate risk (United Nations
Development Programme, 2004; Oliver-Smith, Alcantara-Ayala, Burton and Lavell, 2019;
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Blaikie, Cannon, Davis and Wisner, 2014). Theoretically, Oliver-Smith et al. (2019) and
Blaikie et al. (2014) have explained disaster risk in their model for ‘Social Construction of Risk
to social production of disaster’ and ‘Pressure and Release Model’ (PAR Model) from a critical
approach to understanding risk. The commonality in both models is that disaster risk is an
offshoot of a social process and accumulated vulnerability. The social process has as its
foundation a political system that legitimises unequal access to the means of production in
favour of the privileged few in society. The outcome of resource distribution manifests in
‘dynamic pressures’ which translate the consequences of a faulty political system to risky
conditions that predispose to a disaster. This social process of disaster risk is active in
developing countries because of the underlying conditions of social vulnerability and lack of
enough investment in hard engineering. The consequences of hazardous habitation, physical
vulnerability and exposure to natural hazards are high because of institutional failure to provide
essential social services in response to the current situation (Satterthwaite, 2007). The reason
being that informal settlement is outside the orderly system of land administration, and land
tenure insecurity inhibits personal investment in disaster mitigation activities (Mitchell,
Enemark and van de Molen, 2015). Although risk is usually associated with unplanned
urbanisation by vulnerable people, risk cannot be completely absolved from planned
urbanisation and development because they modify existing risk and generate new patterns of
risk. In some cases, local knowledge and predictions for managing risk and hazards are eroded
by ‘development’. Refiled and wetland reclamation, deforestation and paving modify and
aggravate existing risk through destabilisation of slopes, flooding and landslides.

Although exposure and vulnerability are crucial factors in disaster risk, the spatial application
of the model needs further clarity. Granted that vulnerability tacitly implies exposure to a
hazard in the PAR model, the model fails to account for the fact that people perceive ‘unsafe
conditions’ (location, livelihood) differently. Exposure to natural hazard is more predictive of
a disaster than vulnerability because vulnerability does not necessarily imply that people will
be affected by a natural hazard if they are located near the source of a hazard. The likelihood
of being impacted by a hazard is much higher if people are exposed to a hazard than being
vulnerable especially in developing countries. In Cross (2001), in assessment of vulnerability,
risk and resilience of communities in the global south and industrial west, he argues that most
cities in the industrial west are exposed to a hazard, i.e. coastal hazards because of location,
but mitigate potential risk and remain resilient because of investment in hard engineering.
Similarly, at the individual level, people may reside and earn their livelihood close to the source
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of risk i.e. tsunami. The motivation for the habitation may be related to the aesthetic
environment and cultural habitation and livelihood. For this category of people, social
vulnerability and disaster risk are not applicable.

From the above discussion, three dimensions could be deciphered: firstly the vulnerability (V)
perspective explains risk (R) and disaster impact as a product of social marginalisation and
intersection with natural hazards (H), R (V x H); secondly, risk and disaster as a function of
exposure (E) and intersection with natural hazards R (E x H) and thirdly, risk and disaster as a
synergy of social marginalisation, exposure and intersection with natural hazards R (V x E x
H).

2.4 Risk perception and resilience
It is assumed that people are aware of their vulnerability, risk and proximity to natural hazards,
but the seriousness they attach to these variables depends on how the risk of a disaster is
perceived (Oliver-Smith and Hoffman 1999; Wachinger et al., 2013). The reason being that
perception of risk links judgement on the riskiness of a hazard to action (Cutter, 1993).
Notwithstanding influence of a hazard, risk context and socio-economic setting (Wachinger et
al., 2013), other factors such as previous hazard experience and a trusted source of information
(Paton et al., 2010; Barnett and Breakwell, 2001) are crucial in risk determination. While it is
expected that risk perception will be high in a community that had previous disaster experience,
a low-risk perception may result from experience and learning from past hazard events that
have improved coping and adaptation and less reliance on an external source of information.
The influence of hazard experience and a trusted source of risk information are not mutually
exclusive. Previous hazard events affect the level of confidence in expert opinion and risk
prediction. Negative experience with the hazard is likely to decrease trust in expert advice and
increase risk perception. Conversely, positive feelings from previous hazard events increase
trust in the emergency agency and decrease individual risk perception (Terpstra 2010). In a
context where risk is perceived differently, information regarding risk is amplified or
attenuated by an individual or the media in the course of transmission (Kasperson et al., 1988).
In an urban community, risk perception is not homogenous. Variable factors such as
socioeconomic status influence personal judgement on the riskiness of a hazard. Previous
literature and research have argued that people with low economic status may willingly
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overlook risks of a disaster for economic benefit (Blaikie et al., 2014; Gaillard, Liamzon and
Villanueva, 2007). Similarly, Ruin, Gaillard and Lutoff (2007) have argued that people are
more concerned about the existential conditions that are outside their control rather than the
threat from a hazard. These limitations are also pivotal in decisions to personalise risk, take
mitigation and preparedness actions or to disregard the threat (Wachinger et al., 2013).
Individual choice of action towards risk explains the inconsistencies between risk perception
and action in different spatial and temporal scales. The expectation is that people respond
positively to high-risk judgment. However, this is often not the case because a personal
estimation of risk from natural hazards is subjective and socially constructed (Johnston et al.,
2013) as opposed to objectivity from the scientific perspective. In a socio-ecological
relationship, risk perception is not confined to the simple mathematical model of risk and
probability because it undermines the influence of human input in a social phenomenon
(Pidgeon et al., 1992). The reason being that risks are socially constructed and cannot be
separated from choices which condition individual beliefs and circumstances and the
complexity of society (Slovic, 1999 cited in Botterill and Mazur, 2005; Hewitt, 1997). While
some individuals may be willing to respond positively to perceived risk, personal circumstance
and feeling towards risk may dictate otherwise. The economic benefit of perceived risk,
individual self-delusion about risk and lack of confidence in preparedness measures are some
of the factors that undermine risk perception (Terpstra, 2010; Eiser et al., 2012; Johnson et al.,
2013).
One of the consequences of the subjective nature of risk perception is the problem of theoretical
conclusions that can apply to all communities irrespective of time and place. The problem
arises from the different variables that come into consideration in the decision-making process.
In the case of risk perception and disaster preparedness, the relationship is not linear (Eiser et
al., 2012; Wachinger and Renn, 2010; Wachinger et al., 2013) because of intervening variables.
Notwithstanding the probability and severity of disaster impact, people may choose not to be
prepared for a potential disaster for a variety of reasons. Johnson et al. (2013) and Paton and
Johnson (2001) identified that people lack confidence in personal preparation. This doubt
results from the fatalistic notion of a hazard. A belief that nothing could be done about natural
hazards and their impacts on the human environment. Other reasons relate to resource
availability and lukewarm attitudes towards risk and lack of motivation (Johnson et al., 2013)
and a false sense of security (Perry, Lindell and Tierney, 2001). Predicting disaster risk
reduction on an at-risk perspective becomes a challenge. Although risk perception plays a
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crucial role in disaster preparedness, research by Perry, Lindell and Tierney (2001) tends to
suggest that hazard intrusiveness in personal life as more predictive than risk perception.
Consequently, predicting the level and nature of risk perception poses many challenges,
especially in an urban area. Ethnicity and unequal access to social and economic opportunities
are some of the challenges. Thus, an understanding of risk perception in an urban area and its
underpinning factors are crucial for improving risk communications, designing adequate and
appropriate responses and policies towards enhancing resilience to natural hazards (Xu, Zhang,
Liu, B and Xue, 2014; Grothmann and Reusswig, 2006).

2.5 Disaster risk reduction (DRR) and resilience
It has been argued that disaster risk is a product of an unresolved problem of development and
policy failure (United Nations Development Programme, 2004). While this is theoretically
correct and noticeable, especially in developing countries because of social and economic
marginalisation, it is also arguable that people are deliberately exposed to potential hazards
because of aesthetic environment, cultural affinity to a place and economic livelihood.
However, discussions and policies to address the underlying cause of risk hardly feature in
countries’ socio-economic development policies and programmes. The preferred option is to
manage the consequences of exposure by investing in anticipating measures and post-disaster
recovery and reconstruction. While addressing both the social process that incubates
vulnerability and managing the impact of exposure is essential in at-risk communities,
addressing the causal factors that breed risk and vulnerability is crucial in enhancing resilience
to natural hazards.

The need to address social and economic marginalisation, promote environmental
sustainability, adequate livelihoods and good governance; and improved preparedness for
adverse events (Blaikie et al., 2014; Oliver-Smith et al., 2019) is crucial in DRR. In order to
address these issues, Collins (2018), UNDP (2004) and Blaikie et al. (2014) have advocated
integration of a disaster risk reduction policy in development planning. The essence of the
integration is to forestall unintended risk that may manifest in future development. In order to
implement DRR in development planning, governance should go beyond the allocation of
public good to overseeing the implementation of DRR and enhance the coordination and
collaboration among different stakeholders regarding DRR and development policy. Beside
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governmental and organisation stakeholders, a decentralised DRR policy that factors local
community participation is also crucial in this endeavour. This task requires legal backing to
ensure compliance because of the involvement of multiple stakeholders and spatial
consideration. While DRR may be a laudable objective, the political will to implement it and
the conflict that may arise from the implementation of DRR are always issues of concern.
Trade-off and accommodation of unintended consequences need to be addressed because of
the possibility that risk reduction at one level may contribute to vulnerability and exposure at
another level.

While disasters may bring untold hardship to affected communities, it provides an opportunity
to ‘Build Back Better’ (BBB), addresses previous vulnerability and reduces the risk of a future
disaster. The various components of BBB could be integrated to address previous lapses at
every stage of recovery and reconstruction. The social and cultural input into development
plans and DRR provide the supportive and participatory environment from the local
communities and the spirit of ownership of risk reduction plans. The legal aspects take a critical
look at previous lapses that contributed to risk incubation and spell out compliance and
sanctions to maintain the integrity of the contemporary DRR plan. Equally crucial in DRR and
BBB is the structural component of BBB. Whereas risk is regarded as one of the outcomes of
development regarding human and environmental interactions, physical components of the
outcome cannot be overlooked. The type of development in hazard-prone areas (planned or
sensitive development) must be investigated against the technical requirement of BBB to
address potential risk. Though BBB is important in DRR, the capacity, i.e. labour force to
implement and integrate it into DRR, is desirable if the integration of BBB into DRR is to
improve resilience to natural hazards.

The at-risk community has relied on local capacity and social learning to reduce risk and
manage disasters. In some communities where a hazard is normalised, local early warning
systems and a local structure of disaster management cycle are developed. DRR planners can
integrate the existing local knowledge of DRR into the current DRR plan to create a hybrid
DRR (Kenny, 2015; Manning et al., 2015). The importance of the merger is manifold. Firstly,
the transition from a local to a hybrid DRR platform will be orderly and easily comprehensible
to the local community. Secondly, the integration addresses the presumption of alienation from
the current DRR practices. The importance of inclusive DRR is that it improves local
understanding of risk and development of context-specific DRR tools, resilience, knowledge
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sharing and collaboration (Frankenberger et al., 2013). Social communication and networks
that are necessary to communicate and reduce risk are enhanced through inclusiveness and
collaboration.

One of the manifestations of social and economic marginalisation is unsafe conditions that
increase the susceptibility to the risk of a disaster. These conditions imply health, nutrition and
the ability of people to cope with stress and survive shocks. Collins (2009, 2018) argues for the
need to improve on wellbeing and human capital to mitigate risk and susceptibility to disasters.
The inclusion of human and wellbeing capital in development can offset the negative
consequences of lack of primary health care, education, resource entitlement, representation
and entrepreneurial capacity. The logic of the Collins (2018) paradigm is that a healthy
community mobilises itself and others before a disaster, mitigates risk, contributes to
sustainability and, participates in decisions that affect the community (Collins, 2018).

DRR requires an understanding of the inter-relationship between risk and development. The
relationship suggests that risk is an unintended consequence of policy and development. The
process of DRR and sustainable development are encumbered with barriers which need to be
addressed if sustainable development and DRR are to achieve their desired objectives. While
reducing vulnerability may be necessary for risk reduction, the roles of individuals and political
actors are equally crucial in risk reduction. In the absence of zero vulnerability, at-risk
populations are expected to be abiding by DRR instructions and policies. One of the barriers
to DRR that needs to be overcome is communication. People do not often adhere to risk
information for various reasons. The illusion of safety and lack of confidence in precautionary
actions (Paton, Burgelt and Prior 2008; Paton, et al., 2010), misinterpretation and economic
considerations. This barrier is influenced by lack of trust, cultural and economic considerations,
and exposure to hazards for the aesthetic environment. Because risk is not always underpinned
by social and economic marginalisation, anticipatory and post-disaster activities are necessary
to complement social development plans that target risk as a policy and social causations.

Notwithstanding, the effort to reduce risk in the development process, individual decisions
regarding risk and resilience cannot be extricated from the social and political environment. In
an urban community, predicting resilience on risk reduction could be a challenge because of
the diverse nature of vulnerability and resource inequality. Official policies should recognise
urban diversity and risk perceptual process while designing policies to reduce risk.
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2.6 The conceptual development of resilience
The concept of resilience is not new in academic discourse. Alexander (2013) suggests that the
idea has been used in various disciplines and by people over centuries. Notwithstanding, the
historical usage and application of the concept, its popularity and cross-disciplinary application
from scientific usage to ecology is credited to Holling’s seminal work in 1973. Since then,
multiple definitions, attributes and confounding relationships with disciplinary concepts have
ensued. For example, Patel, Rogers, Amlot and Rubin (2007) identified 72 definitions of
community resilience, an indication that the definition of resilience is underpinned by
epistemology and disciplinary variances. Further along this line, resilience has progressed as
an attribute of a social system (Adger, 2000), as a socio-ecological attribute (Folke, 2006), and
as a place-based attribute (Cutter et al., 2008) and currently, harnessing these differences for
practical application (Weichselgartner and Kelman, 2015)
The need for clarity regarding the association between resilience, vulnerability, and adaptive
capacity surrounds the conceptual development of resilience. While there is a general
agreement that resilience and vulnerability have oppositional characteristics, the indicators of
both concepts exist in communities, albeit with disparity. What is, however, essential is the
resilience baseline condition of a community to its vulnerability. The absence of a clear-cut
distinction between both concepts arises from the definitional overlap between the concepts
(Manyena, 2006). Weichselgartner and Bertens’ (2000) definition of vulnerability is a case in
point. Its allusion to ‘capability’ depicts the theoretical relationship between the concepts.
Nonetheless, resilience and vulnerability have a contextual association (Weichselgartner and
Bertens, 2000) and are theoretically linked (Cutter et al., 2008) by the adaptive capacity of a
community (Engle, 2011). While the emphasis on resilience may have overshadowed
vulnerability, the definitional overlap between vulnerability and resilience indicates the need
to incorporate vulnerability into the resilience planning process rather than as a separate entity.

The place of adaptive capacity in resilience has continued to shape the conceptual development
of resilience. Adaptive capacity encompasses the use of social learning and existing resources
to manage current challenges (Longstaff et al., 2010), and it is pivotal in resilience,
vulnerability and disaster recovery. While resilience may be understood from the viewpoint of
resource diversity and contingency provision (Longstaff et al., 2010; Berkes, 2007; Tierney
and Bruneau, 2007), the long term success of this strategy requires communities to embrace
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diversity and contingency planning as a part of sustainable and development goals (Mitchell,
2004). Notwithstanding the importance of adaptive capacity in resilience, it is one element in
resilience (Tierney and Bruneau, 2007). Also, reducing the sensitivity and exposure of elements
at risk are essential in resilience (Murray and Ebi, 2012). While a community with a high
adaptive capacity could be viewed as resilient, the distribution and access to resources among
the population are fundamental in resilience (Klein et al., 2003). In assessing community
resilience, therefore, emphasis should not only be on the resilience of what to what (Carpenter,
Brian, Walker et al., 2001) but also on the resilience of who and to what? The latter question
was underscored by Cutter’s (2016) work on ‘Resilience to What? Resilience for Whom?’
Cutter’s view was that resilience is better understood and enhanced if stakeholders consider
patterns of inequalities across multiple spatial scales. A place-based assessment and
recommendations are necessary to advance resilience further.

Different approaches to resilience have been conceived and implemented. Dovers and
Handmer’s (1996) typologies of resilience as an outcome or a process encapsulates these
approaches to events. Communities react to ecological problems by strengthening their
emergency systems and the capacity of hard engineering (Dovers and Handmer, 1996). The
shortcoming of this approach is that it does not take into cognisance social input and the
dynamism of the natural environment. A proactive-based approach focuses on the dynamism
of the ecosystem and the ability of a social system to adapt to evolving reality. These typologies
underscore resilience as an outcome of intervention and a process of adaptation respectively.
These typologies may be theoretically separated, in practice, but the separation is a blur as
communities employ both approaches when managing vulnerabilities to natural challenges.
One of the challenging issues has been how to operationalise resilience beyond conceptual
development. Weichselgartner and Kelman (2015) urged for operational definition and
acceptable baseline condition through harmonisation of ideas and reconnecting resilience to
risk and sustainability. The reconnection with established concepts will implement resilience
alongside disaster risk reduction and sustainability processes.
Notwithstanding the conceptual development of resilience, the concepts remain, that is,
understood and applied differently by stakeholders. Nonetheless, in community resilience,
common elements have emerged in resilience discourse to depict a resilient community. Firstly,
the community has a robust, redundant and diverse resource to cope with and adapt to
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challenges (Tierney and Bruneau, 2007). Secondly, the community commits towards the
sustainability of ecological systems (Tobin 1999). Thirdly, the community has a cohesive,
interdependent and sustainable social network (Frankenberger et al., 2013) and fourthly, the
community enlists the participation of all segments in disaster risk reduction programmes. This
study defines resilience as the ability of a community to reorganise itself and use its available
resources to anticipate, cope, adapt and function despite the challenges imposed by natural
hazard events. The details of these characteristics and their influence on resilience are discussed
in the section below.

2.7 Elements of resilience to natural hazards
Community resilience encompasses the ability of a community to reorganise itself and use its
available resources to anticipate, cope, adapt and function with the challenges imposed by
natural hazard event. Underpinning the functionality of a community are the coping, adaptive
capacity of the community, disaster risk reduction activities and community engagement.

2.7.1 Coping capacity
Arndt et al. (1999) categorise post-disaster actions as either maladaptive or adaptive. Arndt and
others associate post-disaster maladaptive behaviour with the sense of powerlessness and shock
people exhibit after a disaster. Although disorientation is a standard feature of a disaster
situation, Quarantelli and Enrici (1977) and Tierney, Lindell and Perry (2001) argue that
disaster-affected individuals do not often lack a sense of direction and act impulsively as
regularly reported. On the contrary, disaster victims are often engaged in formulating strategies
to cope with the aftermath effects of a disaster. The plan relates to how resources will be
organised to cope with the challenges of the event. In dealing with a disaster, literature has
identified two classifications as coping strategies. Whereas a problem-focused coping strategy
is predicated on forging a new relationship between an individual and the stressor (Compas
and Epping, 1993), an emotion-based coping strategy tends to manage disaster through
perseverance and inaction (Adams, Anderson, Turner and Armstrong, 2011). Both approaches
are not mutually exclusive as people often apply both strategies to cope in times of a disaster
but with a different degree of combination.
In this research, coping capacity encompasses the determination, knowledge and resources of
a person to manage impromptu environmental challenges. Personal coping capacity goes
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beyond the level of resources available to include how a disaster-affected person uses the
available community resources to cope in a time of emergency (De Haulleville, Jegillos and
Obsomer, 2003). Coping capacity is not infinite; it depends on the constraint imposed by the
impact of a hazard and the number of interactions between resources and a disaster (Folkman
and Moskowitz, 2004). Because of the durational nature of coping capacity, Cutter et al. (2008)
explains coping as a precursor to adaptive capacity. A suggestion that the adaptive process
begins when coping capacity is no longer sustainable. Peltonen (2010) shares a similar idea
except that he explained the dichotomy between adaptive and coping capacities regarding the
event and the time frame. Peltonen associates coping capacity as a response to an extreme event
and adaptive capacity as a response to a long-term event. While the nature of a disaster and its
duration are essential, the role of personal resources cannot be overemphasised in coping
capacity. In Cutter and other disaster resilience of a place model (DROP), coping encompasses
the pre-existing social, physical and information resources that shape the individual response
to a disaster event. Collectively, they constitute the pre-existing response attributes of a system
before a disaster event (Gallopin, 2006).
Different coping activities shape individuals, community and national actions in responding to
a disaster event. At the individual level, home retrofitting, emergency storage and relocation,
disaster plan and other specific demands regarding local risk are some of the coping actions
undertaken in anticipation or response to a disaster (Cutter et al., 2008). At the community
level, coping as response actions and facilities relate to pre-existing evacuation plans,
emergency shelters and risk information and communication (Cutter et al., 2008) are crucial
for coping with a disaster. At a national or comparative level, proxies for measuring coping
capacity relate to institutional preparedness and mitigation policies, investment in engineering
mitigation projects, the sufficiency of volunteers per a given population and lastly, the disaster
risk and vulnerability indices (Billing and Madengruber, 2005). Aside from the fact that the
above criteria are too quantitative and disregard social behaviour, the problem in using
international mitigation projects as a coping indicator is the shortfall between aid receipt and
disaster impact on one hand and on the other hand, the time lag between disaster and project
completion. In the circumstance that the projects are not finalised before another disaster,
coping capacity can either be eroded or put under severe strain in a subsequent disaster.
Moreover, also, in a protracted disaster, national reliance on international aid can both be
functional and dysfunctional as a mechanism for assessing coping capacity. While it may assist
the vulnerable population in coping with an acute emergency, it undermines local procurement
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and production that can help others in dealing with and recovering from a disaster (Mousseau,
2005).
In addition to the above, an understanding and knowledge of the local environment supports
the ability to cope during a disaster. However, this strategy is contingent on whether social
learning from previous disaster events has been institutionalised and transmitted across
generations (Cutter et al., 2008; Longstaff et al., 2010). Two critical issues are necessary for
practical local knowledge. Firstly, is the cultural homogeneity and affection towards the
community (Kelman, Mercer and Gaillard 2012). These prerequisites are crucial as they
enhance the social cohesion that is necessary for coping with shared challenges. Secondly, the
community understands the context of coping procedures as it pertains to the environment,
local risk and vulnerability (Dekens, 2007). However, the relevance of a historical
understanding of the environment as a strategy for coping with an emergency has become
uncertain due to the changing nature of risk and climate change, urbanisation and development.
In coping with the new development, an amalgam of the scientific and local coping systems
has become necessary (Kenny, 2015; Manning et al., 2015). In an urban community, the
challenges to the indigenous arise firstly, from cultural and ethnic constellations that
underpinned risk perception and shaped individual coping. Secondly, the spatial transformation
of the natural environment that modifies the predictive behaviour of the natural environment
(Friend et al., 2015; Below et al., 2006). The transformation of social and ecological settings
has implications for individual coping capacity in an urban environment. Firstly, the diffusion
of social learning across diverse cultures becomes a challenge as social learning transmits better
in a society with a homogenous culture (Walter, 2004) and secondly, individual willingness to
engage in a coping strategy is related to the cultural perception of risk. While coping is shaped
by risk perception (Bormudoi and Nagai, 2017), it is the personal evaluation of the risk that
determines if an individual is willing to engage and appreciate the current coping activities.
Due to the subjective nature of risk perception, selecting a functional set of coping indicators
that apply to a different time and space becomes a challenge. Although coping capacity depends
on the geographical context of the community (Joerin et al., 2012), indicators at the individual
level are more predictive of a community coping capacity than physical mitigations (Bormodoi
and Nagai, 2017). The indicators of coping capacity are, therefore, the variable resources,
knowledge and actions that give meaning to individual actions when confronted with
impromptu environmental challenges. These resources determine the extent to which a person
can cope with a disaster.
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2.7.2. Community engagement and resilience
Community engagement is one of the criteria for assessing the comprehensiveness of a
resilience tool (Sharifi, 2016). A community is engaged in resilience planning if it makes input
into the operational understanding of local resilience, participates in information gathering and
findings are taken back to the community for implementation. Community engagement is
currently being promoted because of the realisation that vulnerability and resilience are
geographically specific (Cutter et al., 2008), community members are the first responders after
a disaster event (Quarantelli., 1984) and the importance of existing organisational structures
and institutions of the community in resilience (Waila, 2008; Allen 2006). Community
engagement in resilience planning is assessed by the inclusiveness of all and sundry in the risk
reduction process and the contribution of the process to community empowerment in disaster
risk reduction (Victoria, 2002).
Despite the importance of community empowerment, it is watered-down by a top-down
approach which conceptualises hazard management in terms of emergency to be responded to
by the government and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). This line of thinking
disregards community social norms and knowledge (Waila, 2008). Civic engagement in
resilience strategy is also hampered by funding as it has to rely on other levels of government,
Non-Governmental Organisations and donor organisations for finance and managerial skills.
The consequence of this is that it disassociates local communities from the essential decisionmaking process (Tobin, 1999). The policy of seclusion is not limited to the relationship
between the community and higher authorities or donor organisations but also replicates within
a community. The opinions of the vulnerable population regarding socio-economic status,
gender and ethnicity are not prioritised during the decision-making process (Morrow, 2008;
Fothergill and Peek, 2004).

2.8 Towards a resilient community
Although this study has identified many challenging issues in achieving resilience, how to
address the issues has also dominated community resilience. While most of the suggestions are
related to case studies and local hazards, others are generic suggestions to enhance resilience.
At international fora, policy recommendations have been rolled out on addressing disaster risk
and enhancing resilience. The Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015: Building the
Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters (International Strategy for Disaster
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Reduction (ISDR)/United Nations (UN), 2005) and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030 (UN, 2015) are in that direction. Although the conference
recommendations did not account for differences in capacity, vulnerability and risk, they,
however, emphasised the importance of resilience to natural hazards.

From community resilience literature, this research deciphers four thematic principles for
enhancing resilience: resource differentiation, recovery capacity, social capital and pre-existing
organisational network. Resource differentiation implies the ability of existing capacities to
change in response to changing environmental circumstance. Community acceptance of the
inevitability of environmental change is essential in this regard. The acceptance of change
improves mobilisation, redirection of resources, adaptation and innovation to meet the demand
of changing situation. Adaptation to prevailing circumstance is possible in a de-coupled
community that allowed innovations to permeate different scales in the community. Resilience
policy should, therefore, recognise the relationship among units in a multiscalar environment
and ensure that interventions permeate different units in the community.

In addition to the above, resource differentiation can be complemented by diversification and
saving for contingencies to improve response and recovery capacities. Resource diversification
involves making provision for an alternative resource to complement depleted or replace lost
capacity due to a disaster. Equally important is for a community to have a buffer resource to
mitigate any shortfall that may be created by a disaster. Apart from helping to cope and respond
to the immediate challenge, diversification and saving also influence the time lag between a
disaster and recovery. A community should embrace diversification and create abundant
resources as part of its sustainable development goals. In addition to diversification of capital,
there is the need to diversify discussions on disaster and impact, mitigation and response to
enhance a sustainable and local pathway to resilience (Mitchell, 2004). The diversity of
stakeholders’ opinions could produce new thinking, information and education on enhancing
resilience (Berkes, 2007). While an early warning system is a preparatory measure, local
information on the escape route to safety can complement the benefit of the early warning
system. Like policy diversification, the harmonisation of scientific and local knowledge is
crucial for cross-scale dialogue that is necessary for social learning and new opportunities for
resilience (Cash and Moser, 2000). A community should strive to remove the artificial
boundaries between knowledge as resilience is a shared responsibility of all stakeholders. The
complementarity between scientific and traditional knowledge is vital in this endeavour.
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In addition to the possession of resources, the ability of a community to urgently re-organise
itself is crucial in resilience because the relationship between natural and social systems is
dynamic and renewing (Holling and Gunderson, 2002). In keeping with socio-ecological
dynamism, therefore, the community should test and update readiness for unfolding situations
(Folke et al., 2002). The strength of community readiness for resilience could be enhanced
through community-based participation, social networks and existing organisational structures.
The inclusiveness of all stakeholders increases community commitment to resilience
behaviour.

2.9 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the literature regarding risk, vulnerability and resilience in order to
position the study topic. The review provides a theoretical and conceptual background for the
study. The relationships between urbanisation, disaster risk and vulnerability were established
and then risk perception and its implications on resilience. This chapter also explored the
conceptual development of resilience from biophysical development to the socio-ecological
and contextual explanations. This chapter also discussed the various confounding issues in
resilience. A significant consensus in the conceptual development of resilience is that the social
and ecological environments are interdependent and there is a need for the social environment
to reorganise in line with ecological changes. Further along the line, this chapter explores the
importance of disaster management activities in resilience. The study also explored the roles
of disaster preparedness, response, recovery and engagement in resilience. Moreover, lastly,
this chapter explains some of the problems that might mitigate resilience and how a community
could address some of those problems. The next chapter explains how this research developed
a community resilience tool and the use of the index method to calculate the practical resilience
of the African communities in Auckland.
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CHAPTER THREE
Resilience domain and indicators: a theoretical
foundation for selection and measurement
Part of this chapter has been extracted from:
Odiase, O, Neef, A and Wilkinson, S (2018) Community resilience to natural hazards: a
theoretical foundation for developing measurement tool and variable indicators. Paper
presented at the 8th International Conference on Building Resilience, University of Lisbon,
Portugal 13-16 November 2018.

3.1 Introduction
One of the consequences of the conceptual development of resilience is the bifurcation of
definitions, assessment tools, resilience domains and variable indicators. The purpose of this
chapter is to explain how the study selected domains and their corresponding indicators for this
research. The research explains the theoretical basis for the selected domains and indicators
from secondary sources. The research also describes the process that was used to select
resilience domains, variable indicators and the development of the community resilience index
for this investigation.
This chapter begins with the conceptual analysis of resilience assessment tools and methods.
Types of assessment and guidelines are reviewed to provide a background for the study’s
resilience framework. A model was developed to guide indicator selection for the study. The
conceptual analysis of resilience assessment tools and methods and models for indicator
selection form bases of resilience framework and assessment for this study.

3.2 The context of resilience assessment
The epistemological variance in resilience study is not limited to conceptual development and
definition of the concept. It also underpins the divergence in resilience tools and assessment
methods. Evidencing the divergence is the multiplicity of assessment tools. Roundtable and
National Academy of Sciences (2015) identified 17 assessment tools in the 2012 Disaster
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Resilience Report. In 2016, the number of tools increased to 27 (Cutter, 2016) and shortly
afterwards to 36 (Sharifi, 2016). Tyler et al. (2014) attributed the increase to the financial
commitment to resilience by the government, and also; at the behest of development agencies
regarding the resilience status of their interventions (Schipper and Longston 2015).
Although scholars in disaster studies have emphasised the importance of resilience in managing
disasters, few works have been done to investigate the relevance of existing tools to community
resilience (Sharifi, 2016). One of the conclusions from the Roundtable and National Research
Council (2015) was that most of the existing tools are too coupled and computational and lack
the contextual and temporal application that is necessary for community assessment
(Roundtable and National Research Council, 2015). Irajifar, Alizadeh and Sipe (2013)
advocate the need for a multiple application tool as a corrective measure. Other studies that
have analysed existing tools were the works of Monaghan, Ott and Fogarty (2014) and
Pfefferbaum, Pfefferbaum and Van Horn (2015). While Monaghan and others highlighted the
essential features of toolkits under their preview, their work was silent on the principles of
resilience. Pfefferbaum et al.’s (2015) endeavour was an improvement on Monaghan et al.
(2014). Beyond highlighting the essential features of each tool, they explored areas of
convergence and divergence regarding tool criteria. Criteria relating to a spatial context,
information approach, assets and need, and resilience skills were well thought out in their
assessment. Cutter (2016) expands the scope of assessment criteria and the number of tools
more than the earlier assessment. Cutter (2016) identified common strands in assessment tools
and suggested proper conceptualisation of resilience to improve assessment. Cutter’s
assessment was interested in the purpose of assessment and criteria relating to domains, spatial
scale and methods of data collection. Although Cutter’s analysis identified standard dimensions
across tools, there was a divergence on what to measure and the appropriate indicators for
measurement.
Further to Cutter (2016), Sharifi (2016) used six criteria to analyse tools’ compliance with
assessment criteria. Three of the criteria were similar to Cutter’s. In addition to that, Sharifi
(2016) included criteria relating to temporal change, uncertainty and an action plan for
resilience. Unlike other reviews, Sharifi’s (2016) assessment identified areas and levels of
compliance and non-compliance in the existing tools. The highest level of compliance was
related to addressing uncertainty through training and updating response capacities. The least
criteria for compliance were related to the spatial and temporal relationships. Although
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assessment tools such as index, toolkits, scoreboards and models exist in the resilience
landscape, not many of the tools incorporated all the guidelines. Despite the variance in
methodological tools, the research identified five assessment themes for assessing community
resilience to natural hazards.
Below is a table of guidelines identified in different studies which this research harmonised
into all-encompassing guidelines.
Table 3. 1 Category of resilience assessment
Assessment approach

Baseline condition

Justification

Information on the current state of resilience shows if a community
will be able to cope or adapt to challenges based on existing
resources.

Intervention

It assesses the progress of pre and post-disaster interventions. The
impact of soft and hard engineering intervention is assessed under
this assessment.

Benchmarking

The state of resilience between or among communities through
comparison. This approach incorporates successful interventions of
one community into other communities.

Good resilience

Holistic assessment of domains and updating disaster management
activities and capacities.

Speed of recovery

Investigates the duration for a community to recover after a hazard
event.

Source: Cutter (2016); Cutter et al. (2008); Pringle (2011); Stevenson Vargo, Ivory, Bowie,
and Wilkinson (2015).
The overarching objective of this research is to assess the resilience of African communities in
Auckland to the risk of disasters. Three of the five strands of approaches in resilience
assessment are relevant to this study. Firstly, is the assessment to determine the resilience
baseline condition. Secondly, is resilience benchmarking and thirdly, the principle of good
resilience. The first approach provides an insight into the current state of resilience and
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vulnerability of the Nigerian and South African communities. The research identified
indicators of low and high resilience under this approach. This study incorporates the second
approach because it makes a comparison between the resilience of the Nigerian community
and that of the South African. By comparing both communities, areas of difference and
similarities are noted and possibly areas of future cooperation. Also, the research compared the
the aggregated resilience index of the African community to the Paton (2007) aggregate
resilience index of Auckland. Although the third approach relates activities on a national scale,
the study de-scaled the activities regarding good resilience to investigate disaster management
activities at the individual level.

3.3 Guidelines for developing a resilience measurement
tool
The increasing attention to disaster events and the potential impact of climate change have
increased the focus on how to assess community resilience. Multiple approaches to resilience
assessment and tools of assessment have been developed to meet this endeavour. This section
of the research explains the process of developing a community resilience tool for assessing
the African communities to natural hazards in Auckland.
In order to develop a resilience measurement tool, this study reviewed existing literature on
developing a resilience measurement tool. This study reviewed and harmonised the previous
guidelines of Cutter (2016), Sharifi (2016) and Stevenson et al. (2015) to produce synthesised
guidelines for measurement tools for this research. In order to develop harmonised guidelines,
this research identified a common theme that represents the nomenclatures used by the selected
authors. In the absence of similar criteria from one or two of the selected works, the study
automatically selected the existing criterion as a guideline. The reason for a harmonised
criterion was to address issues and deficiencies observed in the previous guidelines for tool
development. Below is a table showing four assessment guidelines by Cutter, 2016; five
guidelines from Sharifi, 2016; five guidelines from Stevenson et al. (2015) and nine
harmonised guidelines for this research.
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Table 3. 2 Harmonised assessment criteria
Cutter
(2016)
guidelines

Focus
Domain

Sharifi (2016)
guidelines

Comprehensiveness

Stevenson, Vargo et al.
(2015) guidelines

Harmonised
guidelines

Conceptual framework
Operational definition

Conceptual framework
Operational definition
Focus
Dimensionsof
resilience
Spatial variability

Drivers of resilience

Spatial scale Cross
scale
relationship
Temporal dynamism
Addressing
uncertainties
Method
Participatory approach Mixed data method
Action plan
Desire outcome

Temporal dynamism
Addressing
uncertainties
Data collection method
Address findings

The next table shows the harmonised tools and their justification in resilience assessment.
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The table below explains the importance of selected guidelines in resilience assessment.
Table 3. 3 Assessment guidelines and justification

Harmonised guidelines

Justification

Conceptual framework

It harmonises divergent views of experts and non-experts on
what constitutes local vulnerability and resilience. Contextual
discourse improves understanding and commitment to personal
disaster risk reduction and resilience behaviour.

Operational definition

Operational definition from conceptual and contextual
development is easy to understand by participants, and it guides
individual action and investment in personal risk agency.

Focus

A focus investigation guides data collection and provides an
answer to the question of the resilience of ‘what and what’.

Drivers of resilience

Resilience is a multi-dimensional concept. Assessing social,
economic, physical, competence and information aspects of a
community. An assessment of all resilience domains provides an
overall outlook of resilience that is necessary for planning and
interventions.

Spatial variability

Community resilience takes place within a multi-coupled
environment. Other levels directly influence the resilience or
vulnerability at one level. An understanding of the coupled
nature of the environment will strengthen coordination and
sharing of resources among spatial scales.

Temporal dynamism

Resilience, as well as capacities, are continually changing in
light of environmental change and disaster. Continuous
assessment tracks community strengths and weaknesses that
have occurred over time and provide the basis for future
interventions.

Addressing uncertainties

Monitoring interventions and resilience baseline conditions
addresses uncertainties. Individual preparedness in the form of
exercise and drill participation, and resource diversification are
essential in coping with and reducing the impact of a disaster.

Data collection method

A participatory data collection method localises assessment tools
and gives credibility and commitment to the action plan.

Address findings

The essence of resilience assessment is to identify community
weakness and strength in disaster risk reduction. Addressing the
outcome of assessment prioritises interventions and reduces
disaster risk.
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The table below shows the extent of the implementation of assessment guidelines in assessing
the resilience of the African communities in Auckland.
Table 3. 4 Guidelines and implementation
Harmonised
guidelines

Implementation

Conceptual
framework

During the study’s interviews, the researcher asked participants what they
considered to be their resilience.

Operational
definition

Although most of the definitions offered by participants were
encompassing, vague and sometimes a meta-definition of resilience the
research harmonised all views and produced a working definition of
resilience as the possession of capacity by an individual or a community
to reorganise itself and thrive despite the challenges from natural hazards
event.

Focus

The scale of analysis was at the individual level.

Drivers of
resilience

This study assessed social, economic, physical, competence and
information capacities as drivers of resilience at individual.level.

Spatial
variability
Temporal
dynamism
Addressing
uncertainties

This study considered participants’ preparedness and participation in
emergency response such as drills and exercises in this study.

Data collection
method

A participatory data collection method involving survey and interviews
were the primary data collection methods for this study.

Address
findings

The study’s recommendations for improving resilience were grounded on
findings from data analysis.

This study did not address criteria relating to spatial variability or cross-scale relationships and
temporal dynamism. A cross-scale relationship is essential in resilience assessment because of
the interdependence of levels of analysis. This assessment did not account for the interrelationship among scales because the primary focus of the study is to assess the capacities of
individuals to cope and adapt to unforeseen contingencies in Auckland. Similarly, this study
did consider temporal dynamism because the assessment is not against previous resilience
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baseline conditions of the communities. The focus of the research is on the current state of
resilience capacity of the African communities. An analysis of the resilience tool carried out
by Sharifi (2016) shows that about 17% of the 36 tools did not address the cross-scale
relationships and temporal dynamism in resilience assessment because of interest in current
resilience.

3. 4 The study’s domain selection and development of
variable indicators of community resilience
3.4.1 Domain selection
In order to select the resilience domain for this research, this study examined different tools for
assessing community resilience to natural hazards. The primary criteria for selection were:
•

The tool was designed to assess risk against natural hazards (single or multiple hazards).

•

The tool has relevance to community resilience.

Based on the above criteria, the researchers extracted 27 tools from the existing literature.
Table 3. 5 Resilience tools and assessment domains
Code/Framework

Resilience domain

Reference

Community Resilience to
Disaster (CRD)

Organisation, Social, Economic, Technical

Buckle, P. et al.,
(2000)

The framework of
Community Resilience to
Disaster in Saudi Arabia
(CRDSA)

Social, economic, physical and environmental,
governance, health and well-being, and information
and communication

Alshehri, Rezgui and
Li (2014)

Urban Disaster Risk Index
(UDRI)

Legal and institutional processes, Awareness and
capacity building, critical services and
infrastructure resiliency, emergency preparedness,
response and recovery planning, and developmental
planning, regulation and risk mitigation

Khazai et al. (2015)

Community Disaster
Resilience Index (CDRI)

Human, social, economic, institutional, physical,
environmental

Yoon, Kong and
Brody, (2015)

The Modelling Tool to
Measure and Improve
Community Resilience
(TCRI)

Social, built, natural, and economic environment

Perfrement and Lloyd
(2015)
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Community Resilience:
Findings from CommunityBased Resilience Analysis
(CoBRA)

Financial, human, natural, physical, resources and
infrastructure and social

UNDP, 2013 / Venton,
C (2014a, b)

Framework for Community
Resilience (FCR)

Knowledge and health; social cohesion and
connectedness; infrastructure; economy; natural
assets

IFRC (2014)

CRS Community Resilience
system

Economic, environmental, and social

CARRI (2013)

Community Capital
Framework (CCF)

Natural, cultural, human, social, political, financial,
built

Emery and Flora, 2006

Community Resilience:
Conceptual Framework and
Measurement

Disaster risk reduction, conflict management, social
protection, natural resource management, and
public goods management

Frankenberger, et al.
(2013) / USAID

Model and Tool to Measure
Community Disaster
Resilience (CDRST)

Community connectedness; risk and vulnerability
levels; planning, response, and recovery
procedures; emergency planning, response and
recovery resources¨

Arbon, Steenkamp,
Cornell, Cusack and
Gebbie (2016); Arbon
(2014)

Building Resilient
Communities: A Framework
for Assessment

Economic subsystem, physical infrastructure
subsystem, civil society subsystem, Governance
subsystem

Longstaff et al. (2010)

ResilUS A Community
Based Disaster Resilience
Model

Social, economic, physical capital

Miles and Chang
(2011)

Baseline Resilience
Indicators for Communities
(BRIC)

Social, Housing/infrastructure, Community
capital, Economic, Institutional, Environmental

Cutter et al. (2014);
Cutter, Burton and
Emrich (2010)

Climate and Disaster
Resilience Initiative (CDRI)

Social, physical, economic, institutional, natural

Shaw et al. (2010)

Community Disaster
Resilience: A Capital Based
Approach (CDRCBA)

Human capital, social capital, economic capital,
physical capital

Mayunga (2007)

Community Disaster
Resilience Index (CDRI)

Social capital, economic capital, human capital,
physical capital

Peacock et al. (2010)

Community Resilience
Index (CRI)

Economic development, social capital

Sherrieb, Norris and
Galea (2010)

PEOPLES/A Framework for
defining and measuring
Resilience at Communityscale

Population and Demographics, Environmental,
Organized Governmental Services, Physical
Infrastructure, Lifestyle and Community
Competence, Economic Development,
and Social-Cultural Capital¨

Renschler et al.
(2010b)

Characteristics of a Disaster
Resilient Community
(CDRC)

Governance, Risk Assessment, Knowledge and
Education, Risk Management and Vulnerability
Reduction, Disaster Preparedness and Response

DFID-UK/Twigg
(2009).
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(CARRI) Community
Resilience Framework

Social vulnerability; built environment and
infrastructure; natural systems and exposure,
hazards mitigation and planning

Cutter et al. (2008).

Community Resilience
Index (CRI)

Social, economic, physical institutional

Ainuddin and Routray
(2012a).

Community Resilience
Framework (CRF)

Social, economic, physical institutional,
risk perception

Ainuddin and Routray
(2012b).

Resilience Index toward
Natural Hazards

Social, community, economic, institutional,
infrastructure.

Kusumastuti et al.
(2014).

Climate-related Disaster
Community Resilience
Framework (CDCRF)

Physical, social, economic

Joerin, Shaw,
Takeuchi and
Krishnamurthy (2012).

Community Resilience
Index (CRI)

Economic development, social capital, community
competence, information and communication

Norris et al. (2008).

Community Resilience
Index (CRI)

Social, economic, institution, physical

Qasim et al. (2016).

Following the identification of resilience tools and their corresponding domains, the next stage
in the research was the selection of domains that were relevant to the research assessment. The
research used a ‘content analysis’ process for this purpose. The purpose of using this method
of analysis was to identify overarching themes that represent different categories. The research
used an NVivo coding method for domain identification. The content analytical process, as
used in this research, is depicted below:
Table 3. 6 A content analytical process for domain selection as used in this research.
Analytical steps

Analytical tactics

Procedure

Tool familiarisation

Meticulous reading

Visual knowledge of data

Data Coding

Data comparison

Identify all data in each tool

Data categorisation

Categorisation

Sort data according to categories

Category refinement

Refine data

Modification of data

Descriptive theme

Create a generic theme

Identification of generic theme

The first stage in the process of domain selection was to take a thorough look at the selected
tools and the domains used in each tool. The process was necessary to acquaint the researcher
with the selected tools. In the coding process, the study used an NVivo coding process because
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the researcher wanted to select the verbatim words or short phrases used by the tool developers.
The coding process identified 33 domains from the selected tools. The high number of domains
was a result of different nomenclatures to qualify the same concept. In order to categorise the
domains, the researcher used a personal heuristic to categorise domains with similar
nomenclature. The research generated eight categories under the selection and categorisation
process. The research further refined the eight categories in line with the study criteria for
domain selection, i.e. objectives of the research and predicting resilience at a personal level.
The modification produced five categories for assessing the resilience of the African
community in Auckland. The last phase of the analytical process was the selection of a general
theme as representative of all the themes within the category. Figure 3.1 below shows the
relationship between content analytical process and domain selection process.

Derived process

Existing process

Data
familiarisation

Data coding

Lit. review of
selected tools

Coding for
domain

Data
categorisation

Domain
categorisation

Category
refinement

Descriptive
themes

Modification
of categories

Descriptive
domains / CRI

Figure 3. 1 The relationship between existing and derived content analytical process
The study illustrated the above process and Figure 3.1, as used in this research in Figure 3.2
below:

Tool i-z

Domain i-z
33 domains

Lit review

Coding for
domain

Social
Economic
Physical
Competency
Info.
and
Comm
Natural

Domain category

Social
Economic
Physical
Competency
Info. and
Comm

Community
resilience index
(CRI) for
African

Modified category for CRI

Figure 3. 2 Content analytical process: domain selection and community resilience index
To this effect, the research identifies eight categories of domains: risk perception, natural
social, physical, institution, economic, competence, information and communication. The
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domains were further re-examined to eliminate domains that were not relevant to the study and
select domains that could assess and predict resilience at the individual level. The ensuing
process identifies natural, social, economic, physical, natural, communication, risk perception
and community competence as a domain for assessing and creating the community resilience
index of the African community in Auckland.

3.5 Development of variable indicators of community
The development of variable indicators is a logical and sequential step in the construction of a
composite community index (Birkmann, 2006). The reason for the sequential development
was to ensure that appropriate, measurable and practical indicators that could best predict the
empirical resilience of the African communities were selected (Freudenberg, 2003). In order
to develop indicators for this research, the researcher took the following considerations into
account:
•

Firstly, the researcher ensured that the selected indicators were intertwined with the
research questions and objectives. The indicators can provide answers to the research
questions.

•

Secondly, this researcher ensured that the selected indicators related to actions and
activities individuals or communities may undertake to cope with, adapt to and recover
from an impending disaster.

•

Thirdly, the researcher ensured that the selected indicators were underpinned by
resources or capacities to meet regular activities of the disaster management activities
(Peacock et al., 2010).

3.5.1 Theoretical relationship between disaster management
activities and capacities
In order to provide a theoretical base on indicator selection, the research developed a model
of the relationship between the disaster management cycle and resilience resources. The
resource section of the model excluded institution and natural domains. The exclusion of
institution and natural domains does not in any way indicate their irrelevance in resilience
assessment. A review of 36 resilience tools by Sharifi (2016) shows that many of the existing
tools gave more attention to the institutional domain than others. The role of sustainability in
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resilience indicates the importance of the natural environment in resilience assessment. This
study excluded the institution and natural domains for the following reasons:
•

Firstly, the focus of this research is not on geography, but the existing capacity of
dispersed communities to cope with, prepare for, respond to and recover from a natural
event.

•

Secondly, the personal capacity for action is indicative of a community actual resilience
capacity (Bormudoi and Nagai, 2017),

•

Moreover, thirdly, the concept of community resilience is seen through the lens of
human agency and the capacity for meaningful and intentional actions of individuals
during challenges (Norris et al., 2008).

•

Mitigation

Recovery

Resilience at
multiple
scales:

Preparedness

Coping
Adaptation

Social
Indicator 1-z
Economic
Indicator 1-z
Physical
Indicator 1-z
Competence
Indicator 1-z
Communication
and information

Response

Resilience

Disaster mgt. cycle/activities

Resource/capacity

Figure 3. 3 A model for indicator development.
Odiase, Neef and Wilkinson (2018)
Disaster management activities are shown on the left-hand side of the model. The expected
outcomes of these activities are to enhance coping and adaptive capacities (resilience). Disaster
management activities depend on the robustness, diversity and redundancy (Longstaff et al.,
2010; Bruneau et al., 2003) of social, economic, physical, competence, communication and
information resources.
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From the above model, the essence of activities relating to mitigation, preparedness, response
and recovery is to enable individuals to cope with and adapt to inherent challenges. This study
identifies attributes of social, economic, physical, communication, information and individual
competence that can enhance disaster management activities and enable an individual to cope
with a potential disaster. Disaster mitigation involves both structural and non-structural actions
before the advent of a disaster to save lives, livelihood and property (Godschalk, Beatley,
Berke, Brower and Kaiser, 1998). Disaster preparedness involves all the anticipatory actions
of an individual to enhance coping capacity, operational response and recovery from a hazard
event (Goldschalk, 2003; Mc Entire and Myers, 2004). Response to a disaster event involves
the organisation of plans and arrangement to engage the activities of the community’s
stakeholders during a disaster (UNISDR, 2009) and the disaster recovery phase involves the
continuous restoration of essential services and livelihood that may have been impacted by a
disaster. The disaster management phase may be theoretically separated, but in a practical
sense, activities overlap during a disaster.

All the phases of disaster management require social, economic, physical, competency and
communication resources to achieve the usual activities. The social resource includes but is not
limited to social cooperation, and relationships individuals can utilise in time of crisis. The
social resource also includes the resourcefulness of human and demographic characteristics of
a community. The economic resource relates to the economic capacity that supports
individual’s ability to prepare for, respond to and recover from the challenges of disasters. The
physical resource at the individual level refers to tangible goods and structures that can aid
resilience to natural hazards. Individual competency in hazard management includes among
others the ability to decipher risk, training, skills, drills and knowledge that an individual
possesses to respond to a disaster, and lastly, personal communication and information
resources encompass the possession of suitable means of communication and information to
relate risks and events among persons in a community and with government agencies.

3.5.2 The variable indicators of resilience for this research
In order to assess the resilience of African communities to natural hazards, this study selected
attributes of social, economic, physical, individual competence, communication and
information for the investigation. The indicators of social capital were determined by the extent
of individuals’ involvement in social groups and participation in public affairs. Mainly, the
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indicators that gauge individual commitment and networks within a community are appropriate
in assessing social capital (Putman, 2000; Peacock et al., 2010). The indicators for assessing
economic capital relate to economic activities that support individuals or households during a
disaster. This research measured this domain by the %age of people on the economic indicators
under consideration. Personal income, savings, personal creditability and the means of
livelihood were the proxies for measuring the resilience of the economic domain. The physical
resource constitutes community infrastructure that supports mitigation and assists resilience on
a meta scale. However, at the level of an individual, it encompasses personal resources such as
the possession of a house and personal car. Community competence has both social and disaster
management components. The social components include proxies such as conflict resolution
and political engagement. Proxies such as personal risk knowledge, preparedness and response
competence measures, and disaster management components of the domain. At the individual
level, communication and information domain measures social media platforms and personal
means to receive and communicate information relevant to coping with unexpected challenges.

3.5.3 The selection of resilience indicators for this research
This research selected indicators of resilience domains from a review of existing literature on
community resilience assessment. However, the inclusion of the Auckland/Red Cross
Emergency Application as an attribute of information and communication resilience happened
after an informal sideline discussion with the Auckland City Council resilience team. In order
to select indicators from existing studies, this research created an assemblage of resilience
indicators from multiple studies. The essence of the assemblage was to identify consistent
variables in related research relevant to the current investigation. The idea of selecting
indicators from existing studies is not peculiar to this research, previous researches by Cutter
et al. (2010) on the resilience baseline conditions of the Southern United States coastal
communities and Yoon, Kang and Brody (2015) on the measurement of Korean resilience to
natural hazards are cases in point.
Despite the widespread use of indicators as proxies for assessing resilience, Cox and Hamlen
(2015) cautioned against over-reliance on using indicators to assess resilience. The concern
was as a result of the de-emphasis of qualitative indicators and the expert-centric nature of
indicator selection. In order to address this concern, the researcher discussed the selected
indicators with leaders of the African community to ascertain their level of comfort and to
make input into the study indicator development. Resilience indicators relating to substance
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and alcohol usage and wellbeing of community members were discarded as indicators. In
addition to the above, the research carried out a pilot review of the survey and sought expert
advice on the selected indicators.
Below is an assemblage of measurement indicators from numerous resilience tools. Some of
the indicators are in more than one domain because of the fluidic nature of indicators and
application in more than one resilience domain.
Table 3. 7 An assesblage of indicators
Domain

Indicator

Physical

Housing type, shelter capacity, medical capacity, access evacuation potential,
housing age, shelter need and recovery (Cutter et al., 2010); Electricity, water,
sanitation and solid waste (Joerin et al., 2012). Electricity, clean water, sanitation
and public waste, accessible transport (Kusumastuti et al., 2014). Quality of
infrastructure, diverse infrastructure, redundant infrastructure (Longstaff, et al.,
2010). Housing, public facilities and business (Mayunga, 2007). Shelter (Ainuddin
and Routray, 2012a). Temporary shelter, newspapers, radio, television and the
internet (Peacock et al., 2010). Car ownership (Masozera and Kerchner, 2007). Car
ownership (Colten, Laska and Kate, 2008)

Social

Education equity, age, transport access, communication capacity, language
competency, special needs, health coverage, place attachment, political engagement,
social capital religion, social capital, civil involvement, social advocacy and
innovation (Cutter, 2010); Social support, social participation (social and civic
organisation), religious adherents and community bond (Sherrieb et al., 2010).
Health, awareness, social capital and preparedness (Joerin et al., 2012). Age,
literacy, high school education, social preparedness (vehicle ownership, telephone,
medical coverage, voluntary support; social services (number of volunteers,
registered NGOs) (Kusumastuti et al., 2014). Multiple NGOs and faith-based
organisations (Longstaff et al., 2010). Trust, norms and network, education, health,
knowledge and skill (Mayunga, 2007). Education, age, health coverage, people with
a special need, trust, hazard education (Ainuddin and Routray, 2012a). Education,
age, health, insurance, disability, transport means and religious beliefs (Qasim et al.,
2016). Age, gender, higher education, disaster managers in the community,
registered volunteers and organisations (Yoon et al., 2015). Received and perceived
social support, social ties, organisational linkage, citizen participation, sense of
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community and attachment to a place (Norris et al., 2008). NGOs, sports
organisations, religious organisations, professional-business associations, education
(Peacock et al., 2010). Sense of community, coping style, self-efficacy and social
support (Paton et al., 2001).
Economic

Housing capital, employment, multiple and single sector employment dependence,
employment, business size and health access (Cutter et al., 2010); Employmentpopulation, median household income, corporate tax revenue, creative tax
occupation, income equity, education disparity, scale of resource diversity (Sherrieb
et al., 2010), income and employment, household assets, finance and savings (Joerin
et al., 2012). Per capita income, savings, emergency fund, employment, multiple
sources of income, house ownership, and gross domestic product per capita,
municipal revenue (Kusumastuti et al., 2014). Median household income,
employment diversity, redundant economic resource (Longstaff et al., 2010).
Income, savings and investment (Mayunga, 2007). Housing, employment, multiple
incomes, income above poverty (Ainuddin and Routray, 2012a). Employment,
income and multiple livelihoods (Qasim et al., 2016) social security income and percapita income (Yoon et al., 2015). Income diversity and equity (Norris et al., 2008).
Income, median income, employment and health insurance (Peacock et al., 2010).

Competency

Community action, critical reflection and problem-solving skills, flexibility and
creativity, collective efficacy empowerment, a political partnership, risk knowledge.
Influential leadership, helping one another, community meetings participation, and
participation in social and development activities, understanding risk, and
understanding coping strategies and recovery strategies (Kusumastuti et al., 2014).
Community action, collective efficacy, partnership place (Norris et al., 2008).

Info. and

Narrative, responsible media, skills and infrastructure, trusted sources of

communication

information, social media platforms (Norris et al., 2008). Social media platforms
(Tobin and Whiteford, 2002).
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In selecting indicators for this research, the study adhered to the criteria for indicator selections.
The table below highlights the research criteria for selecting indicators from previous studies.

Table 3. 8 Criteria for selecting community resilience indicators
Criteria for indicator selection
•

The ability of the selected indicator to predict the resilience at the individual scale.

•

The indicator has been tested and verified in related and multiple studies.

•

The indicator can monitor changes in resilience at both spatial and temporal scales.

•

The indicator is measurable and easy to understand by a non-expert in hazard
management.

•

The indicator is relevant to the research objectives and questions.

•

The indicator can influence disaster management activities.

Source: Cutter et al. (2008); Parsons, et al. (2016); Birkmann (2006); Peacock et al. (2010).

Table 3. 9 Selected variable indicators for resilience
Resilience
Domain

Variable indicators

Assessment criteria

Justification and effect on resilience

Social

High school
education

% of individuals above high
school education

Education improves understanding and
interpretation of risk, warning and
evacuation. The higher the %age, the
more favourable for resilience.

Employed
population

% of people with gainful
employment

A community with a preponderance of
employed people has the resources to
mitigate, prepare for, respond to, cope
with and recover from a disaster

Age

% of the independent
population

A community with a high number of
people within the age bracket of 18
and 65 is considered resilient because
of economic potential.

Years in Auckland

% of people above five years
in Auckland

The number of years in Auckland is
vital for understanding political risk
and positive for social integration and
learning.

Social relationship:
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Social participation

% of people that participate in
community social activities

Social participation enhances the
social capital necessary for
cooperation and coordination during
an emergency event.

Charity
participation

% of people that participate in
charitable activities

A high %age of charitable activities
indicates that disaster-affected people
will get assistance from another
community member during a
challenging period.

Meeting attendance

% of people that participate in
community meetings

It enhances cooperation and
community trust that are necessary for
resilience

Volunteering

% of the population willing
to engage in volunteerism

A high %age of volunteerism enhances
response capacity in a community.

Helping others
in the community

% of people that are willing to
help others during challenges

A higher %age of help from a
community indicates that a disasteraffected person will provide assistance
that is vital for recovery.

Visitation

% of people with good
neighbourliness

Visitation increases the psychological
resilience of the affected people in the
community.

Sharing risk
information

% of the population willing to
share local risk information

Sharing risk information enhances risk
knowledge and preparedness activities.

Preparedness
behaviour

% of the population with
emergency storage

Pre-disaster preparedness enhances the
ability to cope with a disaster.

Community project

% of participants in the DRR
project

Participation in the DRR project
improves community skills that are
relevant to challenges.

Preparedness fair

% of attendance in disaster
preparedness strategy

Attendance improves the dexterity to
respond to challenges

Training
exercise

% of attendance in disaster
preparedness training and
drills

It improves community capability as a
first responder.

Membership
of organisation

% of the population belongs
to an organisation/s and type
of organisation

Individuals can assess the benefit of
diverse resources from multiple
organisations membership.

Insurance coverage

% of the population with
health and moreover, disaster
insurance

Insurance enhances post-disaster
coping and recovery within a short
time.

Personal income

% of the population above
minimum wage

It enhances coping and recovery and
vulnerability reduction.

Community
affection:

Disaster Mgt.
Programme:

Economic

and
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Physical

Comm. and
info.

Savings ability

% of people with the ability
to save for eventuality.

Redundant resources in a time of
natural eventualities improve coping
and recovery.

Creditability

% of the population with
creditability

It provides an opportunity for external
resources during natural challenges.

Source of income

% in paid employment and
multiple sources of income

It provides access to other assets if a
disaster impacts primary livelihood.

House ownership

% of the population with
home

Resilience is more enhanced in
personal than an emergency shelter.

Car ownership

% of the population with a
vehicle

It enhances the ability to respond to
early warning and save vital resources
for coping and recovery.

Risk
communication
application.

% of people with risk
application

It provides real-time information on
hazards and imminent risk and an
opportunity for a quick response.

Social
platform

% of people on Facebook

Social media network enhances the
information that is necessary for
collective actions.

% of mobile phone coverage

Extensive coverage and use of mobile
phone improves risk communication,
warning and evacuation.

Radio

% of people with access to
radio

Access enhances risk knowledge and
dissemination.

Television

% of access to visual
information and
communication

Visual information educates the
community on how to prepare and
respond to a disaster

Disaster Mgt.
competence

% with knowledge of early
warning and evacuation
procedures

Early warnings save lives and
resources for coping and resilience.

Understanding local
risk

% of people with risk
awareness

media

Sources of info.
Mobile telephone

Individual
competence

The more people aware of local risk,
the more willingness to reduce
vulnerability, and enhance resilience.

3.6 Construction of community disaster resilience index
(CDRI) for this research
Cutter (2016) distinguished four methods of resilience assessment: indices, toolkits, models
and scoreboards. Each of the assessment tools has its advantages and limitations and also,
various levels of collaboration with communities. In an assessment where a scorecard is used,
it is designed in the form of a checklist and questions regarding the existence or non-existence
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of resilience items or actions are asked (Cutter, 2016). Community levels of compliance are
reported in the form of non-parametric statistical value or perception or judgement (Rowcliffe,
Lewis and Port, 2000 cited in Sharifi, 2016). Scorecard has been used by Sempier, Emmer,
Sempier and Schneider (2010) to develop a Coastal Resilience Index for Mississippi in the
United States, and by the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNISDR) in conjunction with International Business Machine (IBM) and AECOM for
assessing city resilience to natural hazards. Models are used to simplify the complicated
relationship between risk and resilience-related factors and to characterise the resilience of a
place (Cutter, 2016). The existing data from other assessment tools were used as input for
analysis, and the resulting outputs are used to approximate the future condition of a community
(Cutter, 2016). Renschler et al. (2010) used the model in their framework for defining and
measuring resilience at the community scale.
Scholars widely use the index approach for assessing baseline indicators and diminished
capacity of resilience because of its summation ability (Ainuddin and Routray, 2012). Besides
being able to summarise vast amounts of data to a manageable size, it facilitates the task of
ranking the communities under consideration. Different forms of indices exist in resilience
assessment; they follow the same procedure. Nomenclatures or the stressors under
consideration may distinguish them. Cutter et al. (2010) used the Disaster Resilience Index
(DRI) to assess the United States coastal communities; Yoon et al. (2015) the Community
Disaster Resilience Index (CDRI) to measure the resilience of Korea to natural hazard; Sherrieb
et al. (2010), Community Resilience Index (CRI) to measure the resilience of counties in
Mississippi, USA; and Joerin, Shaw, Takeuchi and Krishnamurthy (2012), Climate-related
Disaster Community Resilience Framework (CDCRF) to assess climatic hazards in Chennai,
India.
Notwithstanding the wide use of indices in assessing resilience, Bowen and Kreindler (2008)
have cautioned on the use of the index method because of the penchant for measurable data at
the expense of essential data that may not be quantitatively measured. A recent development
tends to suggest that urban communities are too complex to be reduced to meaningful
indicators. Contextual and social inputs are essential in assessing resilience to accommodate
personal values and concerns of the population (Morse and Fraser, 2005; Cox and Hamlen,
2015). This study addressed the above concern through a mixed methods data collection. The
study accommodated the views of the participants during interview sessions. The interview
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sessions provided insight into participants’ vulnerability, capacities and expectations to meet
the challenges of local hazards (Jones and Tanner, 2015). Emergent themes from qualitative
data were reported, discussed and used to buttress the quantitative study findings.
This research conceptualised an index as a single numerical value from the compositions of
various indicators of resilience (Cutter, 2016; Simpson and Katirai, 2006). The numerical
strength of an index reflects the positive, static or negative resilience of the community under
consideration (Burton, 2015). Also, it reflects the relationship between indicators and
dimensional aspects of resilience under consideration. In constructing the resilience index for
African communities, this research follows the procedures of the previous works by Qasim et
al. (2016), Mayunga (2007), Ainuddin and Routray (2012), Cutter et al. (2010) and Kumar and
Shaw (2012) for creating a community resilience index. The first step was to adjust the
resilience indicators used in this research to be on a standard scale (Cutter et al., 2010). The
adjustment is essential as a prelude to a mathematical combination of indicators under a
uniform scale (Mayunga, 2007). The indicators in this research were converted to %ages for
uniformity. In studies by Mayunga (2007) and Cutter et al. (2010), the indicators’ scale
adjustment was followed by normalisation of indicators. The reason for the normalisation of
indicators was to avoid extreme values dominating the index development (Freudenberg,
2003). Minimum-Maximum, Z-score, untransformed ranks and exponential transformation are
methods to normalise indicators (Freudenberg, 2003; Nardo, Saisana and Tarantola, 2008;
Mayunga, 2007). Cutter et al. (2010) used the Minimum-Maximum method in creating the
composite indicator index of the Southern part of the United States. Cutter and others used this
method by disintegrating variable indicators into the same scale ranging from zero to one to
create component indicators on a similar scale measurement. The Z-score converts all
indicators to a standard scale with an average of zero and a standard deviation of one (Abdi,
2007). The process of normalisation was not used in this study because all the values of selected
indicators have been expressed in %ages. This choice of procedure is in line with previous
resilience investigations carried out by Qasim et al. (2016) and Ainuddin and Routray (2012).
Although the place of investigation might be different, these studies share similarities with this
research. Their level of analysis was the individual in the community, and they considered
natural hazards as stressors.
In the absence of the normalisation procedure, the next step in this study was to attach weight
to the indicators. The reason for attaching a weight to an indicator is to acknowledge variation
in the contributions of different indicators and to assign more to an indicator with more
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contribution relative to other variables within a domain (Mayunga, 2007). Community
resilience literature has deciphered three methods to assign to indicators. The first method is to
assign a weight to an indicator through the subjective judgement of the assessor based on
theoretical evidence on the relationship between indicators and the concept to be measured
(Qasim et al., 2016; Ainuddin and Routray, 2012; Mayunga, 2007). The second method is to
assign a weight to indicators based on the idea of empirical testing of the indicators in question
(Ainuddin and Routray, 2012; Mayunga, 2007) and lastly, a proposition that weight can be
assigned by a mathematics technique such as factor analysis (Mayunga, 2007). This study opted
for an equal weight of all indicators both at sub and composite index levels for two reasons.
Firstly, there is no theoretical preference underpinning the importance of differential weight
allocation (Cutter et al., 2010), and secondly, differential weight allocation undermines
interdependence and interaction among resilience capitals (Gutierrez-Montes, Emery, and
Fernandez-Baca, 2009). Although this research appreciates that community resources and
indicators are different from one another, the cross-dimensional dependence and synergy in
community resilience cannot be overlooked (Gutierrez-Montes et al., 2009). In line with
previous studies by Qasim et al. (2016), Ainuddin and Routray (2012) and Cutter et al. (2010),
this study used a simple average method which is based on equal weight. In creating an index
of a domain, indicators were separated into relevant domains based on hierarchical design
(Parsons et al., 2016). A Weighted Mean Index (WMI) method was used to compute the
Aggregate Weighted Mean Index (AWMI) for each of the resilience domains. The value of the
(AWMI) constitutes the resilience contribution of that domain to the overall resilience of the
communities under study. The equation below depicts the mathematical formula for combining
variable indicators of a domain to generate individual indices for the domains under
consideration:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = ∑(𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 1 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 1 + 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 2 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 2 + 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 3 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 3 +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 n 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 n)

(Equation1)

Where 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = Domain index
X = Indicator

W = Weight
n = Number of indicators or weight considered
i = index number
In calculating each of the domain resilience indexes, this study computed the resilience index
of each domain as the mean values of resilience index of the variable indicators under the
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domain. The under-listed steps depicted the construction of a community resilience index for
this study.
𝑑𝑑

Domain mean resilience index (DRI) = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

(Equation 2)

Where; di= domain index
n = the number of indicators of that domain.

Aggregate resilience mean index for all domains (ADRI) = ∑5𝑖𝑖=1
Where; DRI = domain mean resilience index

DRI𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛

(Equation 3)

N = total numbers of resilience domain under consideration.
Based on the dimensions selected to assess the resilience of the African communities in
Auckland, the overall disaster resilience index for this study can be illustrated as:
Community disaster resilience index can be calculated = M (E) +M (S) +M (P) +M (Ci) +M
(C)/5
where M (E), M (S), M (P) M, (Ci) and M (C) represent the mean values for economic, social,
physical and communication and info.; and competence resilience; and 5, the number of
community domains.
The last aspect of resilience assessment involves interpretation, reporting and communicating
findings to the community. The importance of this aspect of assessment is that it serves as a
precursor for the decision-making process. Both areas of strength and weakness in the findings
are reported to the community. For a visual understanding of the findings, a rating scale of 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 which correspond to very low resilience, low, medium, high and very high
resilience was used to report the current state of the resilience of the Nigerian and African
communities in Auckland. In addition to a scalar report, a spider web technique was used to
display the findings. This visual technique was chosen because of its simplicity in conveying
both areas of poor and excellent performances, and it was easy to understand by many
stakeholders in the community. Moreover, since this study involves benchmarking the
resilience of the Nigerian and South African communities, a 3D cluster column was used to
illuminate differences in the resilience capacity of domains of both communities.
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3.7 A framework of resilience indicator assessment.
The framework below describes how the various indicators of resilience used in this research
were assessed.

Hazards

Risk perception

vulnerability and
resilience

Community resources:
social, economic,
physical, competency
information and
communication

Levels of resilience

Coping /Adaptive capacity

1

2

3

•
•
•

Resource diversity
Current resource
Redundant

4

5

Assessment

Community and cognitive resource

Environment

Figure 3. 4 Resilience assessment framework
The above framework for resilience assessment is made up of four parts: the environment,
cognitive and community resources, assessment criteria and the result section. The
environment is co-habited by natural hazards, vulnerability and resilience. The volume of
resources or capital determines the conditions of elements at risk of a disaster, i.e. community
or individuals and the interpretations they attached to risks. The current and alternative resource
assesses the resilience of resources in anticipation of a potential disaster. The outcome of the
assessment determines the level of resilience.
However, it should be noted that this framework was based on a pre-disaster scenario. Postdisaster resilience depends on coping and adaptive capacity and social learning; and disaster
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impact. The extent of a disaster will determine how a community combines various resources
with meeting the challenges of a disaster event.

3.8 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to provide a theoretical foundation for developing
measurement tools for this research. This research took specific steps to achieve this purpose.
A literature review of existing tools was carried out to identify tool criteria, resilience domains
and indicators for assessing community resilience. A harmonised criteria for tool development
was created to ensure compliance in developing a community assessment tool and resilience
index for this study. The domains of social, physical, economic, competency and information
and communication were selected based on their capacity to predict resilience at the individual
level. Although indicators were selected from existing studies, the selection was based on
established criteria for indicator selection. The contributions of indicators to domains and the
overall resilience of the communities were calculated using the index method to produce
community resilience indices for the Nigerian and South African communities. However, the
chapter noted the shortcomings of the index method because what constitutes resilience and
vulnerability is subjective to an individual and value-laden and thus cannot be entirely be
subjected to mathematical interpretations. The next chapter explains how information on
variable indicators of resilience was obtained from participants and analysed.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
4.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the research approach used in this study to examine the research problem
and to achieve the objective of the research. Fundamentally, this chapter explains the research
methodology and the approach used to achieve the stated objectives of the research. The first
part of this chapter explains the study research methodology that provides justifications for the
research design. In doing so, the roles of the research background and paradigm, and the nature
and analysis of the research questions in the choice of the research design are outlined. The
second part of this chapter explains the methods used for collection and analysis of data for
this study. It involves the sources, protocol and analysis of quantitative and qualitative data. In
addition to the above, this chapter also presents the socio-demographic information of the
communities under investigation.

4.2 Research Methodology
Research methodology relates to the approach adopted to investigate a research problem. It
synthesises the theoretical foundation of the research problem with the appropriate data
collection method and analysis. An organised approach was used to determine the established
scientific techniques used to investigate the research problems (Easterby-Smith et al., 2012).
The importance of a research methodology is that it provides a logical sequence between
research background, data collection and analysis. The sequence is necessary because a wide
variety of research methods and approaches exist. Finding the appropriateness of a research
method can be daunting and challenging. In the subsequent sub-sections, an examination of the
research background and paradigm; and analysis of the research problem and question will be
investigated to build a theoretical ground for the appropriate data collection method and
analysis for this research.

4.2.1 Research Background and Paradigm
An investigation into the capacity of a community to thrive despite a disaster requires an
investigation into the social, economic, physical and community resources. While some
communities thrive after a disaster, others face severe challenges as a result of low capacity
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and the level of impact. The level of community vulnerability and incubated risk over time are
pivotal to how a hazard impacts people and resources. As argued by Weichselgartner (2001),
disaster results from the interaction of geophysical forces and social systems. Consequently,
studies relating to disaster management have become more social science-oriented because
scientific methods cannot explain human behaviour and decisions concerning risk incubation
and disaster. Such decisions are influenced by socio-political, economic and cultural variables
which have become the underpinning resources for scholarly investigation into vulnerability,
disaster and community resilience.
Notwithstanding the influence of social systems in disasters, research in disaster management
could be classified neither as physical nor social science but as an amalgam of both systems
(Fellow and Liu, 2015) because the scientific method has limitations in expressing human
behaviour and decisions, especially in the context of risk, vulnerability, disaster and resilience.
Such decisions and behaviour are subjects of the social, economic and political context of a
society. Thus, research in disaster management, especially community resilience, is embodied
in a socio-ecological context that has geared many researchers to investigate the multidimensional aspects of a community. Accordingly, the study of a community regarding its
capacity to cope with a disaster with its empirical resources could be situated within an
interpretative and positivist paradigm. These paradigms suggest that different methods are
appropriate for different investigations (Leedy and Ormrod, 2010). In the researcher’s view
therefore, both the positivist and phenomenological approaches apply to this research. Because
the researcher needs to adopt a methodology that accounts for the viewpoint of the study
participants regarding their capacity to cope with a potential disaster. This further advances the
argument that a single approach, i.e. the positivist approach, is not adequate for this enquiry
because of the multi-dimensional nature of this research. Consequently, this research adopts a
multi-paradigm approach which encompasses the positivist and phenomenology approaches.

4.2.2 Nature of the research questions and objectives
While research background and the inter-relationship between research questions and
objectives are crucial in the selection of an appropriate research methodology, the nature of
research questions and objectives of a research play crucial roles in the research design and the
type of data that will be appropriate for achieving the objectives of a research (Bryman, 2008).
The nature of the study’s research question indicates a sequential relationship between
vulnerability, risk, disaster and resilience. Some of these variables are in tandem with prior
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quantitative and qualitative modes of scientific investigation. Nevertheless, before a choice of
research method is established between qualitative or quantitative or both, Yin (2004)
recommended that researchers situate research questions on whether they are ‘why’, ‘how’ and
or ‘what ‘questions in order to decide upon the applicable methods. Yin reasoned that the ‘why
‘and ‘how ‘questions are best answered through qualitative approaches while the ‘what’
questions are best answered through quantitative approaches. However, it should be noted that
Yin’s classification does not preclude the use of both methods to address a specific research
question. In this research therefore, the first three research questions were addressed with both
quantitative and qualitative data. The qualitative data was used to complement the quantitative
data. As advised by Cox and Hamlen (2015), urban communities are too complex to be reduced
to meaningful equations. Contextual and social inputs are essential in assessing resilience to
accommodate personal values and concerns of the population (Morse and Fraser, 2005).
Research questions four and five were addressed with qualitative data and complemented by
quantitative findings. The purpose was to provide the communities with the opportunity to
express their vulnerability and capacity regarding natural hazards.
The examination of the research methodology and paradigms, as well as the nature of the
research questions and objectives, could be described as generic and contextual. The expected
increase in vulnerability and complexities of natural hazards requires a research methodology
that can develop appropriate resilience policies that address multiple indicators of low
resilience across community domains. It is therefore imperative that the research design for
this study should incorporate qualitative and quantitative data if it is to address the multidimensional nature of resilience.

4.3 Research design
A research design is a proposed arrangement for collection and analysis of data to obtain an
answer to research questions or problems. Based on the underpinning reason for a qualitative
and quantitative method of data collection above, a mixed method of data collection and
analysis was used to address the research problem. The qualitative data was used to
complement discussions regarding research questions one to three, and quantitative data was
used to support the discussions regarding research questions four and five; whereas,
quantitative was dominant in addressing the research problems one to three, and the reverse
was the case regarding research questions four and five.
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4.3.1 Quantitative data collection method and analysis
This research employed a survey to investigate the resilience of the African community. The
use of a survey in this research allows an investigation into how the community perceived the
risk of disaster, and an investigation into the available resources to cope with and adapt to a
disaster.
This research obtained quantitative data through a survey administered to the Nigerian and
South African communities. A total of 350 questionaires were physically distributed, out of
which 200 were distributed among Nigerian and 150 among the South African communities.
In addition to the 350, an online questionaire was sent out to the communities. The design of
the questionaire was underpinned by the relationship between research questions and objectives
(Kumar, 2011). The research defines and lists all specific objectives, and research questions.
The survey was also structured to accommodate both open-ended and closed-ended questions.
The ope-ended questions were to provide an opportunity for respondents to freely express their
views on risk perception, vulnerability and resilience to natural hazards. The closed-ended
questions required respondents to indicate their answers on a categorical rating.
The first section of the questionaire deals with the participants’ demographic information. The
request for this information was included to enable an understanding of relationships and
correlations between independent and dependent variables used in this study. The next section
centres on participants’ risk perception. This research included risk perception in the survey
because of the importance of risk perception in a community’s choice of coping and adaptive
strategies. The remaining sections of the questionaire were devoted to eliciting responses to the
diverse resilience resources available to participants. Participants’ social, economic, physical,
communication and competence capacities were the focus of those sections.

4.3.2 Pre-testing the survey
Before the final administration of the study’s survey, the researcher pre-tested with thirty
Africans at the University of Auckland. The aim of pre-testing was to eliminate possible
weaknesses and flaws in the design. The flaws identified by participants were related to the
ways the researcher worded some of the questions and possible misinterpretation by the
respondents. Others were questions participants did not attempt to answer because they were
considered intrusive. Some of those questions were related to income. The researcher addressed
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those observations in the final survey through deletion and improvement on the clarity of
words.

4.3.3 Survey administration
Regarding the Nigerian community, the researcher distributed most of the questionaires with a
return adressed envelope to the Nigerian community during the 2016 Independence Day
celebration. The remaining survey was distributed to other Nigerians by the researcher with the
help of two researcher assistants and friends. As for the South African community, a sizeable
proportion of the survey was distributed to adult South Africans in a church usually attended
by South Africans in the North Shore neighbourhood in Auckland. One of the church leaders
assisted in the distribution and collection of the questionaires. The survey was also distributed
with the help of two research assistants in hospitals, government ministries and other areas with
a sizeable population of South Africans in Auckland. Although the study distributed 150
questionaires among South Africans in Auckland, 88 participants completed and returned them,
which represented about 59% of the total survey to the South African community. In the
Nigerian community, a total number of 90 participants returned their questionaires. This
number represented 45% of the administered survey to the community. It should be noted that
the number of responses fell short of the expected samples of 167 and 380 for the Nigerian and
South African communities, respectively, based on the 2013 census. However, the number of
responses from both communities was more than 82 participants as the minimum number of
participants recommended by Onwuegbuzie and Collins (2007) for a quantitative correlation
design and two tail hypothesis testing.

4.3.4 Quantitative data analysis
The study’s data were coded and analysed with the aid of a statistical software International
Business Machine Statistical Programme for Social Statistics (IBM SPSS). Both parametric
and non-parametric methods of analyses were used to analyse the data. The research used these
methods of quantitative analysis for the following reasons:
Firstly, each community has two sets of categorical data: male and female data. The research
compared means to ascertain if there was a significant difference in resilience based on gender.
The research used the Independent Sample t-test to achieve this endeavour.
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Secondly, the researchers used a non-parametric data analysis in this study because we wanted
to ascertain the relationship and direction between independent and dependent variables in this
research. A Spearman Correlation Coefficient was therefore necessary to understand the
relationship and direction of independent variables and resilience activities.
In addition to the above methods of analysis, a simple descriptive statistic expressed in
percentages was used in the study to report the percentage of participants with high or low
resilience. The mean value from participants’ responses was considered in the study analysis
to accommodate the diverse responses.

4.3.5 Validity of the study’s instrument
The validity of a study instrument refers to the appropriateness of a research instrument and its
ability to measure what it was designed to measure (Kumar, 2011). The purpose of this research
was to assess the resilience of the African communities in Auckland. The validity of the study
instrument was predicated on its ability to assess the resilience of African communities.
Firstly, the parametric and non-parametric tools used in this study enabled the assessment and
influence of social demographic variables on African community resilience.
Secondly, the use of the mean value of participants’ responses to assess resilience enabled the
accommodation of all opinions in measuring the resilience of the African community.
Thirdly and lastly, the relationship between the research questions and objectives and their
logical derivation from the overarching objective of the study evidenced a comprehensive
coverage of what the study instrument was designed to measure.

4.4 The study qualitative research design
Scholars in qualitative research have identified numerous types of qualitative designs. Creswell
and Poth (2016), for instance, identified biographical, case study, phenomenological, grounded
theory and ethnography as approaches in qualitative research design. In addition to Creswell’s
(1998) typologies, Denzin and Lincoln (2011) included clinical, historical and participatory
strategies in a qualitative design. Merriam and Grenier’s (2019) typology of the qualitative
design included other basic interpretative and postmodern-post-structural approaches.
This research opted for the basic interpretative and descriptive approach to a qualitative study.
The approach provides the researcher with the opportunity to understand and describe how
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people understand a phenomenon and provide meaning to a situation through the inductive
method (Merriam and Grenier, 2019). This research selected the interpretative approach for the
following reasons. Firstly, it encompasses elements of other approaches, i.e. case study and
grounded theory, that are relevant to this research. This research has an element of a case study
because of the focus on the South African and Nigerian communities and individuals in these
communities as units of analysis. Secondly, regarding the fourth and fifth research objectives
of this research, (to explore the potential challenges to resilience in the African community,
and to explore how the resilience of the African community could be enhanced), the researcher
sought to understand the views of these communities regarding the potential problems that may
impede resilience and how they could be overcome. Lastly, the researchers used an inductive
method to understand and make sense of how the African community expressed problems and
the prospect of resilience. The inductive method in qualitative data analysis used in this
research is a crucial component of grounded theory.

4.4.1 Qualitative data collection method and analysis
This section describes the data collection methods and analysis used in this study to accomplish
the fourth and fifth objectives of the research. Data collection methods such as in-depth
interviews, focus group discussions, direct observations, narratives and oral histories are
conventional methods associated with qualitative inquiry (Silverman, 2013; Gray, 2004;
Kurmar, 2011). This study used semi-structured interviews as the primary source of qualitative
data collection. The research used a qualitative data collection because the research seeks to
understand what may impede resilience and what is needed to enhance resilience to natural
hazards in Auckland from the participants’ perspectives.

4.4.1.1 Semi-structured interviews
The exploratory nature of this study requires a semi-structured interview to address the
questions and achieve the objectives of the research. This study designed the interview protocol
to elicit communities’ views on the following research objectives:
•

To investigate the problems that might impede the resilience of individuals in the
African community

•

To explore how the resilience of the African community could be enhanced in Auckland
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In order to achieve the above objectives, the research interview was conducted in four thematic
areas.
•

Natural hazards and risk perception in Auckland

•

Challenges to capacities for disaster management activities

•

Enhancing capacities for disaster management activities

•

A personal perspective on resilience, challenges and prospects

4.4.1.2 The Interview guide
This study used a semi-structured interview guide in the process of interviewing. The interview
guide was developed to ensure desired coverage of the questions and comparisons of
participants’ responses (Kumar, 2011). The interview guide consisted of pre-determined openended questions that allowed the researcher and participants an opportunity for constant
interaction and probing regarding the question under consideration. The interview guide
consisted of eight questions that were divided into three sub-sections. The first section related
to risk and risk perception. The second section enquired about the problems and prospects of
disaster management activities, and finally, the third questions were focused on the problems
of, and prospects of resilience to, natural hazards.

4.4.1.3 Participant selection and conduct of interview
The selection of participants for the study interview was based on equal representation. A total
of ten participants were selected. The composition was made up of five participants each from
the South African and Nigerian communities. In addition to equal representation, this study
selected six males and four females for an interview. All the interviewees were adults. The
participants were shown the University of Auckland Human Ethics Committee Approval letter,
and they could read the Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and sign a Consent Form before
the commencement of the interview. All the interviews were conducted in the researcher’s
office, except one that was conducted in a participant’s office, and recorded with the consent
of participants.

4.4.1.4 Qualitative data analysis
The research used Thomas’ (2006) General Inductive Approach to analyse the study’s
qualitative data. The inductive approach is not new in qualitative data analysis as Corbin and
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Strauss (2014) mentioned in grounded theory. The general inductive approach is also like the
analytical process of pattern coding, data reduction and display and conclusion drawing in
Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 69-71; p. 9-10). However, the general inductive approach is
slightly different because it accounts for a more detailed set of procedures for qualitative data
reduction and display in comparison to Mile and Huberman’s (Thomas, 2006). This approach
was used in the research because the analytical process of theme formation and data
interpretation is carried out in line with the objectives of the research (Thomas, 2006). The
potential problems and solutions to attaining the resilience of the African community is a novel
investigation and analysing the view of the community is better understood through inductive
analysis.

4.4.1.5 General Inductive Approach: analytical process
The research used the analytical process of a general inductive approach in conjunction with
NVivo 12 (Windows) analytical software. The analytical process involves a five-stage process
of data preparation, close reading and data familiarisation, creation of themes, theme
refinement and further refinement to create an overarching category. The General Inductive
Approach to qualitative analysis was completed with a three-stage coding process, as described
in Saldana (2013).
General Inductive Approach
Analytical step

Analytical process

Data preparation

Interview transcription, cleaning of data

Data familiarisation

Conscientious reading of data

Creation of themes

Highlight relevant themes and coding at nodes

Theme refinement

Revision and reclassification of codes
based on similarities

Overarching category

Create a summary code to accommodate
similar themes

Theory

Relationships

Figure 4.1 General inductive approach: analytical steps and procedures
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In using the above framework, this study transcribed ten voice recorded interviews through a
free online time stretcher. The online application was used by the researcher to enable
appropriate data transcription. The transcribed interviews were uploaded unto NVivo 12
software for qualitative data analysis. The research qualitative data analysis began with a
process of data cleaning. This process was undertaken to enhance the readability of the data.
However, care was taken not to misrepresent the participants’ viewpoints. The next stage in
the process was data familiarisation and careful reading of data to understand participants’
responses to the study research questions and to serve as a prelude to initial coding of data.
During the initial coding, the research identified critical responses to the research questions
regarding issues that could mitigate their coping and adaptive capacities and decide what could
be done to address those problems. The identified codes were isolated and stored in nodes. In
all, the study created a total of 45 codes. Prelude to the second coding cycle, the research
separated codes that epitomised challenges to individual resilience from codes for that could
enhance individual resilience. This process assisted the researcher to discard irrelevant codes.
The research identified a total of 15 codes that depicted challenges to individual resilience and
23 codes for actions that could improve individual resilience.
During the second coding circle, the study adopted a pattern coding process to enable the
researcher to reorganise the selected codes for the emerging patterns. The importance of pattern
coding is that it serves as a prelude to thematic, categorical and theoretical formations from the
first round of coding (Saldana, 2013). Similarities in existing codes and the need for the
researcher to develop pattern codes underpinned the second coding process. In order to do this,
the researcher reclassified codes based on a personal heuristic to determine ‘look and feel alike’
data (Guba, 1985 cited in Saldana, 2015, p. 9). The outcome of this process preceded code
realignment and categorisation of the research data. The third and final stage of coding was to
identify an overarching theme that represented each of the categories. The outcome of this final
coding process were five overarching themes for the potential challenges and four overarching
themes for enhancing the resilience of the African communities to natural hazards in Auckland.
In discussing the overarching themes, the researcher discussed the various codes under each
category to buttress the emergent themes in line with previous literature on resilience studies.
The identified themes formed the significant components for discussion on research question
four: to identify the challenges that may impede the resilience of the African community to
natural hazards in Auckland and research question five: to provide recommendations to
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improve the resilience of the African community to natural hazards. Relationships among the
themes supported a theoretical explanation for low capacity and prospects for resilience.
The figures below show the assemblies of codes used in the research to determine the overarching theme for findings
and discussions regarding chapters eight and nine, respectively.

Categories

Overarching theme

Traffic congestion
Response signage
Official bureaucracy
Confusion

Coping will be impeded by post-disaster situation.

Resource inequality
Lack of support system
Inadequate resources
Support

Lack of resources and support system will impede
resilience.

Disaster impact
Psychological impact
Psychological

Ignorance
Information
Communication

Lack of training

Traumatic experience from a disaster will impact on
resilience.

The lack of necessary information contributes to lack of
knowledge on disaster management activities.

Resilience to natural hazards could be impacted by the
absence of prior training on disaster management.

Figure 4.2 Categories of themes and overarching themes that may impede resilience
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Overarching themes

Categories
Awareness
Information
Pre-knowledge
Education
Visual information

Awareness to foster resilience

Support
Social activities
Community participation

Community assistance through cohesion

Insurance
Build back

Drills
Exercises

Compensation to enhance resilience.

Participation to enhance resilience

Figure 4. 2 Categories of themes and overarching themes for enhancing resilience

From the overarching themes in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, the research provided answers to research
questions four and five. The overarching themes, i.e. disaster situation, resources, trauma,
information and training informed research question four: to identify the factors that may
impede the resilience of the African community to natural hazards challenges in Auckland. The
themes regarding education, cohesion, compensation, and exercise were related to research
question five: to provide feasible solutions to the identified problems that may impede the
resilience of the African community to fundamental challenges. These themes constituted the
focus of the findings which are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 of this research.
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4.4.5 Ethical compliance
This research complied with the ethical requirements as demanded by the University of
Auckland regarding data collection. The importance of compliance is that it upholds the
reliability of the research findings (Maxwell, 2012). In order to carry out this research, ethics
approval was obtained from the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee
on 15 July 2016 with the reference number 017500 until 15 July 2019. The ethics approval
letter for this research is included in Appendix A1. As part of the ethical requirements for data
collection, the research participants were furnished with the purpose and objectives of the
research and procedures for participation. In addition to the information, participants were
provided with a Consent Form to register their voluntary participation in the exercise. The
research included samples of a Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and Consent Form used for
this study as seen in the Appendix.

4.5 Secondary source data: document and analysis
The review of official documents and related literature on resilience could provide an insight
into the resilience capacity of communities in Auckland. In order to investigate the resilience
of the African community in Auckland, relevant documents to the subject of the research were
assessed to build a theoretical and conceptual background for the research. Primarily, the
research assessed hazard and disaster management resources. Previous literature on
urbanisation, risk perception, vulnerability and resilience were of interest to the researcher. The
research obtained a large amount of information on resilience through electronic searches of
the journal and conference materials which were analysed through a content analytical process
of analysing of the document. The output of these analyses was vital in the literature review
and discussion segments in the study.

4.6. Place of study
Auckland is in the North Island of New Zealand and is the fastest growing multi-cultural urban
community, 90% of its population living in urban areas. Auckland is situated on the Australian
tectonic plate, 300-500km north-west of the active plate boundary of the Australian and Pacific
plates, which makes it least susceptible to an earthquake (Auckland Council, 2015, p. 6).
However, it is prone to volcanic eruption and coastal erosion because of its location on the
Auckland Volcanic Field (AVF) covering100 km2 of the urban area and approximately
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3000km of coastal shoreline which makes it prone to coastal hazards (Auckland Council, 2015,
p. 6). Apart from earthquakes and volcanic eruption, Auckland is also prone to multiple hazards
such as tornados, floods, tsunami, tropical cyclones, coastal erosion and landslides.

4.6.1 Community of study
The term community is diverse and has different connotations. Generally, people conceptualise
community regarding social, political, economic identities and geography. A community is
merely a group of people with shared and collective characteristics. About hazard and disaster
management studies, a community may share common characteristics as a group having the
same hazard exposure and a diverged perception of disaster risk; they are united by community
risk assessment and a desire to reduce disaster risk (Pearce, 2003). In addressing resiliency in
an urban community, issues of heterogeneity, demographic differences and inequality are
pivotal (Peacock et al., 2010). In addition to the preceding, the African communities in this
research, i.e. Nigerian and South African, are dispersed communities but are united by common
ancestries.

4.6.2. The Nigerian community
According to the data available from Statistics New Zealand (2015), the Nigerian population
in Auckland was estimated to be 294 (53.1% male, 46.9% female). The population of Nigeria
constitutes about 0.02% of the 1,415,550 Auckland population. Eight-two % of Nigerians lived
in the North Island and 18.4 % in the South Island (Statistics New Zealand 2013, p. 1). About
89.7% of Nigerians lived in the main urban areas. Most of the population lives in the Auckland
Region (52.6%), followed by the Canterbury Region (14.4%), and the Wellington Region
(11.3%) (Statistics New Zealand 2013, p. 1). Of those living in the Auckland Region, the
majority live in the Otara-Papatoetoe Local Board Area (17.3%), Mangere-Otahuhu Local
Board Area (9.6%), and Howick Local Board Area (7.7%) (Statistics New Zealand 2013, p. 1).
Since Auckland is a fast-growing and diverse city, the study could act as a proxy for other small
and recently integrated communities in Auckland.
The Nigerian community in Auckland is dispersed but united by common ancestry, ethnicity
and culture. Aside from the national yearly meeting for independence and cultural celebrations,
ethnic communities within the Nigerian community often gather to deliberate on issues of
common interest to the group.
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The socio-demographic results of the survey that was administered to adult participants in the
Nigerian community are presented in table 4.1 below:
Table 4. 1 Demographic characteristics of the Nigerian community in Auckland

Socio-demographic variables
Gender
Male
Female
Age category
18-25
26-45
46-65
66 and above
Education level
Primary
Secondary
Trade cert. moreover, diploma
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Immigration status
Citizen
Permanent resident
Study permit
Work permit
Years in Auckland
0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26 above
House ownership
Others
Rented accommodation
Owned a house
Employment
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Social benefit
Student
Annual income (NZD)
0-20,000
21,000-40,000
41,000-60,000
61,000-80,000
80,000 above

f (n =90)

%

56
34

62.2
37.8

5
56
25
3

5.6
62.9
28.1
3.4

3
7
9
15
53

3.4
8.1
10.3
17.3
60.9

41
14
27
8

45.6
15.5
30.0
8.9

43
20
13
7
6
-

48.3
22.5
14.6
7.9
6.7
-

10
57
22

11.2
64.1
24.7

57
4
1
26

64.9
4.5
1.1
29.5

32
20
16
8
1

41.6
26.0
20.7
10.4
1.3

Analysis of the returned survey indicated that 62% and 38% of the participants were male and
female, respectively. Ninety-seven per cent of the participants have above secondary school
certificates. The community has a working population. About 97% were between the working
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ages of 18 and 65 years. Whereas 65% of the working the population are employed, the
community median income was NZD $21,900 as recorded in the 2013 census exercise. Thirty
per cent of the unemployed population are students, and a negligible number of the population
relies on government sustenance. Of the total respondents, 61% were either citizens or
permanent residents. Forty-eight per cent had only resided in Auckland for up to 5 years and
7% for more than 20 years. Although 75% of the community’s population live in a rented
house, about 77% of the study respondents owned a personal car.
The other community this research considered was South African. The next section, 4.6.3 in
this research, presents the official statistics and the survey data of the community.

4.6.3 The South African Community.
In studies that are related to hazard and risk management, a community is an entity near the
source of risk. The members of the community may share common characteristics as a group,
According to Statistics New Zealand (2013), the South African community is the fifth largest
community in Auckland. Its population in Auckland has been estimated to be 30,612, about
2% of the Auckland population (Statistics New Zealand, 2015, p. 1). According to official
statistics, 48% and 52% were male and female, respectively (Statistics New Zealand, 2013, p.
1). Most of the population lives in the north of Auckland. The official statistics recorded that
the median income of the population was NZ$ 35,400. Whereas the history of the South African
community in Auckland can be traced to the 19th century, large-scale migration to New
Zealand did not occur until the early 1990s after the Convention for a Democratic South Africa
(CODESA) and the subsequent demise of the apartheid system of government in South Africa
(Walrond, 2015). Although the community is ethnically divided, it identifies itself as African.
This research considered the South African community as a dispersed community as other
members of the community live outside the north of Auckland. The South African community,
like other communities in Auckland, faces the risk of multiple hazards.
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The study presented the socio-demographic results of the South African community survey
data as shown in table 4.2 below:
Table 4. 2 Demographic characteristics of the South African community in Auckland
Socio-demographic variables

Gender
Male
Female
Age category
18-25
26-45
46-65
66 and above
Education level
Primary
Secondary
Trade, cert. and diploma
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Immigration status
Citizen
Permanent resident
Study permit
Work permit
Years in Auckland
0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26 above
House ownership
Others
Rented accommodation
Owned a house
Employment
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Social benefit
Student
Annual income (NZD)
0-20,000
21,000-40,000
41,000-60,000
61,000-80,000
80,000 above

f (n = 88)

%

42
46

47.7
52.3

7
40
31
10

8.0
45.4
35.2
11.4

3
7
29
31
17

3.4
8.2
33.3
35.6
19.5

59
20
6
3

67.2
22.7
6.7
3.4

17
18
21
16
12
2

19.8
20.9
24.4
18.6
14.0
2.3

1
52
34

1.1
59.8
39.1

67
6
7
2
6

76.1
6.8
8.0
2.3
6.8

28
27
16
12
1

33.3
32.1
19.1
14.3
1.2

The above descriptive statistics indicated that the study respondents consisted of 48% male and
52% female. About 89% of the respondents can be categorised as an economic or working
population because they are within the age range of 18 to 65 years. The remaining 11% are
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classified as dependents because they were either above working age or relied on social benefits
as a means of livelihood. Nearly 95% of the survey respondents were found to have achieved
secondary school certificate and above. Whereas 66% of the survey respondents hold New
Zealand citizenship, only 2% have lived in Auckland for more than 26 years. The remaining
34% have the various residence permits, ranging from work, through permanent to study
grants. About 75% of the survey respondents are in the paid employment with more than 33%
earning above the national minimum wage. Regarding house ownership and accommodation
in the community, more than half of the survey respondents live in rented accommodation,
with about 38% possessing their dwellings.
The research noted that twelve African communities are registered under the auspices of the
African Communities Forum Incorporated (ACOFI) in New Zealand. However, the Nigerian
and South African communities are used as proxies for assessing the resilience of the African
community in Auckland. This research is a part of the ‘Resilient Urban Communities Project’,
Resilience to Nature’s Challenges funded by the New Zealand Government through the
National Science Challenge. One of the stakeholders in this project is the Auckland City
Council. In collaboration with the Council, the African, Maori, Pacific, Indian, Asian and
Chinese communities were identified as communities of interest. This research allocation was
to investigate the African community. A further criterion was set out for identifying proxy
communities for the African community. Firstly, a community with longevity and roots in
Auckland, and secondly, a diverse community. A new immigrant community was added to
accommodate all shades of opinion. Regarding diversity and longevity in Auckland, the South
African community fitted into that matrix. Diversity and a newly emergent community were
the criteria for selecting the Nigerian community. While the South African and Nigerian
communities met the research criteria, the multicultural and ethnic configuration of the two
communities qualifies them as proxies for the African community.

4.7 Summary
This chapter explains and justifies the use of a mixed-methods data collection and the
theoretical underpinning for the data methodology. The research used a mixed-methods
approach for data collection because of the multi-dimensional nature of resilience and research
questions. The chapter discussed qualitative and quantitative data collection methods,
analytical processes and software applications in the analytical process. The research presents
details of data analysis and findings regarding the research questions in the subsequent
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chapters. The next chapter presents the results and discussion on the risk perception of the
African community in Auckland.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Disaster risk and resilience: risk knowledge and
interpretation among the African community
This chapter has been extracted from the under listed journal papers.
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) Disaster risk: risk knowledge, interpretation and
resilience. Submitted to Journal of Disaster Risk Studies
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) Urbanisation and risk perception: the Nigerian
community and natural hazards in Auckland. Submitted to International Journal of Disaster
Risk Science.

5.1 Introduction
Knowledge of local hazards and interpretations is essential in disaster mitigation and resilience
to natural hazards. Auckland’s exposure to natural hazards is a source of national concern.
Equally worrisome is the increasing rate of urbanisation. Considering the multiplicity of risks
facing Auckland, the task of convincing people to embark on resilience activities can be
difficult, especially in communities that have not recently experienced a disaster. Although
literature exists on natural hazards in Auckland, most of the literature is focused on volcano
risk. The Auckland volcanic projects (Paton et al., 1999); projecting real-time eruption
(Lindsay et al., 2010) and the consequences of eruption (Magill and Blong, 2005) are cases in
point. Despite the potential risk of volcanic eruptions and dangers from other hazards, evidence
from the existing literature on risk perception in New Zealand shows that no investigation has
been conducted on how minority ethnic groups in Auckland understand and will react to risk.
This research examines risk perception among the African population in Auckland. This
investigation has become necessary because an understanding of how a community interprets
the disaster risk is essential for designing effective mitigation strategies and improving
resilience.
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide an answer to this first question in this research: What
factors influence risk perception of the African community in Auckland. In order to answer this
question, the research provides answers to the undermentioned sub-questions. The research
formulated the sub-questions for adequate coverage of the first objective:
•

What are the risks likely to affect the African community in Auckland?

•

What risks are likely to affect individuals in the community?

•

How does trust affect risk perception in the community?

•

How is risk perception in the community personalised?

Subsequent development in this chapter proceeds with findings and discussion on disaster risk
awareness and perception. This will be followed by the individual perception of risk and then
the influence of trust and communication in risk perception, risk perception and action in
African communities and, lastly, the research compares and summarises the findings from the
South African and Nigerian communities. Section 5.2 below presents the study findings on risk
perception of the South African community and similar findings from the Nigerian community
will follow this.

5.2 The South African community
5.2.1 Disaster risk awareness and perception
The research asked the participants whether they knew the hazards landscape of Auckland and
hazards that may affect Auckland. Responses from the participants indicated a high awareness
of the likelihood of disasters from one or more hazards in Auckland. The likelihood of floods,
earthquake and tsunami was considered high by the respondents, while volcanic eruptions, and
tornado hazards were deemed least likely. The table below shows the results of natural hazards
that are likely to impact Auckland.
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Table 5. 1 Community risk awareness and perception: Descriptive Summary results for
hazards likely to affect Auckland

Natural hazard

Not likely % (N=88)

Likely % (N=88)

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

33
22
33
44
58
35
58

67
78
67
56
42
65
42

Regarding the hazards under consideration, the community’s sense of danger was more towards
earthquakes, flooding and tsunami than other hazards in the community. Disaster from a
tornado was considered least likely to happen in the community. The high level of risk attached
to flooding can be attributed to the geographical location of most of the participants’ residences,
as most of the respondents reside along the coastline in the north of Auckland. The conclusion
supports earlier works by Kaiser and Witzki (2004) and Heitz, Spaeter, Auzet, and Glatron
(2009) in which they associated the spatial location of residence with risk perception. Although
the earthquake might not occur in the city because of its location on the Australian tectonic
plate, the fear of occurrence in Auckland was related to events in other parts of the country,
specifically Christchurch and Wellington. The possibility of a tsunami was closely related to
the risk of an earthquake. An equal percentage of respondents felt that both the earthquake and
tsunami would impact the community. Interviews with participants revealed that most of the
population were not aware of the implication of Auckland’s location on an active volcanic field
but conceived that earthquake and tsunami hazards would significantly impact Auckland. The
study attributes the fear of earthquake and tsunami to information on the hazards from the
media and the local emergency management agency. This conclusion supports the often-held
opinion of the role of media in the amplification of risk (Kasperson et al., 1988). The level of
danger attached to volcanic eruptions in Auckland shows that participants dread earthquakes
and tsunamis more than volcanic eruptions because of the publicity regarding the hazards.
Aside from less publicity attached to volcanic eruptions, the gap between one occurrence and
another could account for the level of perception attached to the hazard. Participants’ attitudes
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show that they consider themselves more at risk of hazards that occur regularly rather than
hazards with the less frequent occurrence. This conclusion agrees with Kajihara and Kishimoto
(2011) relating to the under-estimation of tsunami risk in Fukushima because of rare occurrence
and a marginal expected impact on the community.

5.2.2 Individual perception of risk
To further understand risk perception among the South African community, participants were
asked to respond on a five-point Likert scale to the likelihood of being impacted by local
hazards. The essence of the question was to know if individual risk perception differed from
the community. The study’s findings suggest a slight contrast between how the community and
individual households view risks. While disasters from floods, earthquakes and tsunamis were
worrisome to the community, the danger of a tsunami was not considered by most individuals
to impact them. Instead, participants considered volcanic eruptions as the second major disaster
that could impact on individuals. Data from the study did not suggest any possible reason for
the mean value (M = 2.77 SD= 1.36) for volcanic eruptions in Auckland since 96% of the
population had no previous hazard experience of volcanic eruptions. Although 56% believed
that volcanic eruptions could happen in Auckland, most of the study’s participants said that
they would be affected. Health implications of volcanic eruption and its impact on daily
activities were of concern. The summary results of hazards that are likely to affect the South
African community in Auckland are presented in table 5.2 below.
Table 5. 2 Mean summary: perception of risk and the likelihood of an individual being affected
by natural hazards.

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

2.86
2.65
2.42
2.77
2.25
2.08
2.23

1.35
1.22
1.21
1.36
1.27
1.26
1.21

Note. 1= not likely, 2=somewhat likely, 3=moderate likely, 4=quite likely, 5=highly likely
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The likely reasons for concern from earthquakes included the perceived likelihood of
occurrence. Individuals in the community were worried because they felt that earthquakes were
a national problem that could affect them irrespective of location. The unpredictability of an
earthquake in comparison to other hazards was also a source of concern to the people. However,
evidence from literature tends to suggest that participants’ apprehension of earthquakes was
misplaced because the geographical location of Auckland made it less susceptible to an
earthquake. The apparent reason for the apprehension could be related to the occurrence of
earthquake events in other areas of the country and the publicity attached to earthquake
damage. The expected risk from flooding was equally high, but to a lesser degree when
compared to geophysical hazards. Although Auckland is prone to weather events and coastal
erosion, their less severe impacts and low incidence may explain the low-risk perception as
expressed by individuals.
To further understand individual risk perception in the community, an independent sample ttest and Spearman correlation analysis were conducted to examine socio-demographic
differences and relationships in risk perception. The mean summary report did not indicate a
significant difference between men and women. Although a marginal difference existed in their
assessment of risks across hazards in Auckland, both males and females in the South African
community appear to be the same in their interpretation of risk. This finding is in line with the
previous study by Roder, Ruljigaljig, Lin and Tarolli (2016) regarding perception and
awareness of landslide and flood risks. A Spearman correlation analysis conducted to
investigate the relationship and direction between age, income, level of education and income,
and the various hazards in Auckland shows that education was significantly related to how
individuals perceive the risk of a tsunami in Auckland (r = -.259 p < .005). The negative
correlation denotes an inverse relationship between education and the perception of the risk of
a tsunami. This finding suggests that a higher educated population had a higher risk perception.
This result was, however, not surprising as more than 96% of the community have secondary
education and above. Individuals in the community did not interpret risk differently, despite
the difference in the number of years they have resided in Auckland. The result confirmed the
previous studies by Roder et al. (2016), regarding natural hazards and risk perception in
Taiwan. Besides education, there was no significant relationship between income, age and
years of residence and hazard risk perception. Although there were differences in individual
income, it does not correlate with risk perception. The previous work of Qasim et al. (2015)
reached a similar conclusion regarding the flood-prone province of Pakistan. In addition to the
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income variable, the research findings support Qasim and others on the absence of a
relationship between age and risk perception.

Table 5. 3 Summary table of correlations between social variables and and risk perception.

Dependent variables

Independent variables

Natural hazard

Number of years in Auckland Education Age

Income

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

.020
-.147
.072
.171
-.036
-.036
-.122

-.182
-.202
-.185
-.099
-.211
.005
-.015

-.019
-.061
-.259*
-.084
-.048
.001
-.051

.107
-.021
.059
.164
.043
.018
.046

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *

5.3.2 The likelihood of an individual being affected by a
disaster.
The mean value (M=2.44, SD=1.35) indicated that participants would be affected by one or
more hazards if a disaster event occurred in Auckland. The potential impact on participants
was not related to proximity to the source of danger but on the assumption that the community
will be socially and physically affected. The loss of livelihood, relocation and damage to
infrastructure were the main concerns to participants. The perception of risk by participants
was determined by the expected impact of a natural hazard rather than the nature of the hazard.
This conclusion mirrors the findings by Paton, Millar and Johnston (2001) in which the risk of
a volcano was based on the impact of eruptions. The summary results of the likelihood of an
individual being affected by natural hazards are presented in table 5.4 below.
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Table 5. 4 Mean summary of the likelihood of an individual being affected by natural hazards.

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

2.73
2.79
2.24
2.44
2.19
2.34
2.35

1.30
1.35
1.35
1.46
1.26
1.37
1.37

Note. 1= not likely, 2=somewhat likely, 3=moderate likely, 4=quite likely, 5=highly likely
Individual and community evaluation of danger from flood and earthquake hazards followed a
similar pattern. The risk of flood and earthquake hazards was high at the community level;
individuals also regarded both hazards as the most significant risks whereas the community did
not consider the risk of volcanic eruptions as a significant threat, individual perception shows
more concern for the risk. Issues regarding the health implications of volcanic ash and the
inability of an individual to control lava from volcanic eruptions were worrisome to participants
as they expressed their concern for the risk.
Independent Sample T-Test and the Pearson correlation coefficient were conducted to analyse
relationships and directions between individual characteristics and hazards risk perceptions.
The mean difference between males and females was not significant to constitute gender
difference in how Nigerians perceived disaster risks in Auckland. However, there were
relationships between some independent and dependent variables. The results are presented in
Table 5.5 below.
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Table 5. 5 Summary result of the Spearman correlation coefficient socio-demographic
independent variables and perception of hazards risks.

Dependent variables

Independent variables

Natural hazard

No. of years in Auckland

Education Age

Income

Earthquake
Flood
Tsunami
Volcano
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

-.001
.111
.093
.212*
.134
-.053
.244*

.001
-.155
-.227*
-.162
-.243*
-.175
-.188

.011
.120
-.002
.012
.208
-.057
.079

-.026
-.063
-.012
-.053
-.115
-.234*
-.125

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).
The above table indicated a relationship between participants’ age and how the risk of a coastal
hazard was perceived. Botzen, Aerts and van den Bergh (2009) and Kellens, Zaalberg, Neutens,
Vanneuville and Maeyer (2011) had similar conclusions in their studies on coastal flood risk
perception in the Netherlands and Belgium respectively. Evidence from the analysis also
suggested that Nigerians are likely to appreciate the risk of volcanic eruptions and tornado as
their number of years in Auckland increased. The community is likely to perceive the risks of
tsunami and landslide as high and decrease the fatalistic notion of natural hazards.

5.2.3 Trust and risk decisions
In factors that may influence personal assessment on the risks of a hazard and subsequent
actions, the study asked respondents questions on a five-point Likert scale regarding trusted
information from the local emergency management agency and its influence on individuals’
risk interpretation. The aggregate mean value (M = 3.13, SD. =1.31) indicated that official
information on hazards could play a pivotal role in the individual interpretation and subsequent
action regarding risk in the community. Consequently, many people who indicated in the high
mean value (M =3.67; SD. = 1.21) in the community relied on official information in deciding
the riskiness of a hazard. The high mean value was not surprising as most participants were
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unsure of what to do during a disaster event. Emergent themes from follow-up interviews
tended to support the study’s quantitative data. It emerged that participants’ limited knowledge
of risk interpretation was the primary reason they relied on trusted information. The conclusion
mirrored previous literature and findings by Wachinger et al. (2013), Visschers and Siegrist
(2008), Paton (2008), Gregg, Houghton, Johnston, Paton and Swanson (2004) and Njome, Suh,
Chuyong and de Wit (2010). The influence of official information on risk perception varies
across hazards. The variation was closely aligned with how participants perceived the risks that
were likely to affect them. Participants were more influenced by information on the risk that
was likely to affect them.
The table below suggests that information on earthquakes, floods and tsunamis was more likely
to influence individuals’ risk perception than other hazards in the locale.

Table 5. 6 Descriptive Summary result of the influence of trusted information on hazard risk
perception

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

3.73
3.44
3.78
3.36
2.55
2.40
2.47

1.23
1.25
1.25
1.20
1.32
1.25
1.27

Note. 1= not likely, 2=somewhat likely, 3=moderate likely, 4=quite likely, 5=highly likely

Although evidence from Table 3 shows how people’s perception of risk of hazards is likely to
be influenced by official information, the study ran a Spearman's rank-order correlation to
determine the direction and relationship between risk information and the perception of hazards
risk. The output indicated a positive relationship between risk information and earthquakes,
floods, tsunamis, coastal erosion, volcanoes and tornadoes. The influence of risk information
on hazards was stronger regarding earthquakes, floods and tsunamis. The results indicated that
individual perceptions of risks were positively related to risks that are likely to impact them.
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The levels of correlation further confirmed the participants’ dread of hazard and risk
information. The correlation between trusted information and risk perception in the community
are presented below.
Table 5. 7 Summary table of correlations between trusted information and influence risk
perception

Natural Hazard

Trusted information

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

.289**
.431**
.383**
.239*
.207
.267*
.276**

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). **
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *
The work of Arlikatti, Lindell and Prater (2007) and Bronfman, Cisternas, López-Vázquez and
Cifuentes (2016) supported the above correlations. While the former found that trust in official
information influenced seismic behavioural and hazard adjustment in the United States of
America (USA), the latter found that trusted information from authorities was a strong
predictor of how Chileans perceived environmental hazards. However, studies conducted by
Dow and Cutter (2000) regarding hurricane Floyd in South Florida and Paton, Smith, Daly and
Johnston (2008) on the effectiveness of information in volcanic perception and adjustment in
New Zealand did not align with the study’s findings. The reason was not unexpected as
individual experience with previous hazard information, disaster context and personality of
respondents differs across communities.

5.2.4 Perception and personalisation of risk
The levels of danger attached to hazards and the willingness to act on the risk varies from one
hazard to another among participants. On a five-point Likert scale, the study found that disaster
preparedness in the community was more motivated by the desire to cope with unexpected
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challenges (M = 4.06, SD. 1. 24) than the protection of private properties (M = 3.51 SD 1.45).
Despite the slight variation in responses, the high means recorded from both enquiries denoted
a high-risk consideration and perceived preparedness among individuals. Although the
community aggregate mean value of risk perception for all hazards was M = 2.47, SD. = 1.27,
the aggregate mean value of individual readiness for all hazards was M =1.65, SD. = 1.00 the
low mean value of preparedness recorded by all hazards reflects a considerable difference
between perceived probability, personal consequences and perceived preparedness. It also
emerged that hazards with a high-risk perception, i.e. earthquakes, also attracted more attention
and resources. The descriptive summary results of the community preparedness for natural
hazards are presented below.
Table 5. 8 Descriptive mean summary of preparedness for natural hazards

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

2.16
2.00
2.02
1.84
1.93
1.80
1.83

1.09
.93
1.12
.83
1.01
1.04
.99

Note. 1= very low, 2 = low, 3 = moderate, 4 = high, 5 = very high
An enquiry into individual preparedness revealed that most people in the community
confounded preparedness with response actions. Their understanding of disaster readiness was
the ability to elevate personal property and move to higher ground in case of flooding and,
tsunami. Although there is a relationship between risk perception and disaster readiness (Khan,
Khan, Qasim and Khan, 2013), this view did not apply to all hazards under consideration.
While there was a relationship between landslide and disaster planning, and tsunami and
disaster exercise, such a relationship was not found with other hazards under consideration,
and none of the hazards influenced personal emergency storage. The results of correlation
between disaster preparedness activities and natural hazards are presented below.
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Table 5. 9 Summary of correlation results of preparedness activities and natural hazards

Natural hazards

Disaster plan

Disaster exercise

Emergency storage

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

-.039
-.213
-.237*
.076
.029
-.053
.105

-.012
-.215
-.127
.027
-.272*
-.076
.007

.041
-.067
-.091
.111
.074
.037
.154

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *
The outcome of the results, i.e. table 4.7, indicates that risk perception and disaster
preparedness are not homogenous across hazards. This result supports findings that concluded
that risk perception does not necessarily influence disaster preparedness (Lindell et al., 2009;
Paton et al., 2008). An independent sample t-test did not indicate a significant difference
between men and women regarding a household disaster plan, 3-day emergency supply and
disaster exercises. The gender of participants did not contribute to general preparedness in the
community. Similar results also emerged regarding gender and readiness for specific natural
hazards. These findings aligned with prior studies by Burningham, Fielding and Thrush (2008)
regarding awareness and preparedness for a flood in the United Kingdom; and Tekeli‐Yeşil,
Dedeoğlu, Braun‐Fahrlaender and Tanner (2010) in their study of motivation for earthquake
preparedness in Istanbul. However, Karanci, Aksit and Dirik (2005) found a relationship
between gender, disaster awareness and preparedness behaviour regarding earthquakes,
landslides and floods in Cankiri.
In understanding the strength and direction of risk and preparedness in the community, this
study conducted a Spearman coefficient correlation analysis between social variables and
indicators of overall readiness on the one hand and, on the other hand, between social variables
and hazard-specific readiness. The results of the correlations between social variables and
disaster preparedness activities are presented in the table below.
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Table 5. 10 Correlation between social variables and pre-disaster preparedness activities
Social variables

Education
Years in Auckland
Age
Income

Disaster plan

Disaster exercise

.089
.239*
.292**
.026

A 3-day emergency storage
.187
.175
.311**
.028

.058
.210
.113
.010

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). **
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *
A positive relationship exists between the number of years participants resided in Auckland
and the willingness to have a disaster plan for a potential hazard event in Auckland. Disaster
plan, r = .239, p (two-tailed) < .05. Similarly, the age of individuals in the community is highly
significant with having a disaster plan r = .292, p (two-tailed) < .01; and making provision for
a 3-day emergency storage r = .311, p (two-tailed) < .01.
The table below indicates the relationship between social variables and preparedness for
hazards.
Table 5. 11 Correlation between social variables and preparedness for hazards.
Dependent variables

Independent social variables

Natural hazard

Number of years in Auckland

Education

Age

Income

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

-.138
-.039
-.035
.020
-.080
.030
-.035

.061
.145
.050
.071
.161
.263*
.240*

-.046
.182
.134
.068
.228*
.253*
.267*

.223*
.035
.072
.150
-.044
-.001
-.019

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *
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Age was significant in individual readiness for landslides, r = .228, p (two-tailed) < .05; coastal
erosion, r = .253, p (two-tailed) < .05; and tornadoes, r = .267, p (two-tailed) < .05. The
individual level of education was significantly related to individual perceived readiness for
coastal erosion and tornadoes. Previous studies by Finnis, Johnston, Ronan and White (2010)
and Roder et al. (2016) also supported the relationship between education and disaster
preparedness. Participants’ income was positively related to earthquakes. The study suggests
that household investment in seismic mitigation and retrofitting could improve as income
increases (income, r = .223, p (two-tailed) < .05). This finding is line with the prior work of
Turner, Nigg and Paz (1986) regarding the risk of an earthquake in California.
The section below presents the findings on the risk perception of the Nigerian community in
Auckland.

5.3 The Nigerian community
5.3.1 Disaster risk awareness in Auckland
This study asked participants from the Nigerian community about the hazard landscape of
Auckland. The research raised this question because knowledge of risk is a precursor to risk
perception and pre-disaster activities. Below is a summary of the participants’ responses.
Table 5. 12 Community risk awareness and perception: Descriptive Summary results for
disaster risk in Auckland

Natural hazard

Not likely % (N=91)

Likely % (N=91)

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

36
27
43
46
43
47
57

64
73
57
54
57
53
43

The result indicates that an average of 57% of the study’s participants believed that Auckland
is vulnerable to natural hazards, and it is likely to be impacted by a hazard. What was, however,
different among the participants was the hazard that constitutes the most significant and least
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risk to Auckland. The risk of flooding was more of a concern to the participants than other
hazards. The danger from a tornado was the least concern to the respondents. In addition to
flooding and tornadoes, there was much apprehension for earthquake and tsunami risks in the
community. The reason for the high rate of risk awareness was not related to personal hazard
experience. Interviews with participants suggested that the high awareness regarding risks of
earthquakes and tsunamis was related to public information. Participants’ responses suggested
that information on hazards determined how the community interpret risks. While the influence
of geographical location on risk perception (Wachinger et al., 2013) contributed to the dread
for flooding among participants, the location was not significant regarding the risks of
earthquakes and volcanoes. The location of Auckland predisposed the city to volcanic eruptions
and it is less susceptible to earthquakes. Despite the risk of a volcanic eruption in Auckland,
participants perceived the risks of earthquakes, floods, tsunamis and landslides more than a
volcano and were optimistic that a significant volcano would not erupt in Auckland considering
the last time a volcano erupted. As argued by Kajihara and Kishimoto (2011), the declining
occurrence of a hazard contributes to how people decide on the seriousness of the risk. The
perceived risk of an earthquake was high among participants because of the plethora of
information regarding the hazard. Participants made constant allusion to the earthquake
devastation in Christchurch and Kaikoura during interviews. Participants’ reference to other
damage as a result of earthquake supported the works of literature that relate risk perception to
the dreadfulness of a hazard (Ho, Shaw, Lin and Chiu (2008) and media influence in the way
in which the risk of hazards is understood (Wachinger and Renn, 2010).

5.3.3 Trust and risk perception in the community
Individuals often consider confidence in the source of information, official actions and
mitigation infrastructure in risk perception and decisions. In this research, participants were
asked on five-point Likert scales regarding trust in the local disaster officials to manage risk
and also, as a source of information. The aggregate mean value (M = 3.74, SD. = 1.24) indicated
that a majority of people in the community trusted and relied on government officials for risk
information and management. The mean value also indicated that the Nigerian community has
limited knowledge of hazard and disaster management. Previous studies by Paton (2008),
Visschers and Siegrist (2008) and Wachinger et al. (2013) have associated limited knowledge
in hazard management to a high level of trust in external agencies. The research attributed the
reason for the high level of trust to the lack of hazards experienced by about 92% of the study
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participants. A further investigation regarding trust and specific information on hazards
indicated a high mean value across all hazards, though the influence of information on
tornadoes was a little above average on a scale of 1-5. The result also indicated that participants
were influenced by information on hazards they perceived as high risk. The summary of results
regarding trust and risk perception are provided in table 5.13 below.
Table 5. 13 Descriptive Summary of results of the influence of trust on hazard risk perception

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

4.00
4.18
4.13
3.73
3.30
3.42
2.87

1.12
.97
1.21
1.29
1.31
1.55
1.29

Note. 1= not likely, 2=somewhat likely, 3=moderate likely, 4=quite likely, 5=highly likely
In order to investigate the influence of social factors on trust and risk perception, the research
conducted an independent Sample T-Test and Spearman correlation analysis. Results output
indicated that gender difference between males (M = 3.76, SD 1.26) and females (M = 3.70,
SD = 1.21) did not account for the official trust and source information in the community.
Similarly, other social variables such as age, income and years in Auckland were not significant
in the decision to trust government agencies or sources of information among members of the
community.
In addition to investigating the relationship between trust and risk perception, this study also
examined the relationship between trust and risk perception regarding different hazards. While
there were no correlations between trust and how participants perceived the risks of
earthquakes, floods, volcanoes, landslides, coastal erosion and tornadoes, evidence from data
suggests that the community was more likely to act on the information on tsunamis, (r .209, p
= .028) in comparison to other hazards. The table 5.15 below provides the results of the
correlation between trusted information and risk perception regarding different hazards.
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Table 5. 14 Summary of correlations between trust information and influence risk perception
of a hazard

Natural Hazard

Trusted information

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruptions
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

.172
.176
.209*
.062
.027
.062
.102

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).

5.3.4 Risk perception and disaster preparedness
Individual readiness and pre-disaster activity measures how risk is perceived (Han, Lu,
Horhager and Yan, 2017). In order to understand disaster preparedness among members of the
Nigerian community, this study asked a question regarding the motivating factor for disaster
preparedness. A majority of the study participants were more motivated by the desire to cope
(M = 4.34, SD = 1.06) with a potential disaster than protecting personal belongings (M = 3.93,
SD = 1.28). Similarly, there was a high sense of self-responsibility among community members
to protect themselves (M = 4.34, SD = .79) in anticipation of a disaster rather than waiting for
government and its officials for assistance (M = 3.49, SD = 1.27). The finding was an indication
that Nigerians are likely to rely on themselves more than government assistance in time of
natural hazard challenges. Despite the desire to be a resilient community and strong feelings of
being affected by one or more hazards (SD = 2.44 SD = 1.35), in the case of a disaster, the
average participant’s level of preparedness across hazards (M = 1.09, SD = 1.02) did not reflect
risk perception and intentions to be resilient. This study concludes that a gap exists between
participants’ perceived risks, personal consequences and perceived preparedness. These data
are consistent with the view that hazard issues do not currently make a significant contribution
to community preparation (Paton, 2007).
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A majority of the study’s participants were not interested in any emergency storage because
they have been doing it for ages, and no disaster had happened. Another concern raised by
participants was the efficacy of preparedness. A few participants were of the view that natural
hazards and disasters were ‘acts of God’ and that no amount of preparation was enough if God
wants to bring disaster upon humanity. This finding mirrored earlier studies by Johnson et al.
(2013) and Paton et al. (2001). Below is the mean summary of participants’ preparedness across
hazards.
Table 5. 15 Descriptive mean summary of preparedness across hazards

Natural hazard

Mean

Standard deviation

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcano
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

2.01
2.05
1.85
1.95
1.86
1.79
1.80

.99
1.05
1.01
1.09
.98
1.03
1.00

To further understand participants’ commitment to disaster preparedness, this study
investigated the influence of hazards in motivating disaster plans, disaster exercises and
emergency storage. Although the average mean values for the three preparedness activities
were above average (M = 2.65, SD = 1.03), the average percentage of participants with a
completed disaster plan, emergency storage and exercise was 6.3% in the Nigerian community.
Data analysis revealed that the risk of hazards was not a motivating factor for preparedness
activities among participants. This finding aligned with Lindell, Arlikatti and Prater (2009) and
Paton, Smith, Daly and Johnston (2008) that risk perception may not necessarily influence
disaster preparedness activities.
Regarding social variables and preparedness activities, an independent sample T-Test analysis
showed that the gender of participants was not crucial in preparedness activities. However, a
Spearman Correlation analysis of the relationship between social variables and general
preparedness indicated a positive relationship between participants’ years in Auckland and the
desire to participate in disaster exercises and have emergency storage. Data also revealed that
the Nigerian community becomes more interested in disaster preparedness activities as age
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increases. The table below shows the levels of correlations between the redearch sociodemographic variables and household pre-disaster requirements.
Table 5. 16 Summary of the correlation between social variables and pre-disaster
preparedness activities
Social variable

Disaster plan

Disaster exercise

A 3-day emergency storage

Education
Years in Auckland
Age
Income

-.156
.171
.308**
.080

-.178
.267**
.347**
.174

-.071
.228*
.278**
.006

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).*

Results from table 5.17 on the relationship between social factors and hazard-specific
preparedness indicated that the age of participants was positively related to earthquake and
flood preparedness. Participants were more prepared for earthquakes and floods as age
increased. The correlation analysis also revealed that the Nigerian community would invest in
flood, earthquake and tornado mitigation if their level of income increased. The prior work of
Turner, Nigg and Paz (1986) regarding the earthquake in California confirmed the relationship
between the hazard and income. The participants’ level of education and years in Auckland did
not correlate with disaster preparedness across hazards. The study expected the high level of
risk perception and education to foster preparedness. Education addresses hazard fatalism and
stresses the need for preparedness to reduce disaster impact. The absence of correlation
between participants’ years in Auckland and preparedness was due to a lack of disaster
experience in Auckland. Nigerians did not feel the need to prepare for a disaster event as they
have not witnessed an incident since arrival in Auckland. The table below indicates the levels
of correlations between and the socio-demographic variables of the research participants.
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Table 5. 17 Correlation between social variables and hazard-specific preparedness

Dependent variables

Natural hazard

Earthquake
Flooding
Tsunami
Volcano
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

Independent social variables

Number of years in Auckland

.142
.079
.148
.121
.092
.028
.072

Education

Age

Income

.019
.056
-.047
.035
-.065
-.027
-.112

.208*
.294**
.179
.148
.145
.156
.179

.214*
.236*
.164
.102
.083
.045
.196*

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).*
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**

5.4 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate how the African community perceived the risk
of a disaster in Auckland. The focus of the investigation was on the South African and Nigerian
communities in Auckland. Data from both communities suggest that they are aware of
Auckland’s susceptibility to multiple hazards. Responses from both communities did not
suggest a significant difference regarding potential hazards that may impact Auckland. Both
communities prioritised floods, earthquakes and tsunamis as the most likely hazards that might
impact Auckland. The risk of volcanic eruptions was considered fourth by both communities
despite physical and scientific evidence of probable eruptions. The apparent reason for the level
of risk perception of the volcano could be related to the prolonged absence of occurrence.
Whereas the risk perception of floods in both communities could be related to the geographical
location of Auckland, the high-risk perception of an earthquake has neither geographical nor
historical evidence. Auckland is not earthquake-prone, and most of the population in both
communities have not experienced a disaster. Media attenuation of the risk of earthquakes and
events in other parts of the country are responsible for risk apprehension. The order of risks
likely to impact the individual in the South African community was slightly different from
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perception regarding Auckland. The risk of a volcano was considered second after an
earthquake hazard. A similar perception was also observed in the case of the Nigerian
community. The risk of a volcano was perceived third after earthquake and flood hazards.
Regardless of the variation in perception, risks from earthquakes, floods, and volcanos were
perceived high among local hazards.
In both the South African and Nigerian communities, individual decisions on the riskiness of
a hazard were influenced by the information from the local emergency management agency.
While South Africans appreciated information on tsunamis compared to other hazards, most
Nigerians appreciate information on floods to other hazards. Information on earthquakes,
floods and volcanos will contribute to risk decisions among the South Africans. Information
on the same hazards was also receptive in risk decisions among Nigerians. Whereas expert
information influences how the South Africans perceived the risks of earthquakes, floods,
tsunamis and volcanos, such information was limited to the risk of a tsunami among Nigerians.
Regarding risk perception and subsequent action, both communities had a desire to reduce
disaster risk and cope with the potential impact of a disaster. However, there was a gap between
the level of risk perception, intention and action. The gap was narrower in the Nigerian
community than with South Africans. While the Nigerian community may seem more prepared
than the South African, the mean difference between both communities was not significant. A
policy that encourages the South African community to personalise risk improved the resilience
of the community. Such a policy should prioritise community participation in hazard
identification and mapping. Gender did account for a significant difference in how both
communities perceived risks and the willingness to embark on preparedness activities. Risk
perception and preparedness in the communities are not linear because of socio-economic
factors, confidence in preparedness, trust and disaster experience.
Nonetheless, both communities were aware of the hazard landscape of Auckland and how to
cope with a potential disaster. How a community copes with a disaster event is a matter of the
available coping capacity. The next chapter discussed the coping capacity of the South African
community to respond to immediate challenges.
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CHAPTER SIX
The risk of a disaster in Auckland: an
assessment of the coping capacity of the African
community
This chapter was extracted from the under listed Journal paper:
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019) The risk of disasters in Auckland: coping
capacity and the South African community. International Journal of Disaster Resilience in the
Built Environment (Accepted for publication).

6.1 Introduction
It is argued that ‘development’, urbanisation, global change and vulnerability are causal factors
in disasters caused by natural hazards (United Nations Development Programme, 2004; Blaikie
et al., 2014). In 2016, Guha-Sapir et al. (2017:1-2) recorded about 8,733 deaths and a financial
loss of US$ 153.9 billion as a result of disasters triggered by natural hazards. Amidst of
environmental change and disaster impact, some communities survived and coped with the
prevailing circumstance. The report of Walter (2004) on the Tuti islanders in Sudan; and
Hooli’s (2016) research in flood-prone northern Namibia are cases in point. While the success
of coping with challenges was based on local knowledge of the environment, the same cannot
be said of the urban communities in Auckland because of changes in the ecological landscape,
urbanisation and multiculturalism. In case of a disaster, communities combine personal
resources and community facilities to cope with an emergency.
This chapter, therefore provides an answer to research question two ‘What coping capacity
exists in the African communities in case of a potential risk of a disaster in Auckland? This
research question was necessitated by exposure to natural hazards and fluctuation in individual
resources. In providing answers to the question, this research addresses the South African and
Nigerian communities’ social, economic and communication resources to predict coping
capacity at a personal level.
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6.2 Quantitative findings: coping capacity of the South
African community.
The results of the survey regarding the above questions are presented in table 6.1 below.

Table 6. 1 Coping capacity score of the South African community

Coping domain

Coping indicators

Coping mean
score

Source

Economic capacity

Savings

2.60

Credit facilities
Insurance
Income

3.30
2.60
2.18

Ainuddin and
Routray (2012).
Mayunga (2007).
McBean et al. (2005).
Sherrieb et al (2010).
2.67

Component coping
index
Social capacity

Emergency
competence
Membership of Org.

2.61

Norris et al. (2008).

2.77

Visitation
(friendship)
Emergency shelter
Means of evacuation
Emergency storage
Emergency plan

2.99

Longstaff et al.
(2010)
McBean et al. (2005).

3.50
3.97
2.93
2.70

Peacock et al. (2010)
Peacock et al. (2010)
McBean et al. (2005).
Cutter et al. (2008)
3.07

Component coping
index
Communication
capacity

Social media

4.40

Mobile telephone
Emergency
Application
Television

4.91
1.48

Tobin and Whiteford
(2002).
Peacock et al. (2010).

4.80

Peacock et al. (2010).

Component coping
index

3.90

Composite coping
index

3.21

Odiase, Wilkinson and Neef (2019c)
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The above results provided an insight into the capacity of the South African community to cope
with a disaster in Auckland. The community communication domain has the highest capacity
to assist individuals during an emergency with a mean value of 3.90, SD = 1.01 while the least
contributor to coping capacity was the economic domain with a mean value of 2.67, SD = 1.38.
Despite the disparity in variable contributions to coping ability, the overall coping capacity
index of (M = 3.21, SD = 1.22) was above average on a scale of 1-5, an indication that the
community can immediately cope with disaster

6.3 Qualitative findings
The research identified three major themes from participant interviews. The overarching
themes and their indicative codes are briefly summarised below:
Access to provisional accommodation
During the interview, respondents were asked a question regarding a post-disaster shelter.
Although responses differed, participants were optimistic that they could find a temporary
place to stay should their homes be impacted by a disaster. While the majority of participants
preferred to stay with friends and family, a few saw government shelters as the last option. The
citations below captured how participants will cope with the post-disaster accommodation
problem.
Well, it will be difficult for me to leave my home to stay with another person.
Well, if something happened, I can only stay with my parents because I would
be free and feel at home.
I have seen people taking refuge in the churches, town halls and sometimes
in the stadia. Maybe, I will go there if I do not have an option.
I have never thought of any problem that will make me leave my house in
another place. If earthquakes like the one we have seen in Christchurch
happens here in Auckland, my friends are here to give a temporary shelter

Since coping is a response capacity, the researchers were interested in knowing how
participants would respond to an early warning. Participants’ responses were mixed and related
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to community capacity and risk communication. The overarching theme and suggestive codes
are presented below:
Communication and sign management
Some of the indicative codes for the above theme were:
At least, I know that different disasters can happen in this place, but I do not
know what to do in some cases. We do not know the place to run to because
I do not know the high ground. There are no signs and directions to escape.
My family and I live close to the beach. We do not know what to do if there
was a tsunami warning. I hope it does not happen.
The above codes suggest a lack of communication between the local emergency management
agency and the community and, a weak commitment to disaster exercises and drills among
stakeholders in the community.
The last theme that emerged from participant interviews was:
Action coping
I remember we are told to hide under our table whenever there is an
earthquake. Maybe the table will protect us from things falling over us.
There is much panic when confronted with a disaster that may kill or destroy
your properties. The best thing to do is to run away from the danger and go
to a safe place.
We will try to protect our essential belongings and place them on the tables
in case of a flood. If we get early information, we pack the necessary things
and drive away.
The above codes suggest that participants were eager to take proactive action to save valuable
resources that could enhance their coping capacity in the short run.
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6.4 Analytical findings
The independent sample t-test analysis did not indicate a significant difference (p = > 0.5) in
gender coping capacity. However, a Spearman correlation coefficient analysis showed some
correlations between independent variables and individual pre-disaster emergency storage,
disaster plan and emergency competence that could enhance coping during a disaster. The
findings from the analysis are presented in the table below.
Table 6. 2 Summary table of correlations between independent social variables and coping
indicators.
Independent
variables
Yrs. in Auckland
Education
Age category
Income

Disaster
plan
.239*
.089
.292**
.026

Exercise
training

and Emergency storage

.210
.058
.113
.010

.175
.187
.311**
.028

Emergency
competence
.084
.062
.303**
-.069

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). **
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *
Odiase, Wilkinson and Neef (2019c)

6. 5 Discussion
The overarching question guiding this research was: ‘can the South African community cope
with the immediate impact of a disaster in Auckland?’ Out of the three capacities examined in
this research, the community economic coping capacity was the lowest, slightly above average
on a scale of 1-5. A community requires a robust economic capacity to cope with the immediate
impact of a disaster. Although evidence from the study data suggests that about 75% were
employed, its relevance to coping capacity was minimal as about 33% earn above the minimum
wage. Consequently, contingency funds in the form of personal savings would make a
negligible contribution to coping capacity.
Further erosion of the capacity to save was the cost of living in Auckland. Credit eligibility
may be high as a result of employment in the community; more than one-third of the population
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would face challenges during the critical hours of a disaster due to meagre income and savings.
The community needed to identify this category of people and cater for them if they are to cope
with an unexpected challenge. Coping with a disaster may be over burdensome for most people
in the community if the magnitude of a disaster impact is larger and the recovery period
becomes longer than necessary. This because the percentage of people with insurance fell
below the minimum threshold of 50% recommended for a resilient community (Ainuddin and
Routray, 2012). The importance of insurance is that it provides a psychological boost and
promotes a positive view of coping and eventual recovery from a disaster. The pathway to
improving economic contribution to the community coping capacity is to address the personal
incomes of the majority of people in the community. This is crucial because of the relationship
between income and (savings r .530, p =.000; creditability r .286, p=.0004) other variables that
contribute to coping capacity.
Regarding the community social capacity to cope with a post-disaster event, data analysis has
shown that social capital will enhance the coping capacity of the community. Although findings
from this research have mirrored the works of Putman (200), Aldrich (2011) and Wood, Boruff
and Smith (2013), the research provides further information on the importance of social
diversity and redundant capacity in coping with a disaster. This study has shown that
interpersonal relationships exist among individuals in the form of frequent visitations. The high
percentage of visitations suggest good neighbourliness and that individuals will assist one
another to cope with the challenges of a disaster event. Aside from personal visitations, the
social network that is vital in post-disaster situations that links people to the right contact and
resources is minimal in the community. This opportunity is minimal in the community because
about 65% of the population do not belong to social or community organisations. The
implication is that community sense of belonging, which is essential for service to others during
challenges, could impact the coping capacity of the community (Norris et al., 2008). The
benefit of social diversity is low as few members of the community belong to one or multiple
social associations. The importance of multiple associations is that people have access to
multiple assistance and resources to cope with the ensuing challenges (Longstaff et al., 2010).
A further shortcoming of a lack of interest in diverse associations is that the community could
not fully assert itself as a first responder as the people are not interested in disaster or
emergency organisations. A substantial activity related to disaster response, i.e. First Aid and
search and rescue operations could be affected in time of a disaster event. The ability of the
community to mobilise itself in response to the early warning was not in doubt as about three97

quarters of the population has the mobility to relocate and save vital resources from impending
danger risk. Apart from saving personal belongings, the community could assist one another in
evacuation and providing shelter because of personal relationships among members of the
community.
Even though Auckland is prone to multiple risks, pre-disaster activities were not proportional
to risk awareness in the community. The community interest in a 3-day storage and disaster
emergency plan was below expectations. The level of interest in emergency storage was related
to how participants understood the risk facing them. While risk perception was high in the
community, the lack of disaster experience was an essential factor in how the community
translated risk to action. The community appreciated the dangers confronting them but were
optimistic that disaster would not happen in their lifetime. This line of thinking does not only
undermine the concept of emergency, but it also supports the illusion of safety in the
community. Such thought was not unexpected as previous research has shown that people
without previous disaster experience were less interested in precautionary actions (Becker and
Johnson, Paton and Ronan 2009).
Personal knowledge of the information on how to respond when a disaster strikes, information
on an assembly point, a place to receive advice and First Aid can accelerate the process of
coping with a disaster. Community knowledge of how to respond to disasters was limited to
earthquakes and floods. The community knowledge of responding to an earthquake tends to
suggest the role of the media in risk amplification and the dread of an earthquake as
determinants in the community interest in how to respond to the hazard. The reason being that
Auckland is not very susceptible to an earthquake, unlike flooding. In a multi-hazard landscape
such as Auckland, communities should be abreast of information and practical knowledge of
how to cope with all hazards irrespective of the rate of onset, frequency and nature of the risk.
The extensive use of mobile phones and social media could assist the community in this
endeavour. Friends and family can contact one another in the case of a disaster. The emotions
and sympathy that are associated with the communication provide the community with the
impetus for coping with a disaster. Moreover, such communication is helpful during search and
rescue. While social and aid information can transmit in the community, real-time information
with local emergency management agency was minimal. The use of real-time emergency
application was not widespread in the community due to lack of awareness. Furthermore, this
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may have a negative implication for instant messages that the local emergency management
agency may transmit regarding response, first aid and trauma care centres.

6.6 Quantitative findings: coping capacity of the
Nigerian community
The coping capacity scores from the survey are presented in table 6.3 below. The result shows
the index value, which represents the contributions of each indicator to the overall coping
capacity of the Nigerian community.
Table 6. 3 Coping capacity score of the South African community
Coping domain

Coping indicators

Coping
mean score

Source

Economic capacity

Savings

2.90

Credit facilities
Insurance purchase
Income

2.88
1.18
2.04
2.25

Mayunga (2007);
Ainuddin and Routray
(2012).
Mayunga (2007).
McBean et al. (2005).
Sherrieb et al (2010).

Emerg. competence
Membership of Org.
Visitation
(friendship)
Emergency shelter
Means of evacuation
Emergency storage
Emergency plan

2.73
4.50
3.25

Norris et al. (2008).
Longstaff et al. (2010)
McBean et al. (2005).

1.45
3.53
2.68
2.64
3.00

Peacock et al. (2010)
Peacock et al. (2010)
McBean et al. (2005).
Cutter et al. (2008)

Social media

4.70

Mobile telephone
Emerg. Application
Television

4.93
1.52
4.80
4.00

Tobin and Whiteford
(2002).
Peacock et al. (2010).

Component coping
index
Social capacity

Component coping
index
Communication
capacity

Component coping
index
Composite coping
index

3.08
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Peacock et al. (2010).

The above composite index score of (M= 3.08 SD =.070) represented the coping capacity of
the Nigerian community to a potential disaster event in Auckland. The highest contribution to
the overall coping capacity was from the community communication capacity and the least was
from the economic capacity. The high mean of 3.08 indicated that the Nigerian community
would be able to cope with contingencies arising from natural hazards. However, some
challenges remain with indicators of low coping capacity.

6.7 Qualitative findings
Regarding a 3-step coding procedure and the general inductive process for qualitative analysis
adopted by this research, three overarching themes that depicted the coping capacity of the
community and their supportive codes are presented in this section. The supportive code and
significant themes were coded from the supportive informative information provided by
participants and the knowledge of community resources that assist response capacity. The
supportive codes and overarching themes from interviews are presented below:
Community support
Family and community support at the time of challenges could be emotional, actionable or a
combination of both to help disaster victims cope with the immediate challenges of a disaster.
Against this underpinning, participants were asked about the possibility of getting assistance
to immediately cushion the aftermath impact of a disaster. The codes below support the
overarching theme above.
I can survive for some time. The most important thing is to get support from
family and community organisation in our neighbourhood. If I get enough
support from them, I can recover in a very short time.
Maybe some help from our community; psychological help from the
community also help me recover. So, in all, financial, community support
plays a significant role.
My community will always come to my aid if something like that happens;
recently, we contributed money to one of our bereaved community.
The above codes suggest optimism that the community can cope in times of a disaster with
assistance from family and community members.
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Contingency plan
In a disaster-prone environment, people must make preparation and have a plan for an
unexpected event. The importance of a contingency plan is that at-risk communities have
resources to cope with the event preceding external help or the process of adaptation. The
citations below are indicative codes of how the community can cope during a period of a
disaster.
I usually have supply and emergency kit in case of a disaster. I have supply
of water, canned food for three days. I know what to do in case of an
emergency.
You might be needing to stay indoors for seven days it is the best advice that
you store food like 123 so you need even the pile of food which are stored for
a longer time.
I would say have a plan in case of a problem, stock up thing in case
something happens. Open your house to those that are more affected.
The above codes are indications of risk communication and its influence on the Nigerian
community. It indicates an awareness of risk and possible disaster.
Evacuation
Coping as a response capacity involves the ability to respond to an impending disaster. Having
the capacity to evacuate and save lives and resources contributes to community resilience.
If something happens in that area I must be able to evacuate that area in the
shortest time.
Personal means of transport is better than relying on public transport during
the emergency. If the disaster is very severe, my family and I will be able to
move to another location
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6.8 Analytical findings
Similar to the analytical findings on the South African community, the independent Sample ttest analysis of the Nigerian community did not indicate a significant difference (p = > 0.5) in
gender coping capacity. However, a Spearman correlation coefficient analysis showed some
correlations between independent variables and individual pre-disaster emergency storage,
disaster plan and emergency competence that could enhance coping during a disaster. The
findings from the analysis are presented in the table below.
Table 6.4 Summary table of correlations between independent social variables and coping
indicators.

Independent
variables

Yrs. in Auckland
Education
Age category
Income

Disaster
plan

.153
-.141
.295**
.080

Exercise and
training

Emergency storage

Emergency
Competence

.267*
-.178
.347**
.174

.228*
-.071
.278*
.006

.305**
-.049
.212
.248*

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). **
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). *

6.9 Discussion
In order to assess the economic capacity of a community, variable indicators related to personal
income, savings, insurance purchase and access to credit facilities were investigated. The result
from the survey indicated that less than 50% of the community earned more than the national
median income of NZ$28,500 (Statistics New Zealand, 2013). The implication of this for the
coping capacity of the community is that other financial or economic-related activities will be
impacted. Although the community has a high propensity to save as depicted by a mean value
of (M =2.90 SD = 1.08), not all the participants could save in the community. About 27% of
the community can save. One of the reccurring reasons why most of the participants could not
save was the cost of living in the city. Participants showed serious concern for a disaster event
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because of the difficulties they might face in case of a disaster event. Similarly, the conclusion
could be made from credit assistance would be needed to cope with a disaster. Whereas the
mean value of (M= 2.88, SD 1.30) could be considered a positive coping capacity, the
distribution of the capacity showed that only 37% could easily access credit to cope with a
disaster. The role of insurance in a disaster-prone environment cannot be overemphasised.
People rely on insurance for the eventuality. The ability of the community to benefit from
insurance assistance was deficient as indicated by a mean value of (M =1.88 SD = .38). More
than 98% of the study participants were not interested in disaster insurance. The apparent
reason for the lack of interest in taking disaster insurance could be related to participants’ levels
of income, house ownership in the community (only about 24% of the community had a
personal house in Auckland) and the lack of disasters experienced by 92% of the community.
The aggregate economic coping capacity of the Nigerian community was low on a scale of 15. In addition to the low aggregate economic capacity, the distribution of economic capacity
among the participants showed that most of the community would face enormous challenges
in responding to the immediate impact of a disaster.
The roles of social associations, networks and relationships in coping with a disaster have been
documented by Aldrich (2011) and Pullman (2000). The aggregate coping capacity of the
community social domain was (M = 3.00, SD .98). The community aggregate social resources
displayed a high coping capacity. The highest contribution to the capacity was membership of
a social association by participants. About 87% of participants were members of a social
association. The high membership of a social association was an indication that members of
the community could get assistance to cope during a disaster. However, the number of
associations and the type of association participants belonged to implies coping capacity.
Whereas about 37% of the community members belong to more than one association, 63%
might not have access to additional resources to augment their capacity. Longstaff et al. (2010)
and Berkes (2007) have discussed the importance of resource diversity in coping with a
disaster. Regarding the type of association community members belong to, about 16% belong
to a religious association, the second-highest membership to a national association. Religious
membership implies that disaster-affected members would have emotional support during the
time of inherent challenge. Community coping capacity as an element of resilience implies the
use of internal resources. The Nigerian community has sparse membership in humanitarian and
emergency associations. The community will need external help to carry out some special
disaster activities such as First Aid and responding as the first responder in time of crisis.
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Community members visited one another as shown in the mean value of (M =3.25 SD = .90).
The high mean value suggested that the community members will assist one another to cope
with challenges.
While some hazard events may be predictable and allow time to prepare, others may happen
without previous warning or at very short notice. Coping with a disaster irrespective of onset
could be enhanced with prior preparation. Community knowledge of emergency procedures
could best be described as moderate as indicated by the mean value of (M = 2.64 SD .96).
About 13% and 5% of the study participants had high and very high knowledge of emergency
procedures, respectively. More than half of the community will struggle to cope with a disaster
because of lack of knowledge on how to respond during a disaster. The result from this variable
was not surprising as most members of the community had little or no interest in disaster
exercises and preparedness activities. Only 5.6 % had a completed disaster plan in the
community. Similarly, the percentage of people with a completed emergency kit was 5.6% in
the community. Most people in the community lacked the necessities for coping with a disaster.
Participants believed disaster would not happen in their lifetime and were not interested in
restocking their shelves with emergency kits. A community will cope with a disaster if it shares
the notion of ecosystem dynamism and has a plan in anticipation of change (Adger, 2000;
Berkes, 1998).
Community response capacity is pivotal in its ability to cope with a disaster. The study inquired
about participants’ ability to access alternative shelter and to respond to early warning. About
8% of the study participants were confident that families and friends could accommodate them.
Whereas 63% had no access to alternative shelter, 29% were not sure of any post-disaster
shelter. The percentage of participants who were concerned with post-disaster shelter was the
result of lack of awareness of government shelters in Auckland. Most of the study participants
could urgently respond to a disaster event as indicated by a mean value of M = 3.53, SD =
1.03). Car ownership was high so most participants could urgently respond to save lives and
properties. The importance of mobility in coping with a disaster was documented by Masozera
et al. (92007) during Hurricane Katrina.
The ability to receive risk information and communicate information to others is essential for
coping with a disaster. It helps to transmit risk information that is necessary for preparedness,
information on coping assistance and cementing existing social networks. More than 88% of
the community were on a social media platform. A significant number of the population, about
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98%, had access to a smartphone. Participants widely accessed radio and television. However,
the percentage of participants with access to the emergency application was negligible in the
community. Despite the wide use of smartphones and internet connectivity, only 12% had the
emergency application to receive real-time information on risks. The lack of awareness of the
existence of the application was a significant reason raised by participants. The high
contribution of communication resource to the community capacity indicated that front line
coping capacity could be enhanced during a disaster. Community communication capacity
could aid response activities such as search and rescue, humanitarian distribution of aid and a
population register.

7.0 Chapter summary
This study has investigated the coping capacity of South African and Nigerian communities in
Auckland to cope with the challenges of natural hazards. The study conceptualised coping as
the ability of the community to adjust to an unexpected environmental problem immediately.
To this effect, the study investigated variable indicators of social, economic and
communication capacities that are relevant to emotion and problem-focused coping strategies.
The overall capacity of the communities to cope with a hazard event was above average on a
scale of 1-5.
Communication and economic domains made the highest and least contributions to coping
capacity in both communities. Although contributions to communication capacity were
uneven, the contributions of the communication domain to coping capacity were rated higher
than others because of the broad access to mobile communication and widespread use of social
media. However, the low usage of the Auckland/Red Cross disaster application that
automatically relays emergency information to individuals hinders a full benefit of the
communication capacity in both the South African and the Nigerian communities. The
preponderance of religious institutions and adherents and preference for friends and family
accommodation over the proper emergency shelter showed that social capital would play a
significant role in assisting people in coping with a post-disaster event in the two communities.
The assistance will, however, be more of emotional assistance than focusing on the problem at
hand. Although there was a low preference for a designated emergency centre, a lack of
information on the facility was a significant factor.
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Although the findings from both communities were similar, the South Africans’ aggregate
coping capacity was higher than Nigerians’ because of the contributions from the economic
and social capacities. However, both communities need to address indicators of low capacity
to enhance their coping capacities further. While the coping capacities of both communities
may be promising, the duration of their contribution depends on the intensity and duration of
the challenges imposed by the disaster, and it is therefore imperative that people enhance the
stock of coping capacity in the community in line with ecological changes.
Community coping capacity is deployed to immediately respond to a spontaneous challenge.
Long endurance to a disaster depends on the long-term resilience of a community. Chapter
seven below examines the capacity for resilience in the African community.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The resilience of the African community to the
risk of a disaster in Auckland
This chapter was extracted from the under listed Journal papers:
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A. (2019b) ‘South African community in Auckland: natural
hazards and the resilience to a potential disaster event’. Disaster Prevention and Management:
an international journal, DOI (10.1108/DPM-02-2019-0052
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef, A (2019a) ‘Urbanisation and disaster risk: the resilience
of the Nigerian community in Auckland to natural hazards’. Environmental Hazards. DOI:
10.1080/17477891.2019.1661221

7.1. Introduction
Resilience to natural hazards is a function of the coping and adaptive capacities of a population
and the ability to reorganise existing resources to meet the demand of natural challenges. Aside
from resource availability, robustness, diversity and the existing stock of resources are essential
in assessing resilience to natural hazards (Longstaff et al., 2010).
This chapter provides an answer to research question three which seeks to investigate ‘how
resilient is the African community to the risk of a disaster in Auckland?’. This chapter covers
three approaches to resilience assessment. Firstly, the chapter investigates the resilience
baseline conditions of the South African and Nigerian communities to know the functional
resilience of the communities. Secondly, the chapter also focuses on the principle of good
resilience through a holistic assessment of all the necessary resilience domains and thirdly,
benchmarking the resilience of the Nigerian and South African communities for comparison.
In order to have adequate coverage of the resilience of the African community, this chapter
answers the following questions:
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•

What indicator of social resilience exists in the African community?

•

How economic is resilience in the African community?

•

How competent is the community in reducing disaster risk?

•

What communication resources exist in the community?

•

What physical resources exist in the community?

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first and second sections focus on the current
resilience baseline conditions of the South African and Nigerian communities. The third and
final sections benchmark and summarise the resilience of both communities.

7.2. Resilience baseline condition of the South African
community
The resilience scores of each domain from the survey are presented in table 7.1 below. The
result shows the index value, which represents the contributions of each indicator to the overall
resilience of the South African community
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Table 7. 1 Resilience scores of the South African community
Domain / Variable

Resilience
mean score

Social capacity
1 High school education and above 3.60
2 Economic population
2.50
3 Social relationships*
2.42

4 Community affection*

2.56

5 Participation in disaster
management programme*

2.30

6 Membership of org.
Average resilience mean index
Economic capacity
7 Insurance coverage
8 Income above the poverty line
9 Individual ability save
10 Credit ability
Average resilience mean index
Physical capacity
12 House ownership
13 Means of transportation

2.27
2.60

Average resilience mean index
Communication and Info.
capacity
14 Risk communication app.
16 Social media platform
17 Sources of information*
Average resilience mean index
Individual competence capacity
18 Disaster mgt. competence
19 Understanding local risk
Average resilience mean index
Aggregate resilience index

2.88

Source

Peacock et al. (2010)
Cutter et. al (2008)
Cutter et al. (2008) Paton et al. (2001)
Paton and Johnston, (2001); Becker,
2010
Cutter, et al. (2008) Norris et al. (2008);
Kulig, Edge and Joyce. (2008); Paton et
al. (2001); Paton and Johnston, (2001);
Becker, 2010
Cutter, et al. (2008) Norris et al. (2008)
Paton and Johnston, (2001); Paton et al.
(2001); Becker (2010); Thornley et al.
(2015)
Longstaff et al. (2010)

2.60
2.18
2.60
3.31
2.67

McBean et al. (2005).
Sherrieb et al. (2010).
Ainuddin and Routray (2012).
Mayunga (2007).

2.38
3.38

Mayunga (2007).
Colten et al. (2008); Masozera et al.
(2007);

1.48
4.40
4.20
3.36

Auckland Civil Defence (2018)
Tobin and Whiteford (2002).
Peacock et al. (2010).

2.61
2.47
2.54
2.81

Norris et al. (2008).
Cutter et al. (2008)

Odiase, Wilkinson and Neef (2019b)
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*Social variables for assessing the social resilience of the South African community were
categorised to create indices of community social relationship, affection and participation in
disaster risk reduction programmes (DRRs). Index of community affection encompassed
helping others in the community, visitation, sharing risk information and encouraging
preparedness behaviour. The social relationship sub-theme is made up of contributions to social
activities, community charities, meeting attendance and volunteering. The community
participation index in DRR was a summation of participation in a community project,
preparedness training and exercises. Index of the source of information includes a mobile
phone, television and radio.
The study conveyed the results of the South African (CRI) in a radar chart on a scale of 1-5,
which shows the resilience of each resource in Figure 7.1.

Domain resilience capacity Index

Competency capacity

Social capacity
5
4 2.6
3
2
Economic capacity
2.67
2.54
1
0

2.88

3.36
Comm & info capacity

Physical capacity

Figure 7. 1 Results of the domain resilience index of the South African community
This study analysed the resilience of the South African community to a potential disaster event.
Table 7.1 above indicated that the overall resilience index of the South African community was
2.81 on a 1 to 5 scale and, although the overall index represents a high average, the variations
in indicators’ capacity demand interventions and attitudinal change towards risk in the
community.
In assessing the social capacity of the participants, the study grouped indicators of social
capacity to create indices of social relationships, community affection and participation in
disaster management. The resilience index of social capacity was 2.60 on a five-point Likert
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scale, and the highest and lowest contributions came from the education and organisation
membership, respectively. Ninety-six per cent of the population held a minimum of secondary
school certificate. Educated people in the community exceeded the 60% required for a resilient
community (Ainuddin and Routray, 2012). It is an indication that most people will understand
local risk and the importance of resilience. An understanding of disaster risk reduction rather
than a fatalistic attitude will improve resilience toward natural hazards. This conclusion
supports earlier research conducted by Finnis et al. (2010) among Taranaki youths in New
Zealand. The resilience value of indicators that expresses community social relations was 2.50
on the Likert scale of one to five. The mean values of 2.84 and 3.00 for community help and
visitation, respectively, shows that the community would assist one another in times of need.
The victims of a disaster were likely to be assisted with emotional and humanitarian assistance
from other members of the community. However, less than half of the study participants were
interested in sharing risk information. This indicates that collective decision making and
selecting appropriate coping and adaptive strategies may be difficult.
The high mean scores of 2.84 and 2.80 for charitable and social activities, respectively,
indicated that more than half the community would participate in charitable activities during
hazard challenges. Community participation in social activities would help to build the required
networks that are necessary for post-disaster recovery (Wood et al., 2013). The community has
less interest in volunteerism. The low interest in volunteerism means that the community
response capacity as the first responder will be significantly affected. A resilient community is
that which relies mainly on its resources during challenges. Low interest in disaster
preparedness and response training further complicated the community as the first responder.
The level of interest was not surprising, as about 80% of the participants had no disaster
experience to motivate them for such endeavours. Participants doubt the usefulness of DRR
measures in enhancing resilience. As argued by Paton et al. (2008), people do not often prepare
for a disaster because they doubt the efficacy of preparedness activities and rely on the illusion
of safety (Paton et al., 2008).
Although about 30% of the population were members of social associations, the composition
and numbers of organisations showed that only 4.5% of the population belonged to disasterrelated organisations and 26% belonged to more than one organisation. Individual membership
in multiple organisations provides the benefit of diverse resources during challenges
(Frankenberger et al., 2013). The community would likely witness disparity in the level of
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resilience as people with multiple memberships of associations will have more access to
resources than others. Aside from national organisations to which most of them belong by
default, 14% belong to a faith-based organisation. The implication is that most of the
population will rely on emotional coping instead of recovery activities. The role of the faithbased organisations will be critical in the resilience of the community.
The research used disaster insurance, personal income, savings and creditworthiness as proxies
to assess the economic capacity of the community. More than 33% of the population earned
above the median income of NZD$35,400. In the event of a minimal disaster impact, the
community would likely cope with the ensuing challenges. All the study participants indicated
a single source of income. Interviewers mentioned family commitment, education and lack of
time as reasons for not taking up a second job. The negative impact of a single source of income
is that personal resilience could be affected if a disaster impacted the source. Multiple sources
of income provide an opportunity for various resources that are necessary during recovery
(Adger et al., 2002). Almost a quarter of the population do not have savings for unforeseen
contingencies. Participants attributed low savings to the cost of rent and the general cost of
living in Auckland city. Access to immediate resources to cope with a disaster could be difficult
for nearly a quarter of the population. The importance of redundant resource in resilience is
that it serves as a buffer between normalcy and challenges (Norris et al., 2008). The community
can compensate for this deficiency and reduce the anxiety that is associated with the aftermath
of a disaster through credit facilities from financial institutions. The research participants have
health insurance policies; however, disaster-related insurance was not popular among
participants because of the premium for content insurance. The percentage of people with
hazard insurance in the community was not significant enough to make a meaningful impact
on recovery.

The study conducted a Spearman correlation coefficient among economic indicator variables.
Personal income was regarded as an independent variable because of its influence on other
economic variables used in this domain. The results are presented in table 7.2 below.
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Table 7. 2 A summary of the correlation between individual income and disaster insurance,
savings and credit facility
Dependent variable

Individual Income

Savings
Credit facility
Disaster insurance

350**
.286**
-.156

Ns = not significant (p > .05)
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). **
The positive correlation between income and savings and credit facility depicted the
importance of household income in resilience. Participants are likely to save with an increase
in income. The lack of a relationship between income and disaster insurance shows that
variables such as previous disaster experience and house ownership are related to disaster
insurance in the community.
The research measured the physical capacity of the community by house owners and the means
of transportation to respond to a disaster event. The high index value for transportation (M =
3.96; SD = 1.35) indicated that the community could respond to the early warning, evacuate
and save valuable resources that could assist coping and recovery processes. Car ownership
was considered a necessity by participants. Aside from meeting participants’ daily routines,
they also recognised the urgency to evacuate from a potential source of danger as a reason for
car ownership. This conclusion collaborated with the positive role car ownership played in
saving lives and resources during Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans (Masozera et al., 2009).
About 38% of the study’s participants owned a house. While house owners may be quick to
recover, the recovery of about 60% of the population could be slow because of a lack of
accommodation. Participants regarded the high cost of buying a house in Auckland as a
significant obstacle to house ownership. The widespread shortage of affordable and vacant
housing in Auckland could pose a further challenge to resilience. In the case of a disaster,
people are more likely to stay with friends and family rather than in a government shelter.
This study assessed risk knowledge and disaster management skills as proxies for competency
in risk management. The community has a high risk awareness and susceptibility to multiple
hazards. The risks of earthquakes, floods and tsunamis were more of concern to participants
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than other hazards. Emergent themes from participant interviews indicated that risk
information and the rate of disaster occurrence were pivotal in how the community perceived
risks and also influential in risk competency. Community competency was higher for
earthquakes and tsunamis than other hazards. The community understood competency in terms
of adherence to official information rather than knowledge from pre-disaster prevention
activities. Community competency in disaster management was limited to the elevation of
properties and moving to higher ground in case of flood and tsunami risks as examples of
competency.
Regarding information and communication capacity, the community could receive and
disseminate risk information because of the extensive use of mobile phones and social media
applications; and can coordinate response action and deployment of volunteers during natural
challenges. The community has little interest in real-time information from emergency
officials. Real-time information application is not popular among participants despite the
widespread use of smart telephones and internet accessibility. Most members of the community
did not receive the early warning message and subsequent update from the emergency
management agency. The mean value of (M = 3.67; SD = 1.21) indicates that the community
would respond to risk advice before and during a disaster event. Participants are more likely to
respond to risk information on floods, earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanoes than other hazards
because they conceived them as more dangerous than other hazards. However, the minimal
usage of the emergency application may impact on the risk advice for the local emergency
agency.
To further analyse the capacity of the South African community to function during fundamental
challenges, the study conducted an independent sample t-test analysis to investigate the role of
gender in resilience capacity. The output indicated that the mean difference between males and
females was (p > .05), not significant enough to constitute a gender difference regarding the
dependent variables in table 7.3. However, a Spearman correlation coefficient showed some
relationship and directions between the study’s independent and dependent variables used in
this study. The relationships are presented in table 7.3 below:
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Table 7. 3 Results of Spearman correlation coefficient analysis: The South African community
Dependent variables
Communal help
Project participation
Social participation
Charity
Meeting attendance
Volunteerism
Visitation
Organisation’s membership
Attending preparedness fair
Share risk information
Encouraging others to prepare
Participate in training and
exercise
Individual emergency competence

Age

Education
level

.278**
.040
.004
.099
-.066
.022
.177
-.069
-.026
.014
.023
-.028
.303**

Yrs. in
Auckland

.204*
.254*
.203*
.143
.273**
.157
.144
.053
.246*
.417**
.324**
.349**

.017
-.087
-.214*
.036
-.209*
-.152
.003
-.208*
-.255*
-.356**
-.314**
-.314**

.062

.084

Income
-.013
.192*
.174
.167
.093
.086
-.015
.434**
.140
.131
.100
.169
-.069

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). *
The positive correlation between the levels of education and attending a preparedness fair,
sharing risk information, encouraging others to prepare and participate in training and exercises
indicated that education could contribute to disaster risk reduction in the community.
Communal help and emergency competence were related to the age of the participants. In the
South African community, project participation and organisation membership increased with
income. Participants were likely to contribute and participate in risk reduction projects as their
level of income increased. However, an inverse relationship existed between participants’ years
in Auckland and social variables. Participants’ commitment to pre-disaster activities, social,
meeting attendance and organisation membership decreased with the numbers of years in
Auckland.

7.3. Resilience baseline condition of the Nigerian
community in Auckland.
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The resilience scores of each domain from the survey are presented in table 7.4 below. The
result shows the index value which represents the contributions of each indicator to the overall
resilience of the Nigerian community
Table 7. 4 Resilience scores of the Nigerian community
Domain / variable indicators

Resilience
mean score

Source

Social resource
1 High school education and above
2 Economic population
3 Social relationship*

4.24
2.30
2.96

4 Community affection*

2.95

5 Participation in disaster
management programme*

2.60

6 Membership of organisation
Average resilience mean index
Economic resource
7 Insurance coverage
8 Income above the poverty line
9 Individual ability save
10 Credit ability
Average resilience mean index
Physical resource
12 House ownership
13 Car ownership

4.50
3.26

Peacock et al., (2010)
Cutter et al. (2008)
Cutter et al. (2008); Paton and
Johnston (2001); Becker (2010);
Cutter et al. (2008) Norris et al.
(2008); Paton et al. (2001)
Cutter et al. (2008) Norris et al.
(2008) Paton and Johnston, (2001);
Becker (2010); Thornley et al. (2015)
Longstaff et al. (2010)

Average resilience mean index
Communication resource
15 Risk communication app.
16 Social media platform
17 Sources of information*
Average resilience mean index
Individual competence
18 Disaster mgt. competence
19 Understanding local risk
Average resilience mean index
Aggregate resilience index

2.73

1.18
2.04
2.90
2.88
2.25

McBean et al. (2005).
Sherrieb et al. (2010).
Ainuddin and Routray (2012a).
Mayunga (2007).

2.13
3.33

Mayunga (2007).
Colten et al. (2008); Masozera et al.
(2007)

1.52
4.70
4.46
3.56

Auckland Civil Defence (2018)
Tobin and Whiteford (2002).
Peacock et al. (2010).

2.73
2.51
2.62
2.88

Norris et al. (2008).
Cutter et al. (2008)

Odiase, Wilkinson and Neef (2019a)
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*Social variables for assessing the social resilience of the Nigerian community were
categorised to create indices of community social relationship, affection and participation in
the disaster risk reduction programme (DRR). Index of community affection encompassed
helping others in the community, visitations, sharing risk information and encouraging
preparedness behaviour. The social relationship sub-theme is made up of contributions to social
activities, community charities, meeting attendance and volunteering. The community
participation index in DRR was a summation of participation in a community project,
preparedness fair and training and exercises. Index of the source of information includes a
mobile phone, television and radio.

Social resource
5

4 3.26
3

Competency resource

2

2.62

1

2.25

Economic resource

0

2.73
3.56
Comm & info resource

Physical resource

Figure 7. 2 Resilience domain rating of the Nigerian community
Odiase,Wilkinson and Neef (2019a)
This section of the research investigated the resilience of the Nigerian community to potential
natural challenges in Auckland. Variables indicators related to community social, economic,
physical, competency and communication resources were assessed to determine the resilience
capacity of the Nigerian community in Auckland. The practical resilience of the Nigerian
community was 2.88 on a scale of 1-5. The current resilience baseline condition of the
community is presented in Figure 7.3 below.
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Baseline condition

5 Very high resilience
4 High resilience
3 Average resilience
2 Low resilience
1 Very low resilience
0 Conditional absent

0

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 7.3 Resilience baseline of the Nigerian community
Regarding the social aspect of the Nigerian community resilience, the participants were
questioned regarding community affection, networking and social participation. The domain
resilience index of 3.26 indicated that social capital would play an essential role during natural
challenges because of the high mean value (M = 2.96; SD 1.21) for charitable and community
activities, volunteerism and community meeting attendance. However, only 11.4% of the
participants indicated that they would be fully committed to those endeavours during a crisis.
Social capital will contribute more to the resilience of the community if members of the
community are encouraged to be proactive in participating in community activities. The
percentage of community members that could be relied upon in time of crises was too small to
contribute meaningfully to social resilience. The current percentage fell short of the minimum
50% contribution threshold required from social indicators to effectively enhance resilience
(Ainuddin and Routray, 2012a). The mean value of (M = 2.96) indicated the existence of a
social network that the community could utilise during challenges. The importance of a preexisting social network was pivotal in the resilience of the Manawatu community to flood
hazard (Smith et al., 2011). The community was eager to communicate risk and advise one
another to be prepared. This finding was boosted by the high percentage of people that were
willing to visit other community members. The high percentage of visitations was not a surprise
because interviewees from the community regarded visitations as a community norm,
especially in the time of challenges.
A mean value of (M = 2.96 and M = 2.95) social relations and affection in the community were
indications that the Nigerian community could link one another to resources and livelihood
opportunities during challenges (Lo, Xu, Chan and Su, 2015). About 70% of the community
members belong to the Nigerian association. Members of the community can utilise the trust
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and networks that are associated with membership of social associations. However, the
opportunity for diverse assistance was minimal as the percentage of people in the community
that belonged to more than one association was low. About 37% of the population belonged to
religious, ethnic and continental associations. The importance of resource diversity in
enhancing and assessing resilience has been expressed by Frankenberger, Mueller, Spangler
and Alexander (2013), Longstaff et al. (2010) and Tierney and Bruneau (2007). A community
with diverse resources and persons with multiple sources of assistance are more likely to cope
and recover faster than counterparts with a mono resource or support.
Further analysis of the 37% of the population that belonged to more than one association
showed that 16% was religious, an indication that religious institutions would play a pivotal
role during an inherent challenge. The percentage of community members that belonged to
disaster and humanitarian agencies was 3% and out of which 1% were members of paramilitary
agencies. The negligible enlistment of community members in response agencies indicated a
lack of interest in pre-disaster response activities. Low participation in response activities will
impair the Nigerian community as the first responder during a future disaster event because of
the percentages of the population that have participated in the emergency drills, training and
exercises were below the 60% required for a resilient community (Ainuddin and Routray,
2012a). While the importance of community participation was crucial in responding to a forest
fire outbreak in Haifa, Israel (Simonovich and Sharabi, 2013), the same participation may not
be expected from the Nigerian community because of lack of interest in response activities.
Nonetheless although the community had no formal procedure for mobilising the community
in the time of assistance, the community was capable of organising members through existing
networks and cultural affiliations within the Nigerian community.
Regarding the economic resilience of the Nigerian community, the research assessed variables
relating to employment, income, insurance, savings and credit availability. The high
employment rate in the community may contribute to the community’s coping and recovery
capacities. However, the median income (NZ$22,000) of the community was a significant
concern as it fell short of the national median income by NZ$ 28,500 (Statistics New Zealand,
2013). Equally worrisome was that all the research participants were mono income and less
than 50% of the community earned above the median income. The research participants
attributed the prevalence of mono income to double taxation and family responsibilities. The
role of income in addressing post-disaster poverty and subsequent vulnerability was doubtful.
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There is a need to encourage the community to consider multiple sources of income to enhance
their resilience. A community is resilient if the population has diverse resources (Adger, Kelly,
Winkels, Huy and Locke, 2002). Despite the low level of income, the propensity to save was
high in the community; 64.3% were inclined to savings, a mean value (M = 2 .89; SD = 1.01),
showing that a little above half of the population can save for contingencies. Equally high in
the community was the ability to obtain a credit facility from financial institutions. The mean
value for savings (M = 2.90; SD 1.02) was high, an indication that 60% of the population can
address the problem of scarce resources through a credit facility besides personal savings.
While all participants had health cover, they showed little interest in disaster-related insurance.
The low level of interest in disaster-related insurance was attributed to negligible house
ownership and disaster experience in the community. The current level of 2% investment in
disaster insurance fell behind the required 50% recommended by Ainuddin and Routray
(2012a) as the threshold for resilience. More people were likely to seek alternative assistance
for mitigation and post-disaster reconstruction. This research, using a Spearman coefficient
analysis, correlated personal income with personal savings, creditability and purchase of
disaster insurance because of the ability of income to influence other variables. The results of
the correlation are presented in table 7.5 below.
Table 7. 5 A summary of the correlation between individual income and disaster insurance,
savings and a credit facility
Dependent variable

Individual Income

Savings
Credit facility
Disaster insurance

350**
.286**
-.156

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). **
The positive correlations between individual income and savings and a credit facility indicated
that income would positively influence the roles of savings and a credit facility in the resilience
of participants. Income was not positively related to disaster insurance because of the negligible
percentage of house ownership and lack of disaster experience in the community.
The mean index value of the community’s physical dimension was above average. A
substantial contribution to the domain was the high percentage of car ownership by
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participants. The community did not consider car ownership a luxury but a necessity. The
traffic situation in the city and the need to make a quick escape from danger were the main
reasons for car ownership in the community. The community view on car ownership
collaborated the assessment of Masozera, Bailey and Kerchner (2009) on the importance of
personal means of transportation in evacuation and responding to Hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans. The percentage of car ownership in the community was an indication that most of the
population will respond to early warnings and be able to rescue personal resources for coping
with impending disaster. The contribution of house ownership to physical resilience was low
because only 24% of the study participants owned a house in Auckland. About three-quarters
of the participants will struggle with post-disaster accommodation in Auckland. The lack of
affordable accommodation, inadequate emergency shelter and the small amount of vacant
accommodation in Auckland will complicate the post-disaster coping ability of the community.
The use of social media and mobile telephones was prevalent among participants. Most people
in the community will receive and disseminate risk information among themselves because of
the possession of means of communication and the existence of social capital in the community.
The community had less interest in real-time risk and emergency information. About 11% of
the study’s participants subscribed to Auckland’s emergency alert. The members of the
community attributed the low patronage for alert application to lack of information and
publicity regarding its existence. The importance of risk application in resilience is that
participants are always abreast with real-time information on preparedness and response
regarding imminent risk (Auckland Civil Defence, 2018). The high mean value for trusted
information (M = 3.74; SD = 1.24) indicated that the community trusted hazard information
from the local emergency agency. The high level of trust will positively influence disaster
response because the community lacked knowledge of hazard and disaster management
activities.
The research accessed community competence in disaster management because a community
is regarded as the first responders to a disaster (Twigg and Mosel, 2017). Indicators of risk
knowledge and understanding of preparedness, response and recovery activities were used to
assess community competency. The community risk awareness was related to dread and
information regarding hazards. The community was more aware of the risk of earthquakes and
floods than other local hazards. The overall community competence in hazard management
was above average. However, competence was related to the personal dread of a hazard.
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Competency was higher for earthquakes and tsunamis than other hazards. The community
misconstrued competency as adherence to risk information. Moving to higher ground and
relocating household property from the floor to a higher position in case of flood and tsunami
was synonymous with competence.
To further analyse the resilience of the Nigerian community to natural hazards, an independent
Sample T-Test and Spearman correlation coefficient analysis were conducted to examine the
influence and direction between independent and dependent variables. The mean difference
between genders in the community was not significant enough (p > .05) to constitute a gender
difference in disaster resilience. However, some correlations existed between the sociodemographic variables of the community and the proxies of social resilience. The results of the
relationships are presented in table 7.6 below.
Table 7. 6 Results of Spearman correlation coefficient analysis: the Nigerian community
Nigerian community (Independent social variables)
Dependent variables
Communal help
Project participation
Social participation
Charity
Meeting attendance
Volunteerism
Visitation
Organisations’ membership
Attending preparedness fair
Share risk information
Encouraging others to prepare
Participate in training and
exercise
Individual emergency
Competence

Age

Education level

Yrs. in
Auckland

.206*
.151
.158
.405**
.293**
.253*
-.235*
.219*
.084
-.052
.033
.031

.237*
.059
.091
.033
.156
-.009
.054
-.014
.057
.075
.180
.116

.076
.232*
.214*
.312**
.098
.321**
.065
.115
-.012
-.068
-.056
-.109

.212*

-.049

.305**

Income

.121
.038
-.037
.017
-.026
.092
.004
-.137
-.118
-.175
-.114
-.091
.248*

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). *
Age was positively related to community participation in charitable and volunteering activities,
association enlistment and attending meetings. The length of years community members stayed
in Auckland was influential on their willingness to participate in a community project, act of
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charity and volunteerism. Individual competence in emergency improved with the length of
stay in Auckland. The relationship between income and competence was unexpected in the
study because nowhere in the literature was such a relationship suggested.

7.4. Benchmarking the resilience baseline of the South
African and Nigerian communities in Auckland
This section compared the resilience of the Nigerian and South African communities. In
community resilience literature, the empirical resilience of a community can be measured
against the previous community resilience index to assess the progress of any intervention or
assess the impact of ecological events on the community capacity. Research also compared the
resilience of a community with another community or the status among other communities to
identify areas of strength and weakness and possibly areas of cooperation between the two
communities. This research compares the resilience index of the South African and Nigerian
communities to know if there is a substantial capacity difference between the ability of a
community with longevity and roots in Auckland and a new up-and-coming community to face
the challenges that may be demanded by a disaster.

The resilience scores of each domain from the survey are presented in table 7.7 below. The
result shows the index value, which represents the contributions of each indicator to the overall
resilience of the South African and the Nigerian communities.
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Table 7. 7 Results of community resilience
Domain /
variable indicators

South African
community
Resilience
mean score

Nigerian
community
Resilience
mean score

Social resource
1 High school edu. and above
2 Economic population
3 Social relationship*

3.60
2.50
2.42

4.24
2.30
2.96

4 Community affection*

2.56

2.95

5 Participation in disaster
management programme*

2.30

2.60

6 Membership of organisation
Average resilience mean index

2.27
2.60

4.50
3.26

Economic resource
7 Insurance coverage

2.60

1.18

8 Income above the poverty line
9 Individual ability save
10 Credit ability
Average resilience mean index

2.18
2.60
3.31
2.67

2.04
2.90
2.88
2.25

Physical resource
12 House ownership
13 Car ownership

2.38
3.38

2.13
3.33

Average resilience mean index

2.88

2.73

Communication resource
14 Risk communication app.
16 Social media platform
17 Sources of information*
Average resilience mean index

1.48
4.40
4.20
3.36

1.52
4.70
4.46
3.56

Auckland Civil Defence (2018
Tobin and Whiteford (2002).
Peacock et al. (2010).

Individual competence
18 Disaster mgt. competence
19 Understanding local risk
Average resilience mean index

2.61
2.47
2.54

2.73
2.51
2.62

Norris et al. (2008).
Cutter et al. (2008).

Aggregate resilience index

2.81

2.88

Odiase, Wilkinson and Neef (2019 a, b)
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Source

Peacock et al. (2010).
Cutter et al. (2008).
Cutter et al. (2008) Paton,
Millar and Johnston (2001);
Paton and Johnston (2001).
Cutter et al. (2008); Norris,
Stevens et al. (2008); Kulig et
al. (2008); Paton, Millar and
Johnston (2001); Paton and
Johnston (2001).
Cutter (2008); Norris et al.
(2008); Paton and Johnston
(2001); Paton et al.(2001);
Becker (2010); Thornley et al.
(2015).
Longstaff et al. (2010).

McBean, Murphy and
Falkiner (2005).
Sherrieb et al. (2010).
Ainuddin and Routray (2012).
Mayunga (2007).

Mayunga (2007).
Colten et al. (2008);
Masozera, et al. (2007).

*Social variables for assessing the social resilience of the Nigerian community were
categorised to create indices of community social relationship, affection and participation in
disaster risk reduction programmes (DRRs). Index of community affection encompassed
helping others in the community, visitation, sharing risk information and encouraging
preparedness behaviour. The social relationship sub-theme is made up of contributions to social
activities, community charity, meeting attendance and volunteering. The community
participation index in DRR was a summation of participation in a community project,
preparedness fair and training and exercises. Index of the source of information includes a
mobile phone, television and radio.
The study presented two sets of resilience indices for the South African and Nigerian
communities. The aggregate resilience indices of 2.81 and 2.88 represent the current state of
the resilience of both communities. The aggregate difference between both communities was
marginal allowing the conclusion that the Nigerian community was more resilience than the
South Africans. The differences in indicators’ contributions and component resilience index to
the aggregate resilience provide a basis for incorporating interventions and change in attitude
towards risk from both communities.

Component resilience index score

South Africa
4
3.5
3

3.56
3.36

3.26
2.6

2.5

Nigeria

2.67
2.25

2.82.92

2.88
2.72

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Social

Economic

Physical

Comm & Info.

Competency

Community resilience domain

Figure 7. 4 The domain resilience indices of the South African and the Nigerian communities

The results from the South African and Nigerian social domain shows that the Nigerian
community had a more social capacity to cope with a disaster than the South African
community. The contributions of social indicators were higher in the Nigerian community than
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South African except the resilience effect of a working population. The highest difference was
in the area of membership in social organisations. More Nigerians enlisted in social
organisations than their South African counterparts. Community trust and networking that are
necessary for resilience was more pronounced in the Nigerian community than the South
African. The ability to diversify, help and network was also more in the Nigerian community
than the South African because about 44% of the study’s participants from Nigeria belonged
to more than one organisation when compared to 26% of participants from South Africa. The
benefit of social capital more accrues to a community with social diversity and redundant
resources (Frankenberger et al., 2013; Longstaff et al., 2010). Both communities have a
negligible membership in disaster response organisations. 4.5% of participants from South
Africa and 2.2% from the Nigerian community were members of humanitarian and emergency
response agencies. Both communities could encounter difficulty as first responders to a disaster
event. Whereas 41.1% and 31.5% of Nigerians and South Africans, respectively, participated
in disaster exercises and training, the difference does not constitute a positive effect on the
resilience of both communities as they fell short of the 60% required to achieve community
resilience (Ainuddin and Routray, 2012a). The number of populations with secondary school
certificate and above indicated a positive effect on the resilience of the South African and
Nigerian communities. Education could contribute to the resilience of both communities
because of the role of education in understanding preparedness, early warning, risk information
and attitudinal change towards hazards and disaster.
The results from sub-indices of social relationships, and community affection indicated the
percentage of people that were eager to help others during a crisis, contribute to a community
project, charitable activities, volunteerism and visitation was 11.4% and 7.5% in the Nigerian
and South African communities, respectively. Although the difference between both
communities was negligible, both communities need to promote mutual interaction if social
capital is to further contribute to resilience in the two communities (Aldrich, 2010). While both
communities were eager to share risk information and encourage one another to always prepare
for a possible disaster event, the percentage of participants with such desire was higher in the
Nigerians than the South Africans. The information suggested that collective decisions on risk
mitigation and preparedness would be higher in the Nigerian community than in the South
African. The number of participants considered as the economic population was more in the
South African community than the Nigerian community; however, the age distribution in both
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communities exhibits resiliency as they are below the 15% threshold for a resilient community
(Ainuddin and Routray, 2012a).
Community employment, income and savings variables and credit availability were used to
assess the economic resilience of both communities. The mean value of employment was
higher in the Nigerian community than in the South African, despite more people being
employed in the South African community than the Nigerian. The South African community
had a higher number of retirees and people on social benefits than the Nigerian community.
The percentage employed in both communities was more than 60%. About 63% and 55% of
participants in South African and the Nigerian communities, respectively, earned above the
minimum wage. Employment and its associated benefits would positively assist both
communities in pre and post-disaster situations. Participants from the South African
community were more creditworthy than the Nigerian because of the higher percentage of the
working population. However, this did not directly influence the savings propensity in the
South African community as the Nigerian community had more propensity to save for a
potential disaster. Although there were slight variations in credit and saving abilities, both
variables could improve mitigation and recovery in the case of a disaster because less than 25%
and 10%, respectively, had difficulty in saving and obtaining financial assistance in both
communities. All the participants from both communities had health insurance, but a
considerable gap exists regarding taking insurance against natural hazards. While 36% of the
South African participants had completed insurance against disasters from natural hazards, the
participants from Nigeria did not indicate an interest in disaster insurance. The current level of
investment falls behind the required 50% recommended by Ainuddin and Routray (2012a) as
the threshold for resilience. The apparent reason could be related to individual risk perception
and personal hazard experience. Whereas 17% of the South African community had personal
experience with hazards, only 8% of the participants in the Nigerian community had a similar
experience.
Table 7.8 below indicated that resilience in both communities would be enhanced with an
increase in income. People are likely to save, secure loans and take insurance for contingencies
if income increases, except in the South African community where insurance is not related to
an increase in income.
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Table 7. 8 A summary of the correlation between individual income and disaster insurance,
savings and credit facility
Dependent variable

South African community income

Nigerian community income

Savings
Credit facility
Disaster insurance

.350**
.286**
-.156

.384**
.384**
.252*

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).**
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). *
The index for physical resilience was above average in both communities. The high index of
this domain was due to the contribution of personal ownership of motor cars in both
communities. An average of 74% of participants from both communities had a personal car
that could facilitate response to a disaster event. Most participants did not regard car ownership
as a luxury but a necessity because of the nature of the public transport system in Auckland
city. The importance of car ownership in resilience is that it allows participants to respond to
early warnings and other eventualities. Also, participants could save valuable resources for
coping and recovery. The means of transportation is pivotal in disaster preparedness, response
and more especially in evacuation plans (Masozera et al., 2009). The index of house ownership
was low in both communities but with a slight variation in favour of the South African
community. The average percentage of homeownership in both communities was 31.2%. The
implication is that almost three-quarters of the study’s participants will struggle for a postdisaster shelter. The situation can be further complicated in Auckland city because of a lack of
affordable accommodation and designated vacant shelters in anticipation of a disaster. Shelters
can contribute to resilience in Auckland if the percentage of vacant and rental accommodation
increases to provide shelter for potential victims of a disaster (Cutter et al., 2010).
An enquiry into personal communication resources revealed a high component mean index
value of 3.36 and 3.56 for South African and Nigerian communities, respectively. The high
indices were related to the widespread use of social media and other sources of information
such as mobile telephones and television. Approximately 90% of both communities had access
to mobile telephones and television. Both communities could receive information related to
hazards and risks and further communicate to members of the community. Although
participants from both communities received less information from the radio, the percentage
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of recipients receiving information on the radio is slightly more in the Nigerian community
than in the South African. The apparent reason is related to the preference for visual
information and social media among South African participants. Both communities had a low
interest in real-time emergency information from the local emergency agency. This low index
of the variable was not surprising considering that only 11% of participants from each of the
two communities subscribed to an emergency alert from the local emergency management
agency. The benefit of real-time information in hazard management was not fully utilised in
the communities. Participants in both communities could lose valuable resources as a result of
a lack of timely information.
Participants’ competence in disaster management was related to risk perception and disaster
experience. Both communities were aware of their susceptibility to local hazards. The high
level of awareness indicated that both communities could design a pre-adaptive strategy to
reduce vulnerability and disaster impact (Djalante and Thomalla, 2010). The difference in the
mean value of local knowledge arises from how participants from both communities perceived
the risk of different hazards in the locale. The variable index of disaster competence suggests
that both communities were competent to manage a potential disaster. Personal competence
was higher for earthquakes and tsunamis than other hazards in both communities. The interest
in earthquakes and tsunamis was a result of the popularity and dread associated with the
hazards. Further consultation with participants from both communities revealed that individual
competence was not beyond moving furniture to higher places, running to higher ground and
hiding under tables in the event of flooding, tsunami or earthquake.
Further analyses of the resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities did not
indicate the influence of gender in resilience. The results of an Independent Sample T-Test
analysis from both communities were (p > .05) not significant to constitute a gender difference.
Regarding independent social variables and social indicators of resilience, a Spearman
correlation coefficient indicated a positive relationship between education and attending
preparedness fairs, sharing risk information, encouraging others to prepare and participating in
training and exercises indicated that education would play an essential role in the resilience of
the South African community. A similar relationship was found in studies conducted by
Finnis et al. (2010). The influence of education on mutual help and community participation
could be attributed to enlightenment. However, that was not the situation in the Nigerian
community as a high mean value of 4.24 in education did not influence social variables beyond
post-disaster help. Whereas the age of Nigerians was related to participation in various
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communal activities in the Nigerian community, the South Africans tended to have a low
interest in social activities, networking and public affairs as their years in Auckland increased.
Communal help and emergency competence were related to the age of participants in the South
African community, whereas, in the Nigerian community, variables relating to social relations
and community affection tend to increase with participant age except for the level of visitation
which decreased with age in the community. In the South African community, people
participated in a community project and belonged to organisations as income increased.
Although a relationship existed between income and emergency competency, there is nothing
in the study’s data or theoretical evidence to suggest such a relationship.
The results of a Spearman correlation coefficient between social-demographic variables
(independent variables) and the indicators of social resilience of South African and the Nigerian
community are presented below.
Table 7. 9 Results of Spearman correlation coefficient analysis: The South African and the
Nigerian communities.

Dependent variables

Independent social variables
South African community
Age
Edu.
Yrs. in. Income
level
AKL

Communal help

.278**

.204*

.017

Project participation
Social participation
Charity
Meeting attendance
Volunteerism
Visitation
Organisation membership
Attending preparedness fair
Share risk Infor.
Encouraging preparedness
Participate in training and
exercise.
Ind. Emergency competence

.040
.004
.099
-.066
.022
.177
-.069
-.026
.014
.023
-.028

.254*
.203*
.143
.273**
.157
.144
.053
.246*
.417**
.324**
.349**

.303**

.062

Independent social variables
Nigerian community
Age
Edu
Yrs. in Income
level
AKL

-.013

.206*

.237*

.076

.121

- .087
-.214*
.036
-.209*
-.152
.003
-.208*
-.255*
-.356**
.314**
-.314**

.192*
.174
.167
.093
.086
-.015
.434**
.140
.131
.100
.169

.151
.158
.405**
.293**
.253*
-.235*
.219*
.084
-.052
.033
.031

.059
.091
.033
.156
-.009
.054
-.014
.057
.075
.180
.116

.232*
.214*
.312**
.098
.321**
.065
.115
-.012
-.068
-.056
-.109

.038
-.037
.017
-.026
.092
.004
-.137
-.118
-.175
-.114
-.091

.084

-.069

.212*

-.049

.305**

Ns = not significant (p > .05), significant = p < .05
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). **
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
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.248*

7.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the resilience capacity of the South African and Nigerian
communities to natural hazard challenges in Auckland. The capacity assessment was related to
the ability of social, economic, physical, competency and communication and information
domains to contribute to resilience in the community. This study used variable indicators of
domains as proxies for assessment, and the index method was used to calculate the aggregate
resilience capacity of the community. Further analyses on gender influence on resilience
capacity and correlations between variables were investigated through an independent samples
T-Test and Spearman Correlation coefficient. Findings and results from analyses showed that
the aggregate resilience capacity was above average. The average score of the African
community (South Africa and Nigeria) was 2.85. The score was slightly higher than the average
resilience score of 5.53, which Paton (2007: 4) assessed on a 1–10 scale in Auckland in 2005.
A comparison becomes apparent when a 1–10 scale and resilience score of 5.53 is divided by
2 (2.77). While the resilience index of a city may reveal the current state of the city’s capacity,
the resilience of the parts is the best determinant of capacity in an urban area because of
differences in vulnerability and capacity and also, the possibility that the resilience of a city
may not reflect the resilience of the component communities. Whereas gender difference was
not significant in resilience capacity, the study established some relationship between the
study’s socio-demographic and dependent variables.
The overall resilience index of both communities was above average with a marginal difference
between the two communities; however, a detailed examination of variables contributions to
resilience illuminated capacity differences between the two communities. While the resilience
index of the Nigerian community might suggest that the community is more resilience than the
South Africans, both communities needed to improve variable indicators with low resilience
capacity if they were to face the challenges of natural hazards. The study results show that
vulnerability and resilience were not homogenous in Auckland. They vary between
communities and individuals. While resilience may have a spatial and temporal difference, the
result from this research may not be significantly different from similar studies that have
investigated resilience, though the contributions of variable indicators might be different. It is
important to note, therefore, that the resilience of a city is not tantamount to the resilience of
the embedded communities and to the resilience of the individuals in the community. It is,
therefore, crucial that communities be addressed differently to know their weaknesses and
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strengths to face challenges. Nevertheless, successful intervention from one community can be
incorporated into an action plan of other communities to improve resilience if permitted by
contextual issues.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Enhancing resilience to natural hazards: issues
and challenges in the African community in
Auckland
8.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the fourth objective of this research. The objective was ‘to identify the
challenges that may impede the resilience of the African community to natural hazards in
Auckland’. This objective was underpinned by the desire to ascertain the views of the
participants on issues and challenges that might affect their ability to anticipate, cope with,
adapt to, and recover from a potential natural hazard event in Auckland. While vulnerability
and resilience may be context-specific, an understanding of what constitutes vulnerability and
resilience is subjective and value-laden. In order to understand the community’s views on this
research question, qualitative data was collected through interviews. The interview questions
for achieving this objective were designed to cover three thematic areas: risk perception,
resilience and personal challenges resilience activities. The interview protocol enquired about
how the community perceived the risk of a disaster, the probability and impact of a natural
hazard event in Auckland, what may impede the capacity of the community to prepare for a
potential disaster, what are the difficulties the community might face in coping or responding
to a disaster event and the issues the community might be encounter in the process of recovery
from a disaster. Lastly, a summary opinion on all the issues that may impede resilience to a
natural hazard event. Thomas’ (2006) general inductive process approach in the qualitative
analysis, as explained in section 4.3.1.5 was adopted to analyse the community responses. The
data coding process followed a three-stage coding process, as described in Saldana (2013). The
sub and significant themes that emerged from the responses constituted the chapter findings
and formed the bases of the chapter analysis. Also, the research considered the significant
themes in its recommendations to the Auckland City Council. This research presents the
interview findings in section 8.2 below:
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8.2 Findings from the community interviews
Findings from the interviews show that the African community was aware of the hazard
landscape of Auckland and the danger to the community livelihood. Participants’ responses
also provided insight into the salient issues that would hamper the community’s resilience to
natural challenges. This research developed five significant themes from participants’
responses. The major themes relate to hazard impact, the challenges related to personal
resources and support, trauma experience, lack of information and training. These findings are
not similar to the results from similar studies. The research discusses the emergent themes in
sub-sections below.

8.2.1 Challenges related to the impact
The existing vulnerability of at-risk elements, the duration of a hazard event and risk perception
are some of the variables that influence disaster impact and resilience. The research participants
provided a good insight into their susceptibility to local hazards. The insight was based on
scientific evidence and knowledge of local risks. The tendency for them to be hurt or experience
a disruption in their daily lives was a primary concern. The comments from two participants
encapsulated the community awareness and apprehension of a disaster event in Auckland:
There is a chance that one of them, volcanic eruption and tsunami will
happen shortly because of the scientific research that has been done by
research organisation and University in New Zealand hazards are most
predicted as most two hazards that will affect Auckland.
The African community considered the extent of damage to properties and livelihoods as
essential determinants of their capacity for resilience. The participants considered excessive
damage to property and livelihood as a significant setback to coping capacity and future
resilience. This research sums up the community concern for recovery with the opinion of one
of the participants from the South African community:
Well, it may be the extent of problem or disaster. If the disaster is
overwhelming or I am incapacitated, that will be a serious setback to my
resilience.
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Aside from personal impact, an indirect impact of a disaster could pose a challenge to coping
capacity because disaster like resilience has a scalar relationship with other levels. Disaster at
one level may create a catastrophic effect at other levels. A significant issue to participants was
the chaos associated with disaster, coupled with the transport situation in Auckland.
Participants feared they may not be able to respond urgently to an early warning or escape from
impending danger. The view of one of the research participants from the South African
community epitomises this concern:
The first thing which might come to mind if we are to evacuate Auckland. If
you are talking about Auckland, I am very used to Auckland traffic, and I
know what Auckland transport can be in a normal condition. One will very
much be worried about adverse condition. If a normal condition, if you can
barely make it or tolerate it so what if there are other condition, evacuating
from Auckland, can be a real challenge, and this can impede your response
to whatever disaster.

8.2.2 Challenges related to resource and support
The possession of personal resources and access to post-disaster support are critical capacities
in resilience. In a large-scale event where disaster impacts livelihoods and daily activities, the
speed of recovery will be significantly affected if an alternative source of livelihood does not
exist. The need for alternative resources explains the importance of resource diversity and
redundancy in resilience (Longstaff et al., 2010). During a challenging period, people fall back
on their savings, external assistance and familial support to cope with the challenges of a postdisaster event. However, access to post-disaster resource and support is not even across the
population. Most participants expressed mixed feelings about their ability to cope with
challenges due to inadequate resources and low expectations of support. This worrisome
development among the community members was summed up by the comments of one of the
research participants from the Nigerian community:
Lack of assistance from the community, family and government will delay my
recovery. As you know, a lot thing might have been lost during the disaster,
and I may find it difficult without assistance to get back on my feet people do
not have the support system they live in isolation that makes them a bit
vulnerable if they don t have a support system through the destructive event.
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Another thing is maybe not having the money to do the necessary
preparation. Another thing is if I do not have money to address the problem
after the disaster, it means my recovery will be very slow. When people do
not have the resources to build the necessary capacity that is a problem.

8.2.3 Challenges related to trauma experience
The impact of a disaster is not limited to physical and economic losses. After a disaster, the
post-disaster expectation is that a community concentrates resources on livelihood recovery
and reconstruction. However, studies on post-disaster management have revealed that a
community spends a considerable amount of resources on post-disaster trauma and
rehabilitation. Kronenberg et al. (2010) identified psychological trauma as one of the
challenges that competed for post-disaster resources. The challenge is not limited to the
wellbeing of the community; it also, overstretches personal and familial resources. The
challenge from post-disaster trauma could be critical to migrant communities in the urban
centre because of the prevalence of social and economic disparities among the migrant
population. The comments from participants from the South African and Nigerian communities
denote the traumatic and cascading impact of a disaster event:
Psychological standpoint how it affects me psychologically. If I become
traumatised and psychologically affected, that would be another problem
and my recovery will take more than unexpected.
‘People do not have the support system they live in isolation that makes them
a bit vulnerable if they do not have support through the destructive event’.

8.2.4 Challenges related to information
The availability of information on the local environment and disaster management activities
are essential for resilience. The information helps individuals and the community to tailor their
coping and adaptive strategies in line with local hazards and vulnerabilities. The availability of
early information could ease preparedness and expedite response action and could save lives
and necessary resources for resilience. The research found that many participants were ignorant
of existing information on resilience. The ignorance was a result of the low level of interaction
between the official agency and the community; and also, the absence of signs management
that may aid response to a disaster. Moreover, when information is available, participants found
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it to be irrelevant to local risk and resilience. They argued that ‘taking cover under a table’ in
the case of an earthquake event was more relevant to Christchurch because of seismic activities
than Auckland. For participants living near a source of danger such as oceanfront, their primary
concerns were on signage and other related visual information. One of the research participants
from the Nigerian community thus commented below:
I will need adequate information if anything like a disaster is going to
happen. At least, if I have information, I will prepare myself according to
information, store enough food and material or possibly move to a different
location to avoid disaster. Lack of information is a significant problem for
those of us that have not lived here for a very long time.

8.2.5 Challenges related to training
Pre-knowledge of how to cope and adapt could improve resilience to new challenges. People
can acquire training on how to prepare and respond to a disaster through exercises and
occasional drills. While some exercises may be carried out to test the emergency plan, another
exercise such as a seminar exercise could be undertaken to inform the community about
organisation and procedures regarding a disaster incident. Exercises provide an opportunity for
questions and answers between ‘panels of experts’ and the people. Responses from interview
participants showed that they lacked confidence in what to do before and during a disaster. The
lack of confidence among participants further indicated poor attendance and participation in
disaster preparedness fairs, exercises and drills. The community indifference to these activities
results from the inactivity hazards in Auckland. The interview response from a participant from
the South African community summarises the state of pre-disaster training in the African
community:
Well from my standpoint if I am ignorant as to a what to do. When you do
not know what to do when there is a problem that will affect you significantly,
you will be confused and do not know where to even begin. We need to be
taught what to do and how to do it. We may just struggle and thinking that
we know what to do.
Thus far, section 8.2 and the following sub-sections present a summary of findings from
interviews regarding question four of this research. The research presented the themes in line
with the themes that emerged from the research interviews. The next section of this chapter
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focuses on how the emergent themes impact resilience activities. The research discussed these
activities within the confines of disaster risk reduction and disaster management activities.

8.3 Discussion
This section discusses the potential challenges and issues that might impede the resilience of
the African community in Auckland. The themes discussed below emerged through a
qualitative interview with ten members of the African community. The research identified
several themes as challenges to resiliency in the African community. The discussion segment
explores the themes in line with previous literature on community resilience and disaster
management activities.

8.3.1 Challenges related to disaster impact
The research findings supported international evidence on the relationship between disaster
impact and resilience decisions across disaster management activities. Responses from
participants suggested that resilience depends on disaster impact. This conclusion also suggests
that risk perception, disaster preparedness, response and recovery activities in the community
will depend on disaster impact. The previous study by Terpstra (2010) submitted that people
that have been impacted by a hazard might not take risk communication seriously, especially
when they trusted official information and are unlikely to take precautionary action. Trust is
crucial in promoting resilience. The impact of a disaster could undermine the trust between the
local agency and the community. In the absence of trust, community confidence in risk
communication, early warning, preparation and evacuation becomes low. Similarly, the notion
of impact and resilience promotes the fatalistic notion of a disaster, that nothing could be done
to mitigate its impact (Weichseigartner, 2001; Johnston, Becker et al., 2015). This line of
thought promotes a lukewarm attitude towards precautionary measures to reduce risk because
of doubt on the efficacy of preparedness (Paton et al., 2010). A policy that aimed to address
this will require the involvement of the community in hazard identification and mapping and
the conviction that the impact of a disaster could be mitigated. This effort could be
complemented by the reduction of socio-economic vulnerability before an event to improve
capacity.
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8.3.2 Challenges related to resource and support
This finding supports previous studies that identify the lack of resources and support as
challenges to resilience. A case in point is the work of Kapucu, Hawkins and Rivera (2013) in
their assessment of preparedness and resilience in central Florida in the United States.
Similarly, Bolin and Sanford (2006), in their assessment of coping capacity after the 1994
Northridge earthquake in Los Angeles; and Hewitt, (1997) found that low-income people lack
the resources to cope following a disaster and enhance their resilience. A significant concern
to the participants was the lack of resources to undertake preparedness and response activities
and the resources to fall back on after a disaster. It was not unexpected that most members of
the community did not have enough resources to manage a potential disaster as personal
savings and investment in insurance reflected the low incomes in the community. The
uncertainty associated with community support shows that social capital was not fully utilised
in the community. Community social capital regarding support and resources thrives on
information and contact and knowing where to get support. These elements may be lacking in
the community. As Wood et al. (2013) noted, elements of social capital exist in all
communities, but community members need the right networks to utilise the resources. While
an existing vulnerability may underpin the challenges related to resource and adequate support,
disaster could further exacerbate urban inequality and deepen the inability of most people to
cope with challenges and recover from a disaster event. The community needs to generate
additional resources and support through multiple livelihoods and social projects that connect
the community.

8.3.3 Challenges related to trauma
The impact of a hazard is not limited to the built environment, property and livelihood but also
to the psychological wellbeing of the affected persons. The extent of trauma suffered by an
individual can limit resilience or make it inaccessible to some members of the community.
Because of the existing vulnerability of some community members, disaster trauma may result
in lasting vulnerability of the community. The implication is that affected persons become
indifferent to mitigation and preparedness for a disaster and they are likely to have little or no
confidence in efforts to reduce disaster risk (Johnson et al., 2013; Paton and Johnson, 2001).
Similar implications on resilience were found in a disaster study by Abramson, Stehling-Ariza,
Garfield and Redlener (2008). They reported the incidence of problems associated with mental,
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fatalistic conviction of a hazard and low self-efficacy in disaster preparedness in the posthurricane Katrina disaster. More trauma clinic and management centres could be needed as
preparation for unforeseen contingencies in the community.

8.3.4 Challenges related to information
Misappropriation of information can limit the ability of people to prepare and respond to a
disaster and pose a significant challenge to resilience. The relevance of information on
earthquakes was under scrutiny by some participants who felt risk information would have
been focused on local risk, i.e. volcanic eruption rather than earthquake. Consequently,
information on managing volcanic eruption was scarce in the community. This state of affairs
was not surprising considering the abundance of information on earthquakes due to media and
government hysteria over the risk. While information could be regarded as a capacity for
resilience, it can be dysfunctional if differences among and within communities are not taken
into consideration in the course of information dissemination (Paton et al., 2001). The reason
is that the information that reaches a community before or during a crisis is crucial to the actions
of individuals. In some cases, the actions that follow a disaster event compound the situation
for the affected population. A case in point was the study by Reissman et al. (2005) regarding
the confusion following the anthrax attack in the United States. The issue may be addressed
or complicated by social networks as it becomes a path for information dissemination in times
of challenge (Wood et al., 2013). Information could improve resilience if it is relevant to local
hazards and accurately disseminated by stakeholders.

8.3.5 Challenges related to training
A crucial challenge to resilience is the inability of a community to respond to a disaster event
before the arrival of external assistance. The challenge results from community lack of training
and the unwillingness of the community to participate in disaster reduction training which
could be a result of lack of disaster experience and the non-existence of a social structure to
mobilise the people towards such endeavours. While lack of time is often the cited reason for
not participating in training, the community needs to realise that training for a disaster event
reduces the emotionally threatening nature of disasters and the demand imposed by a disaster
and enhances performance capability that hastens recovery (Alexander and Wells, 1991; Paton,
1996) and community-based disaster management. Although community members willingly
respond to a disaster event, difficulties arise when people do not know their expectations due
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to lack of prior engagement in disaster-related training. Previous research conducted by the
Kadel (2011) shows that lack of pre-disaster training was a key obstacle to communities and
local initiatives to engage in disaster risk reductions in Nepal.

8.4 Summary
This chapter has examined potential challenges to resilience from the participant's viewpoint.
The essence of the chapter was to provide answers to question four of this research. The themes
that emerged as potential challenges to the resilience of the community were products of
general descriptive and pattern coding processes. The research identified the impact of a
disaster, lack of support and resources, post-disaster trauma, lack of information and training
as potential problems that may impede resilience. The themes were not novel to resilience
studies as existing studies collaborated them. The problem of resilience in the urban community
is multi-faceted. The challenges show the need for individuals and officials collaborating to
address the problems. The prospects of solutions to the challenges of resilience are discussed
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER NINE
Disaster and the prospect of enhancing
resilience in the African community
This chapter has been extracted from the under listed journal paper:
Odiase, O., Wilkinson, S and Neef (2019) Disaster risk and the prospect of enhancing resilience
in the African community to be submitted to Risk, Hazard and Crisis in Public Policy

9.1 Introduction
Various international fora have addressed resilience to natural hazards and the need for a
community to be resilient, and made some recommendations towards resiliency. The World
Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction in Hyogo, Japan in 2005 and the subsequent United
Nations World Conference in Sendai, Japan in 2015 are cases in point. Whereas the
recommendations of international fora tend to focus on the universal application of disaster
risk reduction strategies as a precursor to disaster and resiliency, theoretical recommendations
from hazard scholars, i.e. Berke (2007); Norris et al. (2008); De Bruijn, Buurman et al. (2017)
and Longstaff et al. (2010), have centred on resource diversity and differentiation, recovery
capacity, social capital and organisation networks. While the global and academic
recommendations could enhance resilience, the recommendations from the perspective of those
to be affected by local risks are likely to be operational and implemented by a community
because of their input into the resilience discourse and the localisation of recommendations.
This chapter addresses objective five of this research which was to ‘to provide
recommendations to improve the resilience of the African community to natural hazards.’ In
order to address this objective, the research conducted semi-structured interviews with five
Nigerians and five South Africans as participants. The interview protocol addressed the
following enquiries:
1. Hazards and the probability of a natural hazard event in Auckland.
2. How to enhance the capacity of the African community to carry out disaster
management activities, i. e. mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery.
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3. Lastly, how to improve the overall resilience of the African community to a potential
natural hazard event.
The purpose of the first point was to elicit the community's view on the hazard landscape of
Auckland and vulnerability to the risk. The focus of the second and third points was on disaster
management activities and capacities to accomplish the expected actions. Regarding the
analysis of the interviews, the researchers used the Thomas (2006) analytical process of a
general inductive approach in conjunction with NVivo 12 (Windows) analytical software. The
analytical process involves a five-stage process of data preparation, close reading and data
familiarisation, creation of themes, theme refinement and further refinement to create an
overarching theme. The General Inductive Approach to qualitative analysis was complemented
with a three-stage coding process, as described in Saldana (2013). The research findings were
discussed in line with previous literature on resilience studies and supported with both
qualitative and quantitative evidence.

9.2 Findings
The purpose of this research was to investigate how to enhance the resilience of the African
community to a natural hazard event in Auckland. Results from data analysis revealed the
importance of awareness, community cohesion and assistance, post-disaster compensation and
community participation in enhancing the resilience of the African community in Auckland.
Figure 2 below shows the theme category and an overarching theme that emerged from the
general inductive analysis and coding process.
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Overarching themes

Categories

Awareness
Information
Pre-knowledge
Education
Visual information

Awareness to foster resilience

Support
Social activities
Community participation

Community assistance through cohesion

Insurance to
build back better

Compensation to enhance resilience.

Drills
Exercises

Participation to enhance resilience

Figure 9. 1 Categories of themes and overarching themes for enhancing resilience
The above themes are further elaborated upon in sub-sections 9.2.1 to 9.2.4 below.
9.2.1. Overarching theme 1: awareness to foster resilience
Although the community has not recently experienced a hazard event, the interview
participants were aware of the potential risk of disasters in Auckland and their susceptibility to
the risks. The need for constant information on different aspects of disaster activities was
uppermost in the participants’ responses. Awareness as an overarching theme emerged from
the sub-themes of risk awareness, information, pre-knowledge, visual information and
education. For some participants, awareness serves as a constant reminder of the landscape
and the need for community preparedness. However, for others, information was regarded as
half of the battle to be a resilient community. Information that reflects local hazards was more
important than general information to participants. The information will be useful to the
community if coupled with education to instruct them on what to expect and how to cope with
challenges. Such information should meet the peculiarities of all, especially the minority
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communities. Issues regarding occasional workshops to raise awareness were also paramount
to participants. Table 1 below highlights the categories of response relating to awareness and
their indicative codes.
Table 9. 1 Awareness to foster resilience
Theme

Indicative codes
•

Awareness

So that is for an earthquake but the response, in general, that
should be more awareness about the hazard, awareness about how
to deal with it or what we should do. (Participant 2

•

Information

The information must be communicated across in a way that will
be understood by the minority group again; there are specific
characteristics of the minority group. The message of a hazard
should be tailored in such a way so that they can get maximum
penetration in terms of awareness and understanding by the
minority community. (Participant 4)

Pre-knowledge

•

I think holding workshops and information workshop showing videos
because if we tell someone from a very safe environment where no
natural hazard is not expected that there might be an earthquake
that the ground may shake, and all the buildings might shake. He
might not get the idea and the perception of what an earthquake
can be. (Participant 4)

Education

•

To increase the level of awareness, education is essential. People
cannot prepare for what they do not know. Education and
awareness are essential. (Participant 1)

Visual

•

So, we need more awareness we need information we need more
signage we need to lead the people so that people can respond
correctly. (Participant 8)
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9.2.2. Overarching theme 2: community cohesion and assistance
Response from participants indicates the importance of unity and helping one another in times
of challenge. A community would maximise the benefit of cohesion and assistance if social
connectedness existed before a disaster. Response from participants suggests the importance
of family and acquaintances in coping with a disaster. While resilience and vulnerability are
not distributed evenly, the people least affected by a disaster should help the vulnerable
members of the community that are affected by a disaster. The research participants stressed
the significance of regular community social activities and projects as pathways to active
community participation that could strengthen community solidity and support. Table 2 below
highlights the categories of response relating to community cohesion and assistance and their
indicative codes.
Table 9. 2 Community cohesion and assistance
Categories
Support

Indicative codes
•

We rely on family and people to help in a hard time and
prepare to assist others if we are not severely affected.
(Participant 9)

Social activities

•

Having project and activities that deliberating bring
people of different background together. (Participant 6)

Community participation

•

Other than that, if we are active in the community, there
are quite a few good people that might assist in putting
up with us for a while. (Participant 1)

9.2.3. Overarching theme 3: Compensation to enhance resilience
Aside from the usual familial assistance during a disaster, participants considered the existence
of a mechanism to compensate the victims of a disaster as a necessary step towards disaster
resilience. The participants regarded taking out insurance to compensate for any foreseeable
loss as the right step to build resilience against disasters. Regarding the type of insurance policy
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that is appropriate for resilience, a participant was in favour of 'contents insurance' as it
enhances the speedy recovery of affected persons. However, one of the research participants
cautioned on the over-reliance on insurance enhancing resilience. Table 3 below highlights the
categories of response relating to compensation and their indicative codes.
Table 9. 3 Compensation to enhance resilience
Categories

Indicative codes
• People have more emphasis on the importance of insurance lower

Insurance

insurance premium, make that community understand the
importance of insurance. Get the community to understand the risk
and to understand the importance of insuring for content it can pay
very nice in adverse condition but other than that I think that will be
the main thing. (Participant 3)

Compensation

•

If we have insurance, that money can help us to recover, building a
new house, doing some retrofitting for the house. We can survive for
some time. (Participant 10)

9.2.4. Overarching theme 4: Inclusive training for resilience
Community participation in disaster management activities is critical in resilience. It boosts
confidence and self-reliance in managing natural hazard-related events. Community
participation extends beyond social activities to include disaster response exercises and drill
activities. The indicative codes from participants show the importance of community
involvement in pre-disaster training for resilience.
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Table 4 below highlights the categories of response relating to disaster training and indicative
codes.
Table 9. 4 Participation for resilience
Categories
Exercise

Indicative codes
•

If the government provide us with an opportunity to participate
in different training exercises, it will make us very prepared in
case something happens. (Participant 5)

Drill

•

We should participate in all government-sponsored drills
because disaster can happen at any time, and anybody could be
affected. (Participant 7)

9.3. Discussion
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate how the resilience of the African community to
the risk of disaster could be improved. The responses from the research participants indicates
that community awareness, community cohesion and assistance, post-disaster compensation
and comprehensive training for a future disaster were essential in resilience.
Regarding the role of awareness in fostering resilience, there was a consensus among
participants that awareness was crucial to their ability to cope with disasters. The consensus
confirmed the high level of awareness the research participants from the South African and
Nigerian communities indicated in the research survey. When prompted on the issues regarding
awareness, it was not related to knowledge on how to improve their resilience to natural hazards
but on mere awareness of environmental risks. This response was not surprising as the
aggregate mean value of individual preparedness for all hazards was (M =1.65, SD. = 1.00) and
(M = 1.09, SD = 1.02) for the South African and Nigerian communities, respectively; and the
average mean for disaster competency for both communities was M = 2.67 on a scale of 1-5.
It is therefore crucial that community awareness should transcend mere knowledge of local risk
to actionable knowledge. Educating the community on the consequences of a disaster would
foster an appropriate community resilience strategy. This endeavour could be achieved through
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participatory hazard mapping as they bring the reality of the local environment to the people
(Gaillard and Pangilinan, 2010). The community was likely to improve personal risk agency
and address their misconceptions about hazards and disasters and become more proactive in
DRR because people that participate in hazard education were more likely to have a better
knowledge of risks, safety behaviours and higher household preparedness than others without
similar training (Finnis, Johnston, Ronan and White 2010). While the research expects
education to play a positive role in improving the resilience of the communities because about
97% of educated people had above secondary school education, community awareness could
be complemented by visual signage to aid the vulnerable people in the community and to
facilitate emergency response. The maximum benefit of information is accrued before and after
a disaster, especially in a community where a considerable number of the people, as indicated
in the research mean values (M =3.67; SD. = 1.21) for the South African community; and (M
= 3.74, SD. = 1.24) for the Nigerian community, have trust in the local Emergency
Management Agency regarding information and directions.
Regarding community cohesion and assistance, discussion with participants indicates that
active participation in community affairs improves social networks and community spirit that
are crucial for resilience. Community social networks and communal spirit were promoted
through membership of social associations. It serves as a platform for promoting social
interaction and building a network that is vital for sharing information. In the course of social
interaction and building networks, members of the community create the right network and
relationship that is vital for maximising the benefit of social capital (Wood, Boruff and Smith
2013) in times of crisis. The spirit of compassion and sharing exist in the community. These
virtues were not surprising as they form part of the cultural values of the African community,
especially in the time of distress. The willingness to assist one another to cope in times of crisis
was evident in participants’ responses. While the African community may receive external
assistance in time of challenges, assistance from members of the community will be crucial for
resilience. The importance of cohesion and generosity in promoting resilience has been
documented in many resilience studies. A study by Thornley et al. (2015) shows that some of
the driving forces in the Canterbury post-earthquake recovery were the unprecedented
selflessness, care and kindness of communities in Canterbury. With shared attributes in the
African community, charitable attitudes and a community sense of belonging will play an
essential role in the resilience of the community.
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The notion of shared risk and resilience was a factor in the community commitment to training
and more participation in the various activities relating to disaster preparedness and response.
Such a commitment will boost the community capacity as a first responder to a disaster event.
One of the consequences of community participation in training activities is the emergence of
spontaneous groups that assist in response and recovery efforts. The group needs the assistance
of spontaneous volunteers when confronted with a disaster situation. While experts may
consider their actions needless, their contributions to post-disaster response and recovery
activities in disaster situations cannot be wished away. The positive roles of formal or informal
community organisations in response and recovery activities were acknowledged by Thornley
et al. (2015) and Vallance (2011) in their work on community resilience following the
Christchurch earthquakes. In Israel, a successful intervention of community emergency teams
in a wildfire incident illustrates the importance of community training and participation in
disaster management activities (Simonovich and Sharabi, 2013). While the community may be
willing to take a proactive role in a future event, effort should be made to educate participants
and collaborate their activities with professional groups in hazard mitigation to achieve broadbased knowledge (Godschalk, 2003).
While the community was keen on improving its resilience to contingencies, the means to
enhance long-term resilience was paramount to the community. While this research appreciates
inequality in society, the inequality that socially and economically marginalises capacity to
face a disaster could be addressed through progressive reduction of vulnerability and unsafe
conditions that impact capacity (Blaikie et al., 2014; Oliver-Smith et al., 2019). Emphasis was
on the post-disaster intervention that would substantially speed up their resilience rather than
the usual relief assistance. The apparent reason was to enable the community to continue the
path of recovery after the immediate assistance. The African community was concerned about
potential neglect after the provision of relief materials and immediate shelter. It is, therefore,
essential that the community have a measure in place that could promote long term resilience.
Although, the government has a stake in the resilience of its citizens; personal capacity is
equally important in resilience. Additional means of livelihood and the creation of buffer
resources are crucial to personal capacity. The community gave much attention to the role of
insurance in resilience. The focus was on coverage and premiums that was most relevant to
disaster recovery. While acknowledging the importance of insurance in resilience, the need for
participants to be mindful of unintended consequences was important for resilience. A
considerable investigation into the track record of the underwriter is essential for resilience as
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an underwriter may not live up to the expectation of clients due to the scale of a disaster. The
main issue was how to make the insurance provider honour its obligation on time and avert the
delay that was associated with post-earthquake disaster compensation in other parts of New
Zealand. Despite this apprehension, insurance can have a favourable impact on resilience if
both the community and the provider work together to make it relevant to resilience. One of
the ways to achieve this outcome is to bridge the gap between premium and purported risk.
The premium should be made commensurable to risk; and on the part of the insurer, the scope
of compensation for disaster mitigation should be widened to include more mitigation activities
and risks (Kousky and Shabman, 2016).
Community commitment to pre-disaster drills and exercises contributes to preparedness and
response capacities. Self-compulsion in disaster management was an indication of the
community appreciation of its responsibility as the first responder. An official policy that
encourages and sustains interest in the activities will contribute to community resilience. Such
a policy could be in the areas of continuous dialogue, training and stipend to encourage further
participation. While commitment is important, the scenarios should stimulate realities to
observe performance and interoperability of all the relevant and necessary agencies.

9.4 Recommendations for improving the resilience of
African communities in Auckland to natural hazards
Research participants have identified some probable challenges and the prospect of resilience
in the African community. These challenges and prospective solutions have been identified and
discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 (sections 9.2 and 9.3), respectively. While the challenges to
resilience cannot be extricated from the existing vulnerability and community attitude towards
risk, the influence of culture and disaster experience in shaping attitude to resilience strategies
cannot be ignored. However, resilience could be achieved if a community imbued a new culture
towards risk, and the gap between people and officials is narrowed in resilience planning. A
community could achieve these measures through the following:
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1. Communities and local agencies on resilience could facilitate occasional dialogue based
on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical thinking and to draw out ideas
on resilience. This discussion could feature as one of the agendas of the annual
community celebrations.
Table 9. 5 Community dialogue: content and expected outcome.
Recommendation

Implementation

Potential outcome

Community
dialogue on
resilience

•

Change people’s perception of hazard
from fatalism to actionable activities.
Promote the efficacy of risk mitigation
activities in reducing the impact of a
disaster.

•

A careful delineation of a hazard from a
disaster to re-conceptualise and create a
new understanding of ‘natural disaster’.

•

•

•
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•

A belief that people
can mitigate risks.
The community to
develop a positive
outcome of
personal mitigation.
A belief that human
action can reduce
the impact of a
disaster.

2. Community involvement in resilience planning should be prioritised. This
recommendation is grounded on the principle that adherence and implementation of
mitigation plans will be maximised if the end-users are involved in the planning
process.
Table 9. 6 Community involvement in resilience planning: content and expected outcome.
Recommendation

Implementation

Potential outcome

Community involvement
in resilience planning

•

•

•

•

•

Identify charismatic
leaders of the community.
Community to analyse the
problems of local hazards
and transform them into
community goals.
Community makes input
into a plan to solve the
problem.
Current coping and
adaptive capacities are
recognised.
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•

It mobilises community
members
Personalised local risk

•

Implements resilience
strategies

•

Strengthen and build on
existing capacities
considering the
prevailing circumstance.

3. Resilience is not a one-off strategy but a continuous adaptation and differentiation of
policies, resources and strategies to emerging and changing the nature of risk. The
community should always be reminded of unfolding events to enable them to redesign
existing coping and adaptive capacities to the new challenges.
Table 9. 7 Continuous risk sensitisation as a constant reminder of susceptibility to risk.
Recommendation

Implementation

Continuous risk sensitisation •
as a constant reminder of
susceptibility to risk.
•

•

Potential outcome

Participate in
•
hazard mapping.
Provide practical
•
information on the
reality of risks.
Relate and build a •
rapport with a
community
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Participation in risk reduction
becomes a collective action.
The community understands
the reality of risks and become
more proactive.
Increases the level of trust
between the local emergency
agency and the people.

4. The goal of empowerment is to reduce vulnerability and increase the community
capacity to face challenges. The goal is underscored by the nature of accessibility and
distribution of resources in the urban community. The success of this goal will depend
on several vulnerable people being empowered and their willingness to utilise the
opportunity to mitigate risks.
Table 9. 8 Community empowerment to independently face challenges
Recommendation

Implementation

Potential outcome

Community empowerment
to independently face
challenges

•

•

•

•

Increase people’s
options and capacities to
meet challenges.
Address the complex
relations and factors of
vulnerabilities.
The community at the
forefront of disaster risk
reduction strategies
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•

•

Resource diversity and
redundancy are available
to meet a potential
hazard event.
The community is
empowered to reorganise
itself for a potential
problem.
The community becomes
more interested in and
committed to
implementing ‘our
strategies’

5. Community participation is a crucial requirement in resilience tool development and in
assessing the relevance of a tool. Participation spans from community input into
contextualisation of resilience, participatory information and implementation of results.
Active participation by the community involves considerable ownership of resilience
strategy by the people.
Table 9. 9 Community participation and transparency.
Recommendation

Community participation
and transparency

Implementation

•

•

•

Potential outcome

Introduce and enlist
the community in the
various aspects of
disaster management
activities.
Encourage community
participation in social
activities.
Involve community
leaders in critical
aspects of resilience
policy.

•

Community skills in
disaster preparedness,
response and recovery
activities are enhanced.

•

Improves ‘sense of
community’ and ‘sense
of belonging’ that are
necessary for resilience
It mobilises members
of the community to
participate in resilience
activities.

•

9.5 Chapter summary
The focus of the above chapter was on how to improve the resilience of the African community.
While recommendations from prior resilience studies and international fora may contribute to
resilience improvement, the application to another environment may not yield the desired
results because of lack of inclusiveness, differences in vulnerability and capacity. Participants’
ideas of what constitutes vulnerability and the capacity to reduce disaster risk were sought
through participant interviews. The research identified four key areas as crucial to enhancing
the resilience of the African community. The importance of improving community levels of
risk awareness, cohesion and support in times of challenge was paramount to the community.
Also, the importance of community training to improve response capacity; and post-disaster
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compensation were emphasised as possible areas that might improve the community’s
resilience to natural hazard events. In addition to the above, the research provided a tabular
recommendation for improving Auckland-wide resilience to natural hazards for the Auckland
City Council. The mode of implementation and the expected outcome were also highlighted in
the research recommendations. While the importance of the recommendations cannot be
overlooked in planning resilience, the success of the research recommendations cannot be
separated from the social and economic conditions of the community.
The next chapter concludes this research. The chapter explains how the research objectives
were achieved, and the study’s contribution to the body of knowledge in the field of community
resilience and hazard management studies. Moreover, the chapter identifies areas of knowledge
that research has not addressed, for further research and also addresses the limitations of the
research.
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CHAPTER TEN
Research summary and conclusion
10.1 Research overview and summary
10.1.1 Research motivation
While the concept of vulnerability has emerged since the early 1970s. Vulnerability as a
disciplinary and related concept emerged in the early 2000s to shift the focus of disaster
management from vulnerability to capacity. While vulnerability has been exacerbated by
climate change and urbanisation, resilience has been promoted as the capacity to cope with,
adapt to and manage the consequences of natural hazards. This shift has made it imperative
that communities identify their weaknesses and strengths and address areas of vulnerabilitiy to
improve long term resilience to natural hazards. A case in point is the resilience to the Nature’s
Challenges Programme being promoted and funded by the Government of New Zealand. A
crucial aspect of the programme is the assessment of the resilience of urban communities in
Auckland to natural hazards. Notwithstanding that Paton (2007) has investigated Aucklandwide resilience to hazards and numerous researches on resilience has been conducted in the
wake of several earthquakes in the South Island of NewZealand, available literature tends to
suggest a dearth of information on the resilience of the African community in Auckland. This
research aims to address this gap by assessing the resilience of theAfrican community to
natural hazards in Auckland. This research has as an overarching objective: ‘to assess the
resilience of the African communities to natural hazards in Auckland? Several factors have
motivated this research:
•

Most of the members of the African community have migrated to Auckland from an
environment of known risks and familial support in time of natural challenges.

•

The expected susceptibility of urban communities to multiple risks as a result of climate
change and the complexity of natural hazards.

•

The increasing rate of urbanisation and urban risks and the associated inequality in
resources cope with the expected challenges.
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In addressing the overarching question, ‘how resilient is the African community to natural
hazards in Auckland? this research developed five sub-questions and sub-objectives as
depicted in Table 10.1 below:
Table 10. 1 Research questions and objectives of this investigation
•

What
factors
influence
risk
perception of the African community
in Auckland?

•

To evaluate how the African
community, interpret the risk of
disasters in Auckland

•

What coping capacity exists in the
African community in the case of a
potential disaster in Auckland?

•

To assess the coping capacity of the

How

•

•

resilient

is

the

African

African community in Auckland.

To ascertain the resilience baseline
condition of the African community.

community to natural hazards in
Auckland?
•

How challenging for the African

•

To identify the challenges that may

community is enhancing resilience to

impede the resilience of the African

natural hazards in Auckland?

community to natural hazards in
Auckland.

•

How can the resilience of the African

•

To provide feasible solutions to the

community to natural hazards be

problems that impede the resilience

enhanced in Auckland?

of the African community to natural
hazards.

The under-listed sections explain how the research objective was achieved in order to provide
answers to the research questions.

10.1.2 Concluding research findings
The findings from this investigation will be presented in the following sections categorised
under each research question.
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10.1.2.1 What factors influence risk perception of the African
community in Auckland?
One of the implications of urbanisation is the emergence of new communities that have
migrated from a terrain of known risk to an unfamiliar environment. How people perceive risk
is socially constructed and underpins investment in personal risk agency and choice of
adaptive activities. This research addressed this question in Chapter five by investigating how
the South African and Nigerian communities perceived the risk of disasters in Auckland. The
objective of this chapter was further addressed with four sub-questions regarding the
community knowledge of the multihazard landscape of Auckland, perception and susceptibility
to risks, the role of official information in risk perception and the influence of risk perception
on resilience behaviour of the communities. The results from data analysis show that most
members of the African community were aware of local risks and their vulnerability to the
risks. The findings confirm the influence of decreasing occurrence of a hazard event, the role
of media, dread and official information in risk perception. Although Auckland is highly
susceptible to volcanic eruptions, the risk was less worrisome to the African community
because of the gap between occurrences. Contrarily, the perception of earthquakes and
tsunamis was influenced by information regarding events in Christchurch. While the
community acknowledged the risk of disasters in Auckland, a huge gap between perceived
probability, personal consequences and perceived preparedness exists in the African
community. Consequently, predicting disaster preparedness on risk perception might not
achieve the desired objective in the African community because of subjectivity in perception
and the role of disaster experience in risk perception.

10.1.2.2 What coping capacity exists in the African community in the
case of a potential disaster in Auckland?
This question was addressed in Chapter six of this research. This research conceptualises
coping as short term response capacity to the immediate impact of a disaster. It encompasses
the determination, knowledge and resources of a person to manage impromptu environmental
challenges using the available community resources to cope in a time of emergency. In
assessing the coping capacity, we selected the variables that address the components of our
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definition of coping capacity. The variables were selected from across individual social,
economic and communication resources. And also, knowledge and the use of community
resources, i.e. pre-existing community evacuation plans, emergency shelters and risk
information and communication. Data from the indicators were calculated using the index
method and content analysis procedure. The analysis of the results revealed that the composite
coping capacity of the community was above average on the scale of 1-5. A detailed analysis
shows that social and communication capacities will significantly assist the community in
coping with a disaster event. However, economic contribution and the community actions as
first responder were minimal. The community needed to identify support programmes that
improve coping outcomes and address weak capacities to improve on the existing coping
capacity. The low contribution of economic variables to coping capacity could be addressed
through the redistribution of income in favour of the vulnerable population to improve
disposable resources to cope with unexpected challenges. This policy is crucial because
personal income leverages savings, creditability and taking insurance that enhances coping
capacity. Also, encouraging community membership in multiple associations can provide
opportunity and access to diverse resources. Aside from tangible resources, intangible
resources such as knowledge and skills for coping with a disaster could be acquired through
participation and membership of multiple associations.

10.2.2.3 How resilient is the African community to natural hazards in
Auckland?
The answer to the above question was provided in Chapter seven of this research. This question
was addressed to ascertain the empirical resilience of the African community. To this effect,
the research investigated five resilience domains and corresponding indicators that predicted
personal resilience in the African community. In addition to the above, the research also
combined three approaches in addressing the research question. The approaches were an
assessment of the baseline conditions of the South African and Nigerian communities, based
on the principle of good resilience; and lastly, assessment of resilience benchmarking. These
approaches investigated the current state of resilience and vulnerability of the two
communities, multi-dimensional coverage of domains and comparison between the
communities. We collected data for this research from surveys, interviews and existing
literature. Both parametric and non-parametric data analysis were used for quantitative data
with the aid of SPSS. The study used the index method to calculate the empirical resilience161

based line condition of the communities. The result of the assessment showed a marginal
difference between the composite resilience of the two communities. Although the aggregate
resilience of the Nigerians may be higher than the South Africans, the mean difference between
the communities was not significant enough to conclude that the Nigerian community was more
resilient than the South Africans. Both communities could improve their resilience if indicators
of low resilience are addressed in resilience planning.

10.2.2.4 How challenging is it for the African community to enhance
resilience to natural hazards in Auckland?
In order to answer the above research question, a corresponding objective was set out ‘to
identify the challenges that may impede the resilience of the African community to natural
hazards in Auckland’. Information regarding this objective was sought through a qualitative
data collection method, the reason being that what constitutes challenges is best known by the
people at risk of a disaster. The qualitative data for this question was collected through
interviews and analysed using a thematic analysis method and a 3-stage coding procedure. The
outcome of the data analysis shows that the capacity of the community to be resilient depends
on the magnitude of a disaster impact, existing vulnerability regarding personal resources and
support, lack of information and training and post-disaster trauma. These challenges are distinct
because the structure of the community internally drives them. The impact of these challenges
on community resilience could be reduced by addressing the socio-economic structure of a
society that configures disasters.

10.2.2.5 How can the resilience of the African community to natural
hazards be enhanced in Auckland?
Chapter 9 of this research provides the answer to the above research question. In answering,
the research uses a qualitative method of data collection to elicit information from members of
the community. An interview protocol was designed to address the question. The interview
questions centred on hazards and the probability of a natural hazard event in Auckland, how to
enhance the capacity of the African community to carry out disaster management activities, i.e.
mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery; and lastly, how to improve the overall
resilience of the African community to a potential natural hazard event. A 3-stage coding
process was used to generate over-arching themes on how the African community could
improve its resilience to local hazards. Emergent themes suggested the need for more
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awareness of risk, encouraging community unity and supporting one another, post-disaster
compensation and training for resilience. The implementation of these suggestions in future
resilience planning should recognise the interdependence of resilience domains and the scalar
relationship between different levels in a community as intervention in one domain does not
constitute the resilience of a community.

10.3 Research contributions to the existing body of
knowledge
The significant contribution of this research was the assessment of the resilience of the African
community in Auckland to potential natural events. This research contributes to the existing
body of knowledge on aspects of hazard and disaster management, especially in the field of
community resilience, risk perception and indicator selection. The output of this research
addresses gaps in risk perception and community resilience studies in Auckland.
•

This study constitutes the first empirical research on how the African communities in
Auckland interpret risks and their susceptibility to natural hazards in Auckland.

•

Dovetailing the above contribution, this research is the first attempt to assess the
resilience of the African community to a hazard event in Auckland. The importance of
this contribution is that the community baseline conditions regarding vulnerability and
resilience are shown for possible interventions that might improve the resilience of the
African communities.

•

Methodologically, this study improved on the existing framework for selecting
resilience indicators by integrating disaster management activities, resilience and
community resource. This framework is both internally and theoretically driven as the
indicator’s selection was based on its ability to contribute to disaster management
activities that enhance resilience to natural hazards.

•

Governments and key stakeholders such as non-governmental organisations who are
involved in resilience assessment and planning can apply this model for selecting
relevant indicators. The model is flexible, easy to use and can be applied to any
resilience assessment.
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10.4 Research Limitations
Aside from the fact that climate change modifies natural hazards and complicates hazard
management, it poses a challenge to creating a resilient community. The challenge arises from
the inability to use previous and predictable data to determine the likely impact of hazards on
communities and to forge a coping strategy due to the anticipatory nature of climate change.
Consequently, the existing condition of community resilience thresholds are continually
shifting, and this makes the goal of long term resilience a daunting task (Sharifi, 2016). Similar
to climate change, community resources are continually changing, and distribution is uneven
across spatial scales. The current data and analysis show the empirical resilience of the
communities under investigation at this point. However, ecological disturbance determines the
real resilience of a community to environmental stressors. Narrowing the gap between current
and future states of resilience requires communities to monitor changes along temporal scales
through longitudinal assessment of resilience.
A significant limitation of this study was the exclusion of natural and institutional resources in
the study’s assessment. Resilience is a multifaceted concept with different dimensions. The
resilience of these dimensions needs to be accounted for in a holistic assessment of a
community. Conventionally, a community’s natural, social, physical, institution, economic,
competence, information and communication are often considered. This framework was
modified by the exclusion of natural and institutional resources to account for resilience at the
individual level. The exclusion does not mean that the domains are irrelevant as various studies
have linked the sustainable use of natural resources to community resilience (Courtney,
Ahmed, Jackson, McKinnie, Rubinoff, Stein and White, 2008; Tobin, 1999) and the role of the
institution in community resilience. Out of the 36 tools examined by Sharifi (2016), more
attention was given to the institutional domain. This attention indicated the importance of
official agencies in resilience.
Although the focus of the study was on the African community, findings were limited to the
Nigerian and South African communities as proxies for the African community. This limitation
was to put the research within the parameters of criteria set by the National Science Challenge
and the Auckland City Council. This research was not conducted against an existing benchmark
or resilience baseline condition of the African community. Consequently, it does not
‘adequately’ represent the resilience status of other African communities or the totality of the
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African community. It should be noted that resilience is a dynamic concept because of the
changes that may have occurred in the human capacity and natural environment over time.
Subsequently, we expect the current resilience baseline condition to change over longitudinal
research or future investigation. While the researchers cannot determine the extent of change
that may occur if further resilience assessment was conducted on the Nigerian and South
African communities or African community as a whole, we recommend future research to track
these changes and recommend interventions that may be necessary to improve the resilience of
the African community.

10.5 Areas of further research
This research, as a pioneer investigation on the resilience of the African community to natural
hazards in Auckland, paves the way for further investigation into the resilience of other African
communities in Auckland. Although the research provides insight into the resilience of the
South African and Nigerian communities, future research should involve other African
communities on how to improve their resilience and identify complementary strategies with
existing research to develop an overall strategy for African resilience.
One of the key findings of this research was the gap between perceived risk and preparedness.
The lack of negative experience with a hazard event was the main reason for nonpersonification of a risk. Further research on how to mobilise a community that has not been
impacted by a hazard will significantly improve disaster risk reduction and the overall
resilience capacity.
This research indirectly projected the pre-disaster baseline conditions and benchmarking of the
resilience of the South African and Nigerian communities. The resilience projections were not
assessed under an immediate post-disaster environment. The research tool, methodology and
assessment framework could be tested in a post-disaster environment or in a future longitudinal
study to assess their relevance, shortcomings and areas of further refinement.
The assessment tool of this research accounted for all criteria in the study but temporal
dynamism. The resilience of the African community would have been better assessed if
different temporal scales had been considered in this research. Further research could assess
resilience progress of the South African and Nigerian communities by comparing the current
baseline conditions with the future investigation.
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A2- Participants Information Sheet

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Faculty of Engineering
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand
Engineering Building
20 Symonds Street,
Auckland, New Zealand
Telephone 64 9 3737599 ext 88166
www.cee.auckland.ac.nz

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
The President,
Association of Nigerians in New Zealand Inc.,
P O Box 17001, Green Lane, Auckland.

Research Project Title: Urbanization and disaster risk: assessing the resilience of urban
communities in Auckland to natural hazards.
Name of Researcher: Osamuede Odiase
Degree: PhD in Civil and Environmental Engineering (Disaster Management)
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Research Supervisors: Professor Suzanne Wilkinson and Professor Andreas Neef
My name is Osamuede Odiase, I am a doctoral student in the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering at the University of Auckland. My supervisors for this research are
Professor Suzanne Wilkinson, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and
Professor Andreas Neef of the Department of Development Studies.

Purpose of this Participant Information Sheet
The purpose of this Participant Information Sheet is to invite you to participate in the research
focus group discussions. The objective of the discussion is to elicit information for assessing
the resilience of the African community to the challenges of natural hazards in Auckland.

Research Background
The research is underpinned by the limitations of current efforts to enhance community
resilience to natural hazards which have largely been focused on vulnerability reduction and
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structural mitigation. Current thinking suggests that implementation of these strategies have
been undermined by the paucity of funds, the impact of climate change and increasing rate of
urbanization. As a result, urban communities have become more sensitive and vulnerable to
natural hazard challenges.
Against this background, the investigation complements the New Zealand government’s effort
to enhance the country’s resilience to nature’s challenges. It seeks to investigate the resources
available to the African community in Auckland for enhancing preparedness and response to
hazard challenges. This is because assessing their resilience to natural hazards addresses the
importance of improving resilience through pre-examination of resilience mechanisms and
resources to foster preparedness and effective response nature’s disruptions.
Although studies have been conducted on community resilience to natural hazards in New
Zealand, available evidence suggests that investigation on the resilience of urban communities
to natural hazards has not been conducted in Auckland. In areas where community resilience
studies have been conducted in New Zealand, resilience is largely conceptualised in terms of
recovery. The investigation is not to jettison previous works, but of the opinion that the ability
of a community to mitigate hazards impact and recovery is best enhanced through resource
preparedness and response capability. This is because resilience from the perspective of
recovery does not account for the conditions of various community domains and initiate
policies that may enhance community resources with low resilience.
We expect that policy intervention that may be implemented as a result of this investigation
will not only improve the resilience of African community in Auckland but will also serve as
a test case for investigating the resilience of other communities in Auckland.
The project is under the auspices of the ‘Resilience to Natures Challenges’ programme and
being funded by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) as part of the
National Science Challenge (NSC) effective from 2015 to 2019.
Invitation to participate
We invite you as members of the executive committee of the Association of Nigerians in New
Zealand to participate in our focus group discussion because of your ability to provide us with
relevant information on your community’s preparedness and ability to respond to hazard
events. The focus group discussion questions are designed to measure variables including
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community preparedness, risk perception, social participation, problems in enhancing
community resilience; and how community resilience can be improved. Approximately 7 to 10
members from your community are requested. With regards to the questionnaire distribution,
I seek your permission to distribute the attached questionnaire at the meeting of your national
association’s event.
The estimated time for the discussion is two hours and will take place at the University of
Auckland (date to be advised). Please note that the venue and time may be amended to
accommodate your convenience.
Although we have requested your participation through the president of your association,
participation in this research is entirely voluntary. The focus group discussion will be recorded.
You have the right to choose not to answer any question during the focus group, or leave the
room, without needing to provide a reason. However, your contribution to the discussion
cannot be withdrawn because of the impact it will have on group discussion and data analysis.

Anonymity and confidentiality
In order to guarantee the confidentiality of the information you share with other participants;
the recorded information will be transcribed by the researcher without third party assistance.
Recorded data will be stored in a secured locker within the university premises, which can only
be accessed by the researcher and the supervisors. The data will be stored for 6 years because
consideration is given to some peer-reviewed papers which may be further developed beyond
the completion of the research and after that, the data will be destroyed through re-formatting
of the storage device. The data provided by you will be analysed and presented in the final
research report in the form of a doctoral thesis or published papers. This will be done in a way
that does not identify the source either by name, innuendo or inference. All results will appear
in a generalized form. A copy of our findings will be made available to you on request, by
indicating on the Consent Form if you wish to receive a copy.

It is expected that the results of this project will assist in developing a new framework that will
enhance the capacity of the African community in Auckland to become resilient to the
challenges of nature’s hazards.

Contact details and approval
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Student Researcher name
and contact details
Osamuede Odiase
Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering
oodi109@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Phone: 09 3737599 ext. 88674

Supervisor name and contact
details
Professor Suzanne Wilkinson
School of Built Environment,
Massey University, Auckland
s.wilkinson@massey.ac.nz

Supervisor name and contact
details
Professor Andreas Neef
Dept. of Development Studies
Email: a.neef@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: 64 9 9233486 ext.
83486

Please provide the contact details for the Chair of the Human Ethics Committee: “For any
queries regarding ethical concerns, you may contact the Chair, The University of Auckland
Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, Research Office, Private
Bag 92019, Auckland 1142. Telephone 09 373-7599 ext. 83711. Email:
roethics@auckland.ac.nz”.
Approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee on July 15,
2016, for three years, Reference Number 017500
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A3- Participant Consent Form

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Faculty of Engineering
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland, New Zealand
Engineering Building
20 Symonds Street,
Auckland, New Zealand
Telephone 64 9 3737599 ext 88166
www.cee.auckland.ac.nz

CONSENT FORM
Association of Nigerians in New Zealand Inc.,
P O Box 17001, Green Lane, Auckland.

THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS
Research Project Title: Urbanization and disaster risk: assessing the resilience of urban
communities in Auckland to natural hazards.
Researcher: Osamuede Odiase
Email: oodi109@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Research Supervisors: Professor Suzanne Wilkinson
: Professor Andreas Neef

I have read the Participant Information Sheet (PIS), and I have understood the nature of the
research and why I have been invited. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have
them answered to my satisfaction.
•
•
•

I voluntarily agree to participate in this research
I agree that my information during the group discussion shall be audio-recorded
I understand that the data will be transcribed by the researchers’ (I understand that I
will not be offered the opportunity to review the recording of my information.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

I understand that permission for my participation in this research has been given by
the head of my organization or association.
I agree I will not to disclose the information discussed within the focus group with
anyone outside of the group.
I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation at any time without needing
to provide an explanation. However, my contribution to any discussion in the focus
group cannot be withdrawn.
I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which it will be destroyed
securely.
I understand that the data I provide will be stored securely within the university
premises, and only the researcher and supervisors can have access to it.
I understand that although data provided by the participants will be reported, it will be
done in a way that does not identify the source by name, innuendo or inference.
I give my permission for the questionnaire about Urbanization and disaster risk to be
distributed.
I wish to receive a summary of findings, which can be emailed to me at this email
address:

Name:

Signature

Date

_

Name:

Signature

Date

_

Name:

Signature

Date

_

Name:

Signature

Date

_

Name:

Signature

Date

_

Community/ Organization:

Approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee on July 15,
2016 for three years, Reference Number 017500
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APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTION DOCUMENTS

B1- Sample of survey

URBANISATION AND DISASTER RISK: ASSESSING THE RESILIENCE
OF URBAN COMMUNITIES IN AUCKLAND TO NATURAL HAZARDS.

A SURVEYTO ASSESS THE RESILIENCE OF THE AFRICAN
COMMUNITY IN AUCKLAND TO NATURAL HAZARDS.

BY
OSAMUEDE ODIASE

SUPERVISORS:
PROFESSOR SUZANNE WILKINSON
AND
PROFESSOR ANDREAS NEEF

JULY 2016
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APPROVED BY T HE UNIVE R S IT Y OF AUC K LAND HUM AN
P AR T IC IP ANT S ETHICS COMMITTEE ON JULY 15, 2016 FOR 3 YEARS (REF:
NUMBER 017500)

The University of Auckland is conducting research on:
Urbanisation and disaster risk: assessing the resilience of urban communities in
Auckland to natural hazards.
The overall objective of the study is to assess the capacity of the African community in
Auckland to preparedness and response to the risks and challenges of natural hazards. The policy
interventions that may be implemented as a result of this investigation will not only improve
the resilience of African community in Auckland but will also serve as a test case for
investigating the resilience of other communities in Auckland and New Zealand.
It will take about 30 minutes to complete this questionnaire.
Please provide your email address if you wish to have a summary of the research
findings
Researcher:
Osamuede Odiase
PhD candidate, Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
The University of Auckland
Private Mail Bag 92019, Auckland New Zealand Email:
oodi109@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Tel: 02040783321
Ethics: The findings are for academic purposes only.
•
•
•

Your identity and personal information provided in the survey will be coded to
maintain your anonymity.
Your participation is voluntary.
You are free to withdraw any information you have provided.

Please kindly notify me of your decision to withdraw by 31 March 2017. By completing this
questionnaire, it will be understood that you have consented to participate in the project.

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS
ETHICS COMMITTEE ON JULY 15, 2016 FOR 3 YEARS (REFERENCE NUMBER
017500)
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Urbanisation and disaster risk: assessing
the resilience of urban communities in
Auckland to natural hazards.
RESPONDENT PERSONAL PROFILE
ALL SURVEY INFORMATION IS ANONYMOUS

SECTION A: RESPONDENT PERSONAL PROFILE
1. Gender:

o Male
2. Marital status
⃝ Single

⃝

Female

⃝ Married

3. Which age category applies to you?
⃝ 18-25

⃝ 26-45

⃝ 46-65

⃝ 65 and above

4. What is your highest level of educational qualification?
⃝

Primary school qualification
⃝

Secondary school qualification
Trade, certificate and diploma
University undergraduate degree
University postgraduate degree

⃝

⃝
⃝

5. Which country in Africa are you from?
……………………………………………………………………………………………
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6. What is your immigration status in New Zealand?
Citizen
⃝
Permanent resident

⃝

Study permit

⃝

Work permit

⃝

Humanitarian applicant

⃝

Others (please specify)

⃝

7. Which category represents your number of years in New Zealand?
⃝ 1-5
⃝ 6-10
⃝ 11-15
⃝ 16-20
⃝ 21-25
⃝ 26 and above
8. Which category represents your number of years in Auckland?
⃝ 1-5

⃝ 6-10

⃝ 11-15

⃝ 16-20

⃝ 21-25

⃝ 26 and above

SECTION B: NATURAL HAZARDS AND DISASTER RISK PERCEPTION
9. Which of these disaster events is likely to happen in Auckland? You may tick more
than one box.
Not Likely
⃝

Earthquake

Likely
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Flooding
Tsunami
Volcanic eruption
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

10. How likely do you think you could be affected by each of the following natural hazards in
Auckland?
Hazards

Not likely

Earthquake
Flood
Tsunami
Volcanic eruption
Landslide
Coastal erosion
Tornado

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Somewhat likely
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝⃝⃝⃝
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Moderate likely

quite likely

Highly likely

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

11. To what extent do you agree with each of the following statements?
Strongly
disagree

Preparing for disaster will reduce
damage to my properties.
Preparing for disaster will improve
my ability to cope with it challenges.

disagree Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

12. In regard to the responsibility for disaster preparedness, to what extent would you
agree with each of the following statements?
Strongly
disagree

disagree

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

I have a personal responsibility to
prepare for disaster challenges.
It is the responsibility of the
government agency to protect me
from disaster.

Neither agree
nor disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

13. On a rating of 1 to 5, with one being the lowest and five being the highest, how would you
rate your preparedness with respect to the following potential hazards in Auckland
today?
Natural Hazards

Very low

Low

High

Very high

Highest

Earthquake

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Flood

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Tsunami

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Volcanic eruption

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Landslide

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Coastal erosion

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Tornado

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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14. How would you rate your disaster plan with respect to a potential disaster in
Auckland?
⃝ Do not apply

⃝ No plan

⃝ To begin

⃝ In process

⃝ Completed

15. As part of your disaster plan, how would you rate your participation in yearly disaster
exercises in anticipation of a disaster event?
⃝ Do not apply ⃝ No plan
⃝ To begin ⃝ In process
⃝ Completed
16. As part of my disaster plan, I have a 3-day storage of items in case of an emergency.
⃝ Do not apply

⃝ No plan

⃝ To begin

⃝ In process

⃝ Completed

17. On a personal level, what actions have you taken to prepare yourself in anticipation of a
potential “natural disaster” in Auckland?
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

SECTION C: SOCIAL CAPITAL
18. In regard to participating in the affairs of the African community, how often do you
undertake each of the following?
Never Rarely
How often do you help other
members of your community
during a crisis?
Working with others on projects to
improve the community’s life.
Participating in local activities and
events such as festivals and social
gathering.
Contributing money, food or
clothing to local causes, charities, or
to the African community.
Attending a public meeting on
the African community issue.
Participating in volunteer
activities for the benefit of the
African community.

Sometimes

often

Always

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝
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19. How often do you visit other Africans who are not members of your immediate family in
Auckland?
⃝ Never
⃝ Rarely
⃝ Sometimes
⃝ Often
⃝ Always
20. How many African social / community organisations do you belong to in Auckland?
⃝1
⃝2
⃝ 3
⃝ 4
⃝ 5
⃝ 6
⃝ 7

21. Please list the names of the African community / social organisations you belong to in
Auckland.
1. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

22. What kind of assistance do the African associations or organisations you mentioned
usually give to members?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
23. Which of the options below expresses your satisfaction as a member of the associations
or organisations in Auckland that you mentioned above?
Not satisfy being a member

⃝

Somewhat satisfied

⃝

Moderately satisfied

⃝

Quite satisfied

⃝

Highly satisfied

⃝

24. To enable you and others in your community to withstand any future disaster in
Auckland, would you be willing to?
Participate in any disaster preparedness fair

No
⃝
⃝

Give information to other members of
the African community on any
impending disaster?
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Possibly
⃝
⃝

Yes
⃝
⃝

Encourage other people in the African
community to always be ready in
anticipation of any disaster?

⃝

⃝

⃝

Participate in a training course to help the
African community to withstand future

⃝

⃝

⃝

25. How much do you consider your lack of time as a barrier to your ability to participate to
reduce the potential impact of disaster on the African community?
No barrier at all / Does
not apply
⃝

Not a barrier
⃝

Minor barrier Moderate barrier
⃝

⃝

Major
⃝

barrier

26. How much do you consider your lack of interest as a barrier to your ability to
participate to reduce the impact of a disaster on the African community?
No barrier at all / Does
not apply
⃝

Not a barrier
⃝

Minor barrier
⃝

Moderate barrier

⃝

Major barrier
⃝

27. How much do you consider the lack of information as a barrier to your ability to
participate in an effort to reduce the impact of a disaster on the Af ri c an
community?
Not a barrier
⃝

No barrier at all /
Does not apply ⃝

Minor barrier
⃝

Moderate barrier ⃝

Major barrier
⃝

SECTION D: RISK COMMUNICATION
28. How would you rate your trust in the information conveyed by the Auckland Civil Defence
and Emergency Management Agency?
⃝ Not all

⃝ Law

⃝ Average

⃝ High

⃝ Very High

29. How likely are you to be influenced by risk information from the Auckland Civil Defence
and Emergency Agency regarding the following hazards?
Hazards
Not likely Somewhat likely
Moderate likely
quite likely
Highly likely
Earthquake

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Flood

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Tsunami

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Volcanic eruption

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Landslide

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Coastal erosion

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

⃝

Tornado

⃝

⃝

⃝⃝ ⃝
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30. How satisfied are you with the Auckland Civil Defence and Emergency Management
Agency outreach on disaster preparedness with your community?
⃝ Not satisfied
⃝ Somewhat satisfied
⃝ Moderately satisfied
⃝ Quite satisfied
⃝ Highly
satisfied

31. Which of the under listed means of communication is at your disposal?
No

Yes

Mobile telephone

⃝

⃝

Television

⃝

⃝

Radio

⃝

⃝

Internet News

⃝

⃝

Facebook

⃝

⃝

Twitter

⃝

⃝

Email

⃝

⃝

Newspapers

⃝

⃝

Auckland / Red Cross Hazard Emergency App

⃝

⃝

32. Please suggest ways that you could be better informed on what to do in case of an
impending disaster event
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

SECTION E: HUMAN COMPETENCE
33. Do you know what to do when there is an announcement of impending danger from
the following natural hazards?
1
2
3
Hazards
Earthquake

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

Volcanic eruption

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

Tsunami

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

Landslide

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝
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Coastal erosion

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

Tornado

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

Flood

No ⃝

Unsure ⃝

Yes ⃝

34. How would you rate your understanding of the emergency procedures for disaster
event?
⃝ Very low
⃝ low
⃝ Moderate
⃝ High
⃝ Very high
35. In case there is a disaster in Auckland, do you know the place for temporary
accommodation in your locality?
⃝ No
⃝ Unsure
⃝ Yes

SECTION F: ECONOMIC CAPITAL
36. Which of these categories would you classify yourself?
1 Self-Employed ⃝

2 Employed ⃝

5 Social benefit ⃝

6 Student ⃝

3 Unemployed ⃝

4 Retired ⃝

(Please be assured this information is confidential)
37. Under which of these categories is your annual gross income?
0-20,000NZD
⃝

21,000-40,000NZD

41,000-60,000NZD

⃝

⃝

61,00-80,000NZD

81,000- abov

⃝

⃝

38. How would you classify yourself based on your annual gross income?
⃝ Surviving

⃝ Somewhat

wealthy

⃝ Moderately w e a l t h y

⃝ Wealthy

⃝ Very wealthy

39. With reference to your income and necessities of life, how would you rate your ability to
save?
⃝ Not at all
⃝ Very low
⃝ Low
⃝ High
⃝ Very high
40. How easy can you secure credit facility from financial institutions in Auckland?
⃝ Not possible
⃝ Not easy
⃝ Very easy

41. Do you and your household have insurance coverage for a potential disaster event in
Auckland?
⃝ No
⃝ Yes
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42. Do you have insurance coverage for the under listed natural hazards?
No
Hazards
Earthquake

Yes
⃝

⃝

⃝

Volcanic eruption

⃝
⃝

Tsunami

⃝

landslide
⃝

Coastal erosion

⃝
⃝

Tornado

⃝
⃝

Flood
⃝

⃝
⃝

43. Do you or any member of your household rent or own the house you live in?
⃝ Others
⃝ Rent to live in
⃝ Own a house
44. Which of these means of transportation is readily available to you and your family?
⃝ None
⃝ Bicycle
⃝ Motorcycle
⃝ Personal car
45. Please list the type of support or encouragement you may need in order to
participate in an effort to reduce the impact of “natural disaster” on the African
community?

1. ………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………
46. What in your view will help you to prepare and cope with disaster in Auckland if it
happens?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
47. Would you be interested in a follow-up face-to-face interview?
NO

⃝

Yes

⃝ if yes, please provide your contact details below:
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APPRECIATION
Thanks for your time and effort in responding to this questionnaire. All information will be kept strictly
confidential.

For further enquiries about “Assessing the resilience of urban communities in Auckland to natural
hazards research project” at The University of Auckland Please contact:

Osamuede Odiase, PhD Student
E-mail: oodi109@aucklanduni.ac.nz

Professor Suzanne Wilkinson
E-mail: s.wilkinson@massy.ac.nz
School of Built Environment,
Auckland

Massey University

Professor Andreas Neef
E-mail:
a.neef@auckland.ac.nz
Development Studies Programme The
University of Auckland.
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B2 Interview questions
In order to address this objective, a semi-structured interview was conducted with five
Nigerians and five South Africans as participants. The interview protocol addressed the
following questions
The answer to research question four was obtained from participants through an interview
protocol. Within this protocol, research participants were asked the under-listed sub-questions:
•

How do you perceive the probability and the impact of a natural hazard event in
Auckland?

•

The term resilience seems popular in Auckland. Can you share with me what you
understand by the term resilience?

•

What are the challenges that may likely impede your capacity to prepare for a potential
natural challenge?

•

Regarding your ability to cope or respond to natural challenges, what challenges you
are you likely to face in responding to a potential disaster event.

•

What issues in your view may impact on your ability to recover from a hazard event?

•

How will you sum up all the issues that may impede your resilience to a natural hazard
event?

•

What is the probability of a natural hazard event in Auckland?

•

The term resilience seems popular in Auckland. Can you share with me what you
understood by the term resilience?

•

How could your capacity to prepare for a potential natural challenge be enhanced?

•

What in your view could enhance your ability to cope or respond to natural challenges?

•

Your ability to recover from a hazard event is an important aspect of resilience. How
can your ability to recover from a potential disaster be improved upon?

•

On a final note what could improve your resilience to a potential natural hazard event?
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APPENDIX B: DATA COLLECTION DOCUMENTS

C1- Code book

Urbanisation and disaster risk: assessing the
resilience of African community in Auckland to
natural hazards
Nodes

Name

Description

Affordability
Agency
awareness
bureaucracy
Challenges
Communication
community help
community
participation
Compensation
Confusion
Congestion
Continuity
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Name

Description

cooperation
Determination
Education
Ignorance
Impact
Implementation
Indifference
Inequality
Information
Integration
Interdependent
mobility
Occurrence
peculiar needs
Personal effort
Physical impact
Pre-knowledge
Psychological
psychological help
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Name

Description

Resource
Risk type
Risky environment
signage
social institutions
Special information
Sudden
support
support system
training
Transportation
Visual
warning
Worries
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